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THE

PRICE TEN CENTS.

BANKING HOUSE OK

LOANEE’S BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
'(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Builing,

HENRY

TO INVESTORS,

CLEWS

RAILROAD IRON,
&

CO.,

FOR SALE

32 Wall Street, N. Y.
Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ;

'22 Nassau Street, New York.

also Commercial Credits issued available tbrougbout
'CAPITAL.......................... .......................... $500,000
Subject to increase to.................................... 1,000,000

DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE
This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
will receive special attention.
FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
CUSTOMERS.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO

&

SON,

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,

THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less land and all their branches.
profitable securities, we recommend the Saven-Thirty

Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San

Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com
pany as well secured and unusually productive.

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or
the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank;

The bonds are always convertible at Ten pef cent, interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates of
premium (1.10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market

Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate; Notes

A. S. HATCH.
OFFICE OF

State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.
CLEWS, HABICHT & CO.,

BANKERS

AND

DEALERS

IN

office address of the owner, All marketable stocks

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

and bonds are received in exchange for Northern

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

Pacifies ©N MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

MAY COOKE & CO.

A FIRST-CLASS

AT A LOW PRICE.

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,
OppositA TT. S. Sub-Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the
Union.
We buy and sell at current rates, all classes
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
We buy and sell, , at the Stock Exchange,
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.
Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, will receive careful attention

FISK & PATPf, :

BANKING A FINANCIAL.

SECOND

MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE

7

PER

terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the post-

New York Security

FISK & HATCH,

WARSAW RAILWAY,

and Drafts collected.

—yielding an Income more than one-third greater than
U. S. 5-208. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in

HABVEY FISK.

AND

Coin, subject to Cbeck at sight, which pass through

11 Old Broad Si, London.

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubject to
cheek at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Pour per Cent interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.

TOLEDO, PEORIA

Francisco and the West Indies.

per cent, gold) is equal now to about 8 1-4: currency

No. 59 Wall St., New York.

71 BROADWAY

National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

Prices. The rate of interest (sevewand three-tenths

Bankers,

BY S. W. HOPKINS <fc CO,

To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR the world.

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road,
Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready
market.
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided lathe Mortgage
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered.
Brice 97% an accrued interest, in currency, from
February 15,1872.
Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New
York.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

The undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage
Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.
This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of
road with the metropolis.
TANNER & CO., Bankers,
Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per mile,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.
The road approaches completion. It traverses a
populpus and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its bonds
91 and 21 NASSAU STREET,
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment.
They aye amply secured by a mortgage for less than
Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available m all
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven parts of the world through the
per cent, gold interest, and are offered five percent,
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND THEIR
CORRESPONDENTS.
them to all class of investors.
GEORGE QPPYKE 8s CO.,

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

INTEREST

WARRANTS

PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

PRINCIPAL 1886,

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds in.
block. By act of reorganization of the Company these
bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
the entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to
gether with all the rolling stoek and real property, to
the value of more than ten millions of dollars.

The

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect

AUGUST BELMONT A GO.,

with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Mjssi s

Bankers*

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on

Also, maics telegraphic transfers of
(TOte, Eu.ifop.p54 Havana^

stn (DjsJiJ
;

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington.

The income of the

all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre
ferred shares.

For terms apply to

OLABK, DODGE # CO,
Pmw w

W0m

#
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Mrs. S.
Magnetic Healer,
PERMANENT RESIDENCE,

TWENTY YEARS’ PRACTICE.
rm. iPERKiiiNrs
Can he consulted as usual at his office,
No. 9 FIFTH STREET (South Side),
OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE,

181 SANDUSKY ST.,

ALLEGHANY CITY, Pa.,
Will be located for a few weeks at
109 HAMILTON ST, BROOKLYN, L. I.
EXAMINATIONS BY A LOCK OF HAIR SENT
BY LETTER.
Terms ------ $2.00

w

HITE STAR LINE.
For Queenstown and Liverpool,
Carrying' the
UNITED STATES MAIL.
New and full-powered; steamships.
Sailing from New York on Saturday, from Liver
pool on Thursday, calling at Cork Harbor each way
Adriatic, Saturday, February 1, 3.00 p. m.
Oceanic, Saturday. February 8, at 3.00 p. m.
Baltic, Saturday, February 15, at 3.00 p. m.
Celtic. Saturday. February 32, at 1.00 p. m.
Atlantic, Saturday, March 1, at 3.00 p. m.
From the White Star Dock, Pavonia Ferry, Jerse
City.
Passenger accommodations (for all classes) unrivaled
combining
Safety, Speed, and Comfort.
Saloons, state-rooms, smoking room, and bath room?
in midship section, where least motion is felt. Sur
geons and stewardesses accompany these steamers.
Rates—Saloon $80, gold. (For sailing after 1st of
April. $100 gold.) Steerage, $30. currency. Those
wishing to send for friends from the Old Country car.
now obtain steerage prepaid certificates, $30, cur
rency.
Passengers booked to or from all parts of America.
Paris, Hamburg, Norway, Sweden, India, Australia
China, &c.
Drafts from £1 upward.
For inspection of plans and other information,
applv at the Company’s offices. No. 10 Broadway
New York.
J. H. SPARKS, Agent.

KANSAS CITY, MO.,
or by myiwjAox 1.227, on the various symptoms of Pri
vate Dit-r
The afflicted will take notice that I am
the only man on the American continent that can cure
vou of Spermatorrhoea. Loss of Manhood, etc., caused
by self abuse or d sease. I challenge the combined
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pro
duced bv nightly seminal emissions or by excessive
sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows:
boss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the
back, weakness nf limbs, chronic enstiveness of the
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approacning strangers, great nervousness,
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue, and fre
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is
the only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth
street, south, opposite the public square, Kansas City,
Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city.
Call and see me; a. friendly chat costs you nothing, and
ah is strictly confidential. Post box 1,227.
Dr. PERKINS, Kansas City, Mo,
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AFETY, SPEED AND COMFORT.

NORWICH LINE.
SFor Boston, Worcester,
Fitchburg, Groton Junction,

Ladies9 Own Magazine.

Dr. JOSEPH TREAT,

SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5,
FREE.

Lowell, Lawrence, Nashua, Manchester, Concord, Pal
THE CONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE
mer, Brattleboro, and intersecting points.
HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN
The new and staunch steamers
THE WEST,
CITY OF BOSTON,
CITY OF NEW YORK,
AND
CITY OF LAWRENCE and
THE ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULAR IN
CITY OF NORWICH
AMERICA.
Will leave New York daily (Sundays excepted) at 4
o’clock p. m., from Pier No. 40, North River, foot of
Canal and Watts streets.
CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS,
For New London, and Norwich, their connecting
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,
with Express trains for the'above points, via Vermont
Central. Norwich a»d Worcester, and Boston, Hart Live Editorials, Superb Engravings.
ford and Erie Railroads.
UkJ M-AAVJ.
A VAX
iXU IXIV 1
OYER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
the office, Pier 40, North River.
GAGED UPON IT.
W. F. PARKER, Agent.
New York, June 7, 1872.
Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,

Of Vineland, N. J., gives
T H E, ID E

AND A

SUBSCRIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND
SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.

LECTXJEES:

We will send the Ladies’ Own three months on
HENRY WARD BEECHER,
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub
GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN,
scription if you renew for the balance of the year. A
VICTORIA C. WOOD HULL,
new volume begins July 1.
wm:. white, m. i>.,
Risk of Hall and expenses taken, and 25 cents
M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
charged for each Lecture.
56 West 33 d. Street
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
If necessary the cream of the three rendered in one
Henry Ward Beecher illustrated by twice life-size
(Ret. Fifth Avenue and Broadway).
portrait.
,
SPERMATORRHEA.
Address, care of Weodhull & Claflin, 48 Broad st.,
OFFICE hours:
N. Y., or of J. P. Mendum, 84 Washington st., Boston,
9 A. M. to 1 P. M. & 5 to 7 P. M.
Mass., or of J. A. Lant, Editor of the Sun, Toledo, O. CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND
WARRANTED, FOR $10.
It is an outside application. No medicine given.
THE
Send for free circular to
APPOINTMENTS FOR 1873.
DR. E. WOODRUFF,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Elgin, 111., 1st and 2d; Rockford, EL, 3d, 4th, 5th and
THE
GREAT
fith; Beloit. Wis., 7th, 8th and 9th;Madison, Wis., 11th
md 12th; Watertown, Wis., 13th, 14th and 15th; Fond
OuLac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh, 18th, 19th and 20th; AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY
NOTICE TO INVESTORS.
Ripon, 21st and 22d; Whitewater, 24th and 25th;
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.
Waukesha, 26th and 27th; Chicago, Matteson House,
JSth, 29th, 30th and 31st of each month during the
vear. Offices, principal hotels in each city. Chronic
H. N. F LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,
NITED STATES, NEW-ZE ALAND complaints incident to both sexes exclusively and sue
& AUSTRALIAN MAIL STEAMSHIP LINE. cessfully treated.
WITH AN
—The steamships of this line are appointed to sail ,
ENCOMIUMS FROM THE PRESS.
from San Francisco for NEW-ZEALAND and AUS
The Western Rural speaks of Dr. Dake as one of the
Able and Practical Editorial Staff,
TRALIA, via Honoluln, upon
most successful physicians in the United States.
AND AH
MAY 22,
I SEPT. 11,
Dr. DAKE.-=-That this scientific physician has no
JUNE 19,
| OCT. 9,
equal
in the West thousands will affirm.—Jcwraa/, EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
JULY 17,
j NOV. 6,
Beloit, Wis.
AUG. 14,
•[ DEC. 4, at Noon.
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.
Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man
For freight and passage, apply to
'S Dr. Dake, who in the last three years has built up
TERMS:
W. H. WEBB, 53 Exchange Place, New York.
one of the largest practices of any physician in the
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More.
WeBt—Lockford Gazette.
Dumon'.C. Dake, M. D., is having great success in
NLY DIRECT LINE TO FRANCE.
SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.
this city. He is active, whole souled, in fact, one of
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COM the
“whitest” gentlemen we have ever known.
AT 90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST. COUPON AND
PANY’S MAIL STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW
YORK AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.
A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.
REGISTERED. INTEREST PAYABLE IN
The splennid vessels on this favorite route for the
GOLD. APRIL AND OCTOBER.
[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 3®, 1871.]
Continent will sail from Pier No. 50, North River, asfollows:
We now offer these Bonds at the above VERY LOW
“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago
“ Ville de Paris,” Surmont, Saturday, January 28.
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro price. THE CANADA SOUTHERN, or Eastern end
“Washington,” Roussan, Saturday, February 8.
prietor of the Western Rural, one of the ablest and of this line, whose Bonds were so rapidly sold last sum
“ St. Laurent,” Lemarie, Saturday, February 22.
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the mer,
“ Pereire,” Danre, Saturday, March 8.
country, Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most
Price of passage in, gold (including wine) to Brest or
Havre:
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
First Cabin. ..........$125 | Second Cabin............$75.
179 South Fourth Street,
lishment^ in the West, and also his residence and
EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again
These steamers do not cany steerage passengers.
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407" and will he opened for business in connection with the
American travelers going t» or returning from th<
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma TOLEDO AND WABASH and other Western Roads,
Continent of Europe, by taking the steamers of this
terial for his business, and from which point he has at a very early day. The CHICAGO AND CANADA
ine, avoid both transit by English railway and the dis
WILLIAM SBURGH, N. F.
comforts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the SOUTHERN, or Western end of this line, is now being
trouble and expense.
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as rapidly built, and the Company expect it to be finished
GEO. MACKENZIE, Agent, No. 58 Broadway.
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine, during the present year.
C. J. OSBORN.
ADDISON CAMMACK.
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled
THIS GREAT TRUNK LINE, when completed
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm through, will he of immense advantage to the shipping
specially
disastrous
had
ever
happened
to
it.
Suc
or
Has for sale, or to he rented out upon the usual Cir
interests of the Great West, being Level, Straight, and
culating Library plan, an excellent selection of Supe cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought thirty-three miles Shorter than any other route. Hav
to feel proud of it.”
ing connections with all the lines running into Buffalo
rior Books, of a well-known highly advanced moral
at the East and Chicago at the West, and under the
No. 34 BROAD STREET,
and reformatory character.
“ The Largest and Handsomest Paper for management of some of the most experienced raiload operators of the country, its success is rendered
STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FED
Also “WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY,” the
Young People.'”
a certainty, and its Bonds must be a safe and profitable
ERAL SECURITIES, bought and sold on Com
“BANNER
OF
LIGHT”
and
other
Liberal
Weekly
investment. It makes the shortest and best connec
mission.
Papers.
tions going West, both at Toledo and Detroit, and is
THE
the only Seven Per Cent. Bond on any through Trunk
COUNTRY BOARD.
Office Hours.—8K to 12 o’clock a. m„ and from 2% to
line now offered.
THE
o’clock p. m., daily, Sundays excepted.
Pamphlets and all information by
ILODfG- KIIDL HOUSE
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL
Winslow, Lanier & Co.,
(Near Beer’s Mill depot, on the Housatonic Railroad),
rtie most Wonderful Discovery FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OP COUNTRY AND CITY.
Six miles from Bridgeport, Conn.
Bankers, 27 Pine Street.
TERMS:
Address,
C. S. MIDDLEBROOK,
of any Age.
$1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four or More.
Leonard, Sheldon & Foster,
Box 778.
Bridgeport, Conn.

DR. T.A.DUE’S

Western Rural,

CHICAGO AND CANADA
SOUTHERN.

U

7 per cent. Gold Bonds

O

BROOKLYN PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY

IS NOW FINISHED,

OSBORN <fe CAMMACK,

Bankers,

Young Folks’ Rural,

ANNA M. MEIXSEL,
DAYID S. CADWALLADER,

MAGNEifTIC HEALERS,
1,114 CALLOWH1LL STREET,
Philadelphia.
Office Hours,

9

to

11

a. m.,

4

to 6 P. M.

PROF. D. MEEKER'S

A PAIR OF BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOS, MOUNTED
AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A

GIFT

Bankers, 10 Wall Street.

TO

EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.

Crown Crinoline*

INFALLIBLE CURE FOR THE OPIUM HABIT.

The Young Folks' Rural is a novelty among publi
A reliable and painless remedy for the Opium habit. cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and
Cures without any inconvenience to or interruption of different from any other in style and character. Six
ousiness. Pamphlets sent free on application.
teen pages and sixty-four columns—the largest news
paper in Chicago!
Address,

Are Charming for Lightness,

npkoaiEaon’a Crown Crinolines
~Sl
Are Superior for Elasticity.

Thomson’*

Crown Crinolines
Are unequalled for Durability.

WHAT “THEY SAY.”
Crown Crinolines,
Thomson’s
In a wonl, are the best in the world, and
[From the Chicago Evening Post.}
more widely known than any other.
“H. N.-F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
At wholesale by
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
THOMSON, LANGDON & Co.,
BARTON & ALLBN,
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title
391 Broadway,
of the Young Folks' Rural. *
*
* Mr. .Lewis
New York.
Psychometric Readings for persons who send me is just the man to make it a ‘big thing.’ ”
their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
[From the Letter of a Western Mother.}
Fee, $2. Address, 1,114 Callowhill street, Phila
No. 40 BROAD STREET,
“ The Young Folks' Rural is just what our dear
delphia, Pa., by
J. MURRAY SPEAR.
children need. Altogether it is a n-uble enterprise, and
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on com
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’
mission.
,
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in
MISSES GROVER & CROSBY,
thanking you.”
NEW YORK
[From a School Teacher.}
“I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit
and amusement of niy pupils. Eyes are brighter and
316 Fourth Avenue,
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural
makes its appearance.
NEW
YORK.
EIGHTH AYENUE,
(Between Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth streets.)
Cor. Fourteenth St.,
SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE.
vert description of scale
*«
Office Hours from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m.
BIX PER CENT. INTEREST
Address,
bmtirs .ATio.A.ffl-rioK. Scud for Cftt'!io— x,"..
Kcond
hand
Scales
of
oth#r
makers,
tskea
in
pari
(?!,} for
Terms
----$2.00
to
$3.00.
H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
allowed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Deposits
for sole CHEAP.
made on or before August 1 will draw interest from JAMES FISK, Jr., Business Control of Miss GROVER,
Chicago, HI.
HOWE
SCALE
CO„
August 1.
* Park Pises,
Vsrt;
Both Western Rural and Young Folks' Rural furnished
Assets, $2,473, -' 5
^L/phaa, $200,872.95
Helen Grover.
Lizzie It. Crosby
for One Year for $3.00.
PSYCHOMETRIC EXAMINATION OF DISEASE CORRECTLY
MADE FROM A LOCK OF HAIR.

Bankers and Brokers,

Drs. D. & L. MEEKER,
P. O. Drawer 475, La Porte, Ind.

PSYCHOMETRY.

SAYINGS BANK, Business & Medical Clairvoyant,

' HOWE’S"

staidam mus

E
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he has the faculty developed to appreciate it. In another thinks what a water-power might be there constructed. Can
person the organs of tune may be large, he loves melody; the two harmonize in this ? Certainly not, in just so much
but being deficient in the organ of time has no love of nor of their nature at least; and is it any wonder if she chooses
appreciation of rhythm. The same of every faculty of the the companionship of some one who sees things more as she
mind;. it loves its like, as in all nature like attracts like. sees them? A man may have large reasoning faculties, re
Love is not a unit, an action of any one faculty as las been flective powers—always wants to trace effects from causes
taught and believed by the world generally. We may be and causes to effects; is not satisfied to know of facts, but
attracted to a person by merely one faculty, while the others must ascertain the reason for all things. His wife, if lack
are wholly unawakened, wholly dormant* In this way a ing in this respect, canmot understand his philosophizing,
man and woman may chance to meet, engage, perhaps, in and he must seek other friends that are interested in such
singing and playing, their faculties of music are large and matters, beings more like himself are able to appreciate his
active, and they are strongly attracted by those faculties, logic, and by comparison of ideas stimulate to further re
v
The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and and perhaps form an engagement and marry (as the world search and investigation.
Thus, I arguq, in order for two persons to be harmoniously
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid, calls it), and find out afterward that this faculty was about
the only one they were adapted in, the only one in which united there must be a similarity in the mental organization
at the following liberal prices:
they can harmonize?;' They love each other, but you see only of the two, and the more traits of character they harmonize
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Woodon one point of character; they are truly married only in, the more perfect and complete the union. If in every
hull ............................................................... ......................$8 00 musically. In this way come so many of the unhappy mar trait they are similar, so much the better could they under
riages that are to-day causing society to groan in anguish. stand and appreciate each other; but in no part of our natures
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin............... 2 00 Society is constructed upon such an unsound basis, from the is there such a starn necessity for harmony in order to be
happy as in the social department, for the other elements
The Principles of Social Freedom....................................
25 fact I have mentioned in a previous lecture, that approbativeness is more cultivated than consciousness, so the man can be obtained and our natures satisfied better elsewhere
7'he Impending Revolution..................................................
25 and woman who is pleased with another, instead of trying than in the social department, and home is the nation’s nurto understand just in how much of their natures they are ,sery, humanity’s first school.
The Ethics of Sexual Equality............................................
25
A woman having a large social development, great love of
attracted, in how much of their souls they love, set themselves
to work to cover up and conceal from the other party all that home and friends, delights in nothing so much as nice social
SOCIALISTIC.
they fear might not be attractive to them, and act from just surroundings, a neat, comfortable home, which is her heaven,
that part of their natures where they know they are attrac and to it she welcomes those of kindred natures with re
tive. From the lack of understanding of what constitutes joicing.
LOVE AND MARRIAGE.
Her affections are active, and she would welcome ever the
LECTURE BY JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M. D., BOWMAN’S HALL, love, and from lack of honesty in making’ each other fully
understand all their qualities of mind and soul, come our companion of her bosom with smiles, caresses and endearing
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
fragmentary marriages—married, perhaps, in one faculty words. She is united to her opposite in this. Home has no
In undertaking to speak to you this evening on the subject
and point of character, while all the rest are at war with peculiar charm for him; it is comfortable to have a place to
of love and marriage, we feel we have undertaken to handle
each other, repulsive instead of attractive. They never for eat and sleep, some one to keep his clothes in order. He
a subject that requires the most profound reason, the clearest
a moment think of love as one attribute and depending upon meets her in a cold, formal manner.
insight and largest sympathies to deal with it, in accordance
one faculty, but that each of the many faculties has a love
Then love flows to him through the spiritual and affqgtional
with its deep significance and far-reaching consequences.
belonging to and peculiar to itself. Causality loves logic, part of her nature, his, through the selfish and animal. They
We shall hardly expect to do more than to merely throw
ideality loves the beautiful, philoprogenitiveness loves chil live together for a short time; she, disappointed and wretch
out some ideas and thoughts that may touch a chord in some
dren and pets, inhabitiveness loves home and country, ap- ed, until disgust takes the place of the love she bore him,
hearts that will vibrate in unison with ours, or to awaken
probativeness loves the good opinion of others, consciousness and her looked-for heaven becomes a very Hades and agony;
an action of the mind, which will not cease until it shall
loves right, and they each and all love in degree according to loneliness and disease her portion; where, had there been har
have developed that mind to a higher condition.
the development and strength of the faculty.
mony in their social natures, happiness and rosy health
In introducing to an audience or an individual a subject
The subject of marriage is one upon which but little is would have been the result.
somewhat new to them, we must scarcely expect to find
The magnetic and eletric forces must be in balance in each
many persons who can receive it and incorporate it into their said, even by our lecturers and teachers, in a philosophical,
stock of knowledge—few that will not even at first repulse rational manner, but is spoken of by people generally as God person forming a union, or they must be opposite each to the
the new thought if it happen to be antagonistic tq their is spoken of—as being beyond people’s comprehension, as other; that is, if the magnetic forces are balanced in each in
previously received opinions or educational prejudices. But though it was entirely forbidden ground. But as our papers dividual, they can perfectly blend, with each other and if
when the idea has once made its impression upon the spirit, are filled with accounts of elopements, divorces, bestiality attracted together it will be from spiritual qualities; where
it cannot be erased, and the mind will dwell upon it, study and abuses of every kind, and as society seems like a smoth as, if the individual is out of balance, it is too electric, or too
it, and many times it will be-years before it will, by action, ered volcano—threatening destruction on every hand—it be magnetic a condition. By being brought en rapport with one
produce sufficient growth to capacitate the person for its comes the duty of those who essay to teach the people, those in the opposite condition a strong attraction is formed. A
that point to “ the tree whose leaves are for the healing of magnetic attraction which may have no relation whatever to
reception.
When we advance new ideas, or a philosophy not gener the nations,” to carefully and thoroughly consider this any mental adaptation, and that attraction will last until equi
librium is formed between the two, when, if they are not
ally recognized by the public mind, we little realize their matter.
I believe in marriage. We see this law of attraction and otherwise attracted, it will cease. Now many persons are atfar-reaching consequences; for, like the waves caused by
throwing a pebble into the tranquil waters of a lake will union manifested throughout all nature, animate and inani tacted magnetically, drawn together from the law of demand
vibrate even to the farthest shore, so these thoughts will mate. We see it in all the manifestations of animal life, the and supply in these elements, and marry without a knowl
marriage, of course, corresponding with the plane of devel edge of the laws which bring them together, and ignorant
agitate the whole ocean of humanity.
Love we define as the affinity, or natural attraction of opment and nature of the organization. True marriage is or heedless of every mental quality, and when they become
nature: hence we have as many degrees and qualities of love the most sacred of all relations; and the true, harmonious equalized in the magnetic forces, the attraction ceases, and
as we have degrees and qualities of matter. It is from this blending of two loving spirits, outwardly expressed, is a con repulsions takes the place of it. But when a person is
love, or affinity of particle for particle in nature, that the dition angels might envy. When hearts are linked and hands strongly magnetic or eletric they shall never unite with one
rocks are formed, the drops of the ocean blend in one har united, sacred indeed is the union, the soul seeing within in the same condition, or they will repel each other, as will
monious whole, and the stars, that gem the pale brow of another the elements best adapted to its own, and thus in like poles of the battery, while the electric and magnetic
the strength born of the union, labors to bless and benefit will harmonize, and in this union and balance of the electric
night, are kept in their proper relations one to another.
We see this affinity, this love in matter, manifest in the mankind. This is marriage—true, sacred and holy. I care and magnetic forces, the male and female element, positive
formation of the plant and flower. Side by side upon the not whether pronounced such by law or not, it is as true, and negative, lies strength and harmony.
same earth, with the same elements of soil, grow the sweet pure and holy in the one case as the other, for Nature’s laws
This doctrine may be taught, understood and applied to
herbena and the bitter wormwood. Eayh attracts from are above and beyond man-made institutions. And no one the use intended, but that will not effect those already
earth, air and water the elements congenial to its nature to more than myself delights to behold the condition—no one married (as the world calls it). Their die is cast, their choice
form it, and unless the elements contain the required food, prays more earnestly for the time to come when there will made, especially of times and, unfortunately, unhappiness,
be none but happy marriages; but we must take society as it discord and misery are the results; children are born unto
the plant withers and dies.
The more advanced, the farther developed any organiza is, and make it as much better as we can.
them, not buds of promise and the result of a love union,
As marriage lies at the foundation of-society, here is where welcomed with affection to individualize existence, but
tion of matter becomes, the greater number of elements
enter into its oorganization—the greater number of loves; we can do our greatest work. Before society can be bettered children of hate and disgust, the result of licentious gratifi
for the attraction of all matter is particle to particle, every in this respect, the laws of adaptation must be studied more, cation, doomed to suffer a lifetime in order to grow out of
particle to its like. As matter develops from the lower to and applied in selecting partners in social life. And here we the unharmonious conditions in which they were born.
the higher forms, it contains a greater number of elements, must speak against the theory so much in vogue with some From such parentage come our criminals, suicides and
has greater powers of attraction, more loves, until we come writers on this subject, to wit: that opposites in mental or maniacs, and can we wonder, can we expect anything better
to the human being. There we find a combination of all the ganization are necessary to a harmonious union.
than this from the social hells we see around us ?
A woman, for instance, loves music; she listens enrap
elements below—a being of infinite possibilities—a being
Society will turn away with holy horror from the wretched
which, fully developed, loves all nature, because he has the tured to the sweet strains from instrument or the human one, who, for peace, will sacrifice what should be dearer to
voice
divine;
her
heart
beats
responsive
to
the
music
of
Na
elements that can attract to himself the finer essences from
every woman’s soul than life; yet will they uphold; yea, by
all nature. True, man cannot attract-find assimilate into ture, the murmuring rivulets, the feathered songsters,, the the strong voice of public opinion, compel these miserable
his organism mineral matter, because all matter must go sighing zephyrs—all speak volumes to her soul, and fit it for wives to live thus in legalized prostitution; for what is a love
through successive steps of development; but the same ele the reception of angel visitants. She marries a man her op less marriage but prostitution; and if a soul is true enough
ments, taken from the mineral kingdom by the vegetable, posite in all this; there can be no harmony on this point, at to the divine womanhood within her to refuse to desecrate
can then be converted into the tissues of the animal or least, as he cannot enjoy all this with her. To him there is her most sacred nature, and degrade herself to the lowest
as much richness and melody in the notes of a bass drum as level, society—that great conservator of public morals—sets
human.
So we explained in a previous lecture, man is at the same in the strains from a guitar or violin.
its blood-hounds on her track, and hunts her down as un
time a spirit and body, having the predominance of either
As all pleasures are doubled by having some one to enjoy mercifully as the veriest Southern slave-holder ever did his
the spirit matter or the physical, and his greatest, attraction them with us, she always loses half of what she might victim, and unless she has herculean strenth she is crushed
will correspond with the plans of his development.
enjoy, and must find some one else who can appreciate and to earth. Many, many souls are now living in a condition
When there is a predominance of the physical elements, understand her feelings—who has like tastes. If the woman worse than death for this very reason. Oh for the time to
we find human beings more on the animal plan, and their has large ideality and sublimity, she is delighted with a come when every honest man and woman will look with as
greatest enjoyments are of a sensuous character. Their beautiful landscape; the richness of the waving grain with much disgust—rather pity and commiseration—upon all
loves are strongest for those things that feed and gratify its goldeii and emerald hues, its lights and shadows beauti persons living thus, professing to be united yet standing, as
their physical natures; and if those are secured they live in fully blending in one grand and glorious scene, with here and oil and water, submitting to that which degrades them in the
a sort of animal content. ^While on the other hand, where there a towering oak standing like a sentinel, a relic of the eyes of all that is pure and holy, as upon those living in the
there is more of the development of spirit, where the in once mighty forest, with its waving branches and the sun same lowly relations out of legal marriage. Then we may
tellect and moral nature is developed, its loves will* be for shine shimmering through its leafy foliage; or she gazes with hope for more purity, more true love, more harmony and
nature in its future manifestations, its more advanced con rapture upon a fine painting, observes all its lines and tints happiness, and a more healthy condition both in themselves
ditions. Every faculty of the human mind has a love pecu of beauty, the nicety of its finish, and revels in the works of and their offspring.
liar to that faculty; every capacity of the human soul loves art; or is charmed beyond expression at the mellow, quiet
There is scarcely a day passes but I find among my patients
a corresponding capacity, and its love is in proportion to its beauty of a summer’s sunset, and golden visions of the far- those who are suffering, groaning and dying from wrong so
development and strength. As for example, a person with off summer land come stealing o’er her senses, and she is cial condition, whose vitality is being sapped from them, and
the faculty of music appreciates music, he loves music rapt in glorious thoughts of poetic beauty; or she is filled nothing but a change of condition can save; them from the
through his own musical faculties. To be a musician a per with reverence and awe as she beholds the grandeur of the grasp of the pale boatman, who will silently take them over
son must have more than one faculty developed, he must dashing, waving Niagara, as it rushes onward in its mad ca the dark river to the brighter shore beyond.
have the organs of time and tune. Now, if his organ of time reer. Her companion lacks in this. He sees the fields of
Weary, worn with prostrate nerve and waning strength,
is developed he recognizes and appreciates rhythm, although grain and wonders how many bushels it will yield to the they come for counsel and treatment, and the question of ten
he may be wholly deficient in the organ of tune, hence in acre; beholds the golden sunset and guesses it will be a clear comes, “ What shall I do? 1 would die willingly, fairly have
capable of appreciating melody. He loves rhythm because day to-morrow; gazes on the mighty war of waters and courted death, and were it not for these little ones I have
$
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brought without a feeling of welcome into the world, I would
with my own hands end my earthly existence, hut I have
them and must do what I can for them.” Poor little orphans
of humanity—born without what every child has a right to
—that of being begotten in love, what after care can make
amends for this first great wrong!
In vain we treat them, soothing their nerves to quietude,
only to be again excited by contact with the atmosphere
of the one who has, all unwillingly on his part, caused
the diseased and prostrated condition.
We strive to
cleanse the system, but poisonous magnetism is being ab
sorbed constantly. Unhappy, wretched ones, with no hope
in the present condition, and the curses and slander of the
world upon them if they change: what can they do ? If
we see them living upon food that is not adapted to the
wants of the system, we say to them you must not eat such
food, it will injure you; you have no right to live contrary
to the laws of nature. Every honest person says amen to
that, but is not one law of nature just as sacred as another;
is itnot just as great a wrong to thus injui’e yourselves by im
proper associations, as by improper food ? Just exactly, and
just in proportion as you injure yourselves, you injure hu
manity at large. I say cease to live in such relations, it is a
crime and sin against your own soul, and he that is true to
his own soul cannot be to another false. Continue in it for
your children’s sake ? for their sake do not continue in it.
Live true to principles before them; show them by your ex
ample the sacredness of true and the wrong of false rela
tions. Yea, even though it cost you many a pang, even sep
aration from them. There is a principle at stake that will
affect future generations and the world. Live true to that
principle, let it cost what it may. Live truthful and honest
lives. The Independent spoke bravely apd.well for an or
thodox religious,, paper on this subject in speaking of the
Richardson martyrdom, Yes, martyrdom, for Richardson
was truly a martyr in the social reform, and his tragic death
will lielp to open the eyes of the people to the evils and in
justice of our present social laws and usages. It says this
‘‘ horrible case is a new illustration of the folly and wicked
ness of that semi-superstitious sentiment, which in the name
of maintaining the sanctity of marriage, outrageously per
verts the very idea of marriage by compelling the life-long
union of two persons, either of whom finds such a union
to be loathsome, degrading and unholy. There is no
divine and there ought to be no human law to compel the
continuance of any marriage, which, so long as it continues,
is nothing better than legalized prostitution. Whom God
hath joined together, that and that only is the divine idea of
marriage. Anything short of that is abomination. To chain
two human beings fast to each other’s side against the per
petual protest of galled and wounded human nature, is an
offense at which angels weep. The great indifferent public
have no right to say, either on the basis of any statute law,
or on the deeper basis of any popular sentiment, or on
the still deeper basis of any supposed religious tenet, that
two individuals, man and woman, shall live together as hus
band and wife against the inward protest of their own indi
vidual souls. Derived from whatever source, based on
whatever foundation, such a legalized tyranny is unworthy
of a Christian civilization, shamefully perverts the funda
mental teachings of Christianity, and destroys the claim
of religion to the reverence of mankind.” This is the out
spoken sentiment of every honest, intelligen t soul.
Gail Hamilton, in her Hew Atmosphere, speaks strongly
against continuing in lonely relations, but declaims after
unions. She might just as logically argue that if a certain
kind of food is not adapted to your needs, eat, henceforward,
nothing. Nature demands food; she also demands the
harmonious association of the male and female element in
order to be healthy and happy, or to develop spiritually; for
it is through our affectional nature we develop spiritually,
and no great spiritual growth can be attained without an
exercise of the affections.
Then cherish your loved one in or out of marriage—live
true to your own souls—never stifle the ever present desire
to love and be loved. It is a sacred aspiration of the soul, as
natural a demand as for the air we breathe.
Among what class of people do we find domestic discon
tent ? Among what class do we find most divorces ? Among
the low and uncultivated ? Are our records filled with ap
plications from the unlettered German, Irish, or even Amer
icans? Hot at all. It is the educated, the refined, the ad
vanced minds of the day—our scholars, poets, philosophers
and professional men., It is such minds as have outgrown
the narrowness of our marriage laws, that have keen sensi
bilities, fine spriritual perceptions. Those that are capable
of feeling and understanding the significance of those fairer
exigences—those whose minds are cultivated, who love right
and hate oppression—these are the characters that can un
derstand and appreciate right relations and conditions; being
spiritually developed, they must have spiritual appreciation
and spiritual unions. The low, uncultivated, ignorant, ani
mal nature is content with animal conditions; can appreci
ate no higher, and for those our present marriage , code will
answer. It belongs on the same plane with the churches; is
good for those who have not outgrown that plane of develop
ment, but very burdensome and unbearable to those who
are grown beyond. It is the undeveloped we hear talking of
the evils of freedom of any kind—those that have some
slaves they might lose. Such fear easy divorce laws—want
the marriage laws to hold its subjects as tightly as the slave
codes of the South held their victims.
The wise and far-seeing recognize the natural law of mar
riage—see that where soul is pinned to soul there is no more
danger of their separating than that the drops of the ocean
will divide, or the particles of matter forming the rocks will
fly asunder. They see and recognize the fact that where
there is a union of the elements—the natures of two persons
—there is no need of stringent laws to hold them, for natural
laws are stronger than artificial, and what nature has joined
man cannot part asunder. Neither laws, partition walls,
jaor death itself can keep asunder two loving congenial »a«
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tures; soul will flow to soul though the physical forms be
far divided.
But right here comes a thought worthy of consideration.
We find some persons marry quite well adapted, but in a
short time grow apart, become alienated from each other,
and their beautiful dreams of love and bliss are dead and
buried among the lost hopes and dreams of early life. This
is often the case, and sadly lamentable. We believe where
there is a proper adaptation of the parties to begin with, it
need not be if persons are wise enough to pursue a proper
course of action by which they can keep alive those tender
feelings and sympathies, and this can be done, to a great ex
tent, by giving expression to them—by cultivating all those
little graces and kindnesses which are so grateful to a ten
der, loving nature. But as society is now—as man and
woman are related, with their great difference of spheres and
activities—they become very differently developed, are
grown in different directions, hence, diverge one from the
other. Man's business and avocations in life take him into
the spheres of others, and he is associated with other minds
more. He can go where he pleases, with no limitations to
his sphere; he can cull the beauteous flowers of wisdom, if
he will, from every niche and alcove in the universe; all
the storehouses of Nature’s vast library are open to him; he
can roam the broad, expansive fields, which has a tendency
to enlarge the mind; he can enter all the halls of learning,
hear the current news of the day, and everything seems com
bined to aid him in his growth in knowledge; he can engage
in any pursuit or calling that his tastes or capacities give
him an inclination for, and every day, as it were, he sees
new objects, receives new impressions, learns new facts, and
feels himself one of the sovereigns of the republic.
About all the inducement ever held out to a wife for self
culture and improvement, is in order to please her husband,
and that soon seems mean and unworthy to a noble soul.
She is often, yea, nearly always, made to feel inferior and a
slave by having to always ask for every penny she wishes to
use, and then being required to give an account for its ex
penditure, when for the labor she performs, could she have
the wages of a servant, she would be abundantly supplied.
She is made a dependent, a menial, a slave. And our law
to-day in regard to the relation of man and woman in mar
riage is a disgrace and burning shame to an enlightened na
tion. Why should not women have the same opportunity
for culture, ■ pleasure or profitable employment, as men ?
Why should every woman, every wife, be expected to be a
housekeeper, and devote herself to the nursery alone, any
more than every man should be expected to be a farmer, and
devote himself to the poultry yard ?
When men and women stand side by side in all the rela
tions of life; when husbands and wives have the same ad
vantages for culture, improvement and independence, and in
the same direction; then, when properly adapted, when
married, their growth will be more alike and in a similar di
rection. Then we will see fewer unhappy, discontented hus
bands and wives; then we will have less demand or cause for
divorces or suicides, and humanity will be infinitely hap
pier. Is it any wonder that if living without those dear ex
pressions of love from their companion, they meet with some
other person who is drawn to them and gives them the love
their souls are dying for, that they accept it, even as a
starved person will grasp any kind of food held out to him ?
Not at all; it is natural. And the only wonder is to keep
your companion from becoming starved in this direction.
Every human soul needs love; it is to the spirit as sunshine
to the plant. Adversity, storms and’&clouds only make it
stronger; but without love, light and sunlight the spirit and
plant become alike withered and blighted. The more spir
itually unfolded a being becomes, the more sensitive they
are to that necessity, and a yearning for love, an atmosphere
of rest and trust is ever uppermost in the heart. Shared
with one we love, how labors are lightened, how easily trials
are borne, how uncomplainingly can povei’ty be endured,
how the eye brightens and the heart beats quickly at the
dear familiar footsteps, how the heart bounds to meet its kin
dred heart. Oh, who can picture the beauty, the glory, the
strength that comes from the union of two loving, congenial
souls! You who have awakened such feelings in the heart
of another, and whose own heart beats responsive to its deep
unwritten language, cherish it with fondest care. Let no
words of neglect, no frosts of coldness nor unfeeling words
mar its beautiful existence, but feed it with pleasant smiles,
endearing expressions, gentle caresses, considerate care and
tender sympathies, and your soul will be doubly blessed, and
the sunshine of your life will be bright and glorious. Let no
careless word cause a cloud to come between you; let no
thoughtless neglect mildew the delicate plant; let not the
heartstrings become rusted by bitter tears shed over disap
pointed hopes.
Remember soul unions are above and beyond all man-made
laws; and all laws that are not in harmony with nature and
our highest knowledge of what is right, should be held in
Subservience to the higher, diviner law—the law of the soul.
Let us strive to cultivate more fraternal love for all man
kind, and grow our spirits in all the graces which come from
the exercise of love and charity.
Boston, June 17,1873.
Ed irons Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly:
The communication from me, to which reference is made
in your last issue, does not give me full justice, and is in
some parts very far from the mark; but Mrs. Woodhull is
right in the main, and I agree with her on many points
touching love, and especially Free Love. She has hit upon a
question that she probably fully understands herself, but has
not so happy a way of imparting it to others as some. Some
persons make better teachers than others, because they have
a happier faculty of imparting what they know. Some per
sons begin a matter but cannot do it justice, because they
want the faculty of putting it in a clear light to others; but
this may not be because they do not understand the subject,
but because they do not understand the explanation. They

are probably not good teachers,.
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doubt, understands what she is about; she is on the right
track, but she is a pioneer. Where she, to use a simile, now
lives in a log cabin, some day another will rear a palace. She
breaks the brush and blazes the way—makes a path; another
will build a highway. Free Love is the only love; all else is
fear and legal substitutes. The matter to me seems as plain
as the noonday sun that the marriage system is wrong. I
always believed it so. I shall do what I can to convey to
others an idea of how I see this subject. At present there
are thousands and tens of thousands of unhappy couples all
over the land. I need not refer to wife murders and hus
band poisonings for illustrations. No reader will need to go
out of his own neighborhood to find examples of the sad
wrecks that something has made. What has made all this
woe is the question that I ask myself, for no one else seems
competent to answer it. Myself tells me that it is the sub
stitution of law for love. These couples were once, perhaps,
the best of lovers, and had confidence in each other’s honor;
but they were changed from lovers to lawyers, and instead
of relying upon the power of love and honor to keep each
other true, they have had recourse to a sort of force. They
were afraid before they were married to make threats or use
any force—they were hanging then upon each other’s honor,
and each was afraid to offend the other. But after they
were married, they reasoned thus: The Husband.—She is my
wife now, and I can make her do as I please. If she has
property I can make her give it into my keeping; and as she
is dependent on me for a support, I can give her just such a
support as suits me, and as she is my property I can lord it
over her without asking any favors. I need not be afraid of
offending. That can make no sort of difference, as whether
she is willing or not she must endure what pleases me. I
might go on to a great length with this reasoning, which in
cludes no love or dependence on the power of persuasion;
but here is the wife’s reasoning, which is very similar;
Wife.—This man has got to support me, whether I do any
thing or not. I may gad, and gossip, and idle, and loaf all
my days, and he cannot help himself. The law will oblige
him to support me, and as the law gives me privileges which
I had not before, I can oblige him to stay with me whether
he likes me or not, and he has money or can work, and I can
play and get the benefit of it. If I give him up he can go
and find some other woman, and I will thereby lose a sup
port. This is the whole thing in a nutshell. Both parties
cease to rely upon honor and persuasion, and resort to law.
In this they become estranged from each other, and from
being lovers they become lawyers and then enemies; hence
the fights and quarrels and murders. Take away this law on
which they mutually rely for protection, and let each resort
to good treatment and love, be each put on his or her good
behavior, and they would be always lovers, or if not they
could take opposite paths and find a remedy for their mis
takes. The law is a thorn in the flesh of everything it has
anything to do with, and while ever we try to compel people
to live agreeable we shall have the same troubles. The lawmarriages were, perhaps, a good thing in their day, but we
have got to lop off tiiat remnant of semi-barbarism and come
to marriages of honor and truth. I hope to see the day come
when there will no more be a law making marriage perpetual
than other partnerships. We are growing into light and
liberty, and shedding our old notions gradually as we ad
vance. Mrs. Woodhull has started a question, but it will be
taken up by others who will carry it through. She may con
gratulate herself that she is on the right side, and it must
succeed. Too much is involved to even fear that it will fail.
It is the greatest question of the age, and beside and com
pared to it all others sink into insignificance. More anon.
T. R. J. Elliott.
BY ONE OP THE JURY.
My name is not Comstock, but my garments are spotless,
And I’m bound to protect all the saints if I die;
My life it is virtuous, at least so considered,
And I hope there is no one who this can deny.
I want to be known as the world’s Great Reformer,
And that you may know the position I till,
I stand in the ranks of the Association—
The Y. M. C. A. of the Great Gospel mill.
The grist which I bring is selected with caution,
The wheat I select from the cockle and tares;
The young and the aged receive my attention,
To save them and virtue from earth’s wily snares.
All sinners receive my special attention,
My eyes on their wickedness never can rest;;
And of all the earth’s saints who now claim attention,
I am sure I’m the purest, the sweetest, the best.
I snuff from afar each obscene publication,
In cellar or garret wherever they’re found;
I too play the part for the Association
Of poodle and puppy, of ratter and hound.
’Tis true that I sometimes o’erlook publications,
■ Where men at the helm are accustomed to stand;
All these I can meet, with a sweet approbation,
And a smile that is saintly, respectful and bland.
I am bold, and I’m brave, like the saints of times olden.
My motives so pure, so unselfish, so just,
Though often I feel like the calf called the Golden,
I am bound for the Kingdom of Glory, I trust.
And when we get there, whaTpure adoration
Will escape from the lips of the saints as I pass;
And all join in anthems of congratulation,
Until they discover they meet there an ass.
Philadelphia, June 26,1873.
Mbs. Victoria Woodhull:
Dear Madam—Is it not probable that tbe severe treatment
of Henry Ward Beecher in your paper will have the effect of
retarding a bold and open acknowledgment of his belief in
the right of sexual freedom ?
That his convictions tend in this way no one can doubt who
remcmberB the bold and decided stand he tool^ on at least
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one instance. I refer to the celebrated case of Richardson
and McFarland that happened some years ago.
Having documentary evidence in the handwriting of Rich
ardson of the free sexual relations that had existed between
himself and Mrs. McFarland for a long time, Mr. Beecher
declared that he saw no harm in those relations, and after
ward gave proof of his sincerity by consecrating them with
the Holy Ordinances and by the sanction of the Christian
Church, and also joined the clergyman associated with him
on the occasion in giving thanks to God “ for the free love
those two persons had enjoyed.” Mr. Beecher’s friends ad
mit that he has confessed to numerous indiscretions with
the females of his congregation, and that he may have also
committed an exceptional sin, although he denies having
been guilty of any criminality in the matter. This denial of
Mi. Beecher we are bound to accept, for adultery, according
to the laws of New York, is not a criminal offense.
Having for a precedent the example of many reformers,
who, for their own safety and the better success of their doc
trines, have been cautious in announcing them to the world
at once, Mr. Beecher may deem himself perfectly consistent
and wise in holding advanced opinions in regard to the free
relations of the sexes and in availing himself of these rela
tions, without feeling it obligatory upon him to proclaim
them at present to a prejudiced public, and that by this
means he can not only practice more extensively the princi
ples of free love himself, but also more successfully prepare
his flock to enter the fold of absolute freedom of the indi
vidual.
James A. Gmeeing.
DEDICATED TO THE CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
IRREPRESSIBLE TRAIN.

Hurrah for the irrepressible Train!
See how he dashes ahead!
He demolished the Tombs with his brain;
In his track Judge Davis lies dead.
The Christian Association, I think,
For the future will let him alone,
For their status for brains had to sink
To the level of Dogberry’s own.
They better not get in the way
Of the giant who loves to free men,
Or he will brush them like cobwebs away,
And they will never be heard of again,
Till the trump of the angel shall sound,
To summon them forth in their shame,
When they will crawl like worms on the ground,
And quake at the sound of His name
Who said let the guiltless throw
A stone at his erring brother,
Which left them not the ghost of a show
To throw a stone at another.
Edward Kean,
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DEATH OF O. L. SUTLIFF.

REMAKES OF FRANCIS BARRY AT THE FUNERAL, RAVENNA,
OHIO, MAY 28, 1873.

There is no need now of many words. On such an occasion
as this it is better that the soul should be left to its own
reflections, and to receive impressions from the spirits of
the departed. At such a time, when the cares and anxieties
and perplexities of life are partially and temporarily for
gotten, and we come into more than usual sympathy with
each other, the mind and heart are more susceptible to
heavenly influences. I had much rather remain silent but
it was the wish and arrangement of our departed brother
that I should say something on this occasion, if it should
come. And while I deeply appreciate this evidence of his
friendship and confidence, I feel keenly my inability to do
justice to the oocasion, or to his character and memory.
There is, perhaps, not an individual present but was better
acquainted, as the term is generally used, with O. L. Sutliff
than I was—that is, you beheld his face, you heard his voice
you saw him about his business. But did you read his soul ?
Did you fathom his purposes? Did you understand his
motives ? Did you gather his idea of the significance of life ?
Did you take in the full measure of his conception of man’s
mission and destiny ? These inquiries have, in his case
rather more than usual significance; for he was not like
most other men. He did not think and act as most men
think and act. He did his own thinking, and he acted in
accordance with his thought; while most men aim to think
as other men think, and to act as is the custom to act.
O. L. Sutliff’s most striking characteristic was mental
clearness. He had no mud in his brain. He had an aston
ishing faculty of perception. He took in everything at a
glance. He grasped the problems of life with wonderful
alacrity, and solved them with amazing facility. He knew
a great deal, and what he knew he could tell. It is not often
we find a man with, at the same time, a brain so clear and
capacious and well-stored and a tongue so ready. Most men
who know anything worth mentioning cannot tell what they
know, while the man who has great ability to talk has often
little of value to say. But in making O. L. Sutliff, Nature
forgot her constitutional stinginess, and made a man with
rich and copious thought and flowing utterance.
Next to the study of natural religion, his favorite field of
investigation was the Bible—to learn its philosophy of a
future life, and its precepts in relation to man’s duty to him
self and to mankind. It is true, he had no blind reverence
for the book, but took it for what it was worth; and, in his
estimation, it was worth a great deal. He especially loved
to delve into the hidden mysteries of the prophecies. He
knew them by heart, and always had at his tongue’s end an
eloquent and plausible interpretation of them. In a Bible
argument he was more than a match for any opponent. He
reveled in its clear enunciations of the spiritual philosophy,
and it was his meat and drink to explain these teachings so
as to make them uphold the spiritual faith.
He was one of the earliest Spiritualists. As a teacher of
the Spiritual philosophy he has shown pre-eminent ability,
zeal, faithfulness and persistence. But few laborers in the
field, have done §o much as he to convince people of the

truths of Spiritualism; and to the last he showed no waver
ing. He wished the world to know that he had died as be
had lived—a Spiritualist in the hope of . a glorious iu:mor
tality.
He was not only a Spiritualist, he was a radical Spiritualist.
Spiritualism with him was not merely a safe and approved
road to heaven—not merely an insurer of immortality and
an antidote for the fears of hell, it was something practical.
He believed in a Spiritualism to save mankind not only from
the pains of the next world but from the ills of this. He
carried his Spiritualism into all the affairs of life. He be
lieved that the advent of spirits to earth was for the purpose
of elevating mankind out of all vice and all slavery. He
did not see in freedom the bugbear which frightens so
many. He looked upon freedom as the great promoter of
order, the great conservator of morals. He wanted free
dom for himself, and what he claimed for himself he ac
corded to others. He advocated freedom for all mankind.
He believed that its ultimate result would be the enlighten
ment, the elevation, the purification, the salvation of hu
manity.
He was not a believer in human depravity. He believed
that the tendency of human nature in freedom was upward
and not downward. He believed that slavery and not free
dom had a tendency to deprave humanity. Freedom, in
his estimation, was not a license to do wrong, but an oppor
tunity to do right. Finally, he believed in freedom as a
universal and inalienable right.
He believed in what he called the “God of Nature.” In
this universal providence—this eternal, immutable, omni
present, beneficent power, he had the sublimest faith. He
believed in a universe of matter and of mind, and that all
things are governed by unchanging law1. He reposed with
childlike laith on the bosom of the infinite. Death to him
was not a “valley and shadow,” but the opening door of
the glorious beyond!
Our brother is not dead, nor yec does he sleep. He has
only awakened to grander realities, a broader, richer,
diviner life, and more efficient and glorious doing. He has
only graduated from this preparatory stage and gone to
begin his work of the eternities. May we do our earth work
as faithfully and zealously and perservingly as he did his.
And when done may we be well prepared to join him in a
grander work, in a wider field.
WOULD IT BE OBSCENE?

Editors Woodhull arid Claflin’s Weekly—I would like to ob
tain through your paper information which may be of im
portance to myself. As you have had experience under our
laws of prosecution for obscenity, and consulted with law
yers, I suppose you can give it to me. I have a large collec
tion of pictures of persons of ancient and modern times, with
marked characters of different kinds, to which I am making
additions, to use in illustrating lectures on phrenology and
physiognomy, and on seeing Anthony Comstock at the Court
in the witness chair, as complainant in your trial upon his
charge of sending obscene literature through the mails, I
had a strong desire to obtain his likeness to put among them
for such use, and I would like to know whether or not I
should be in danger of arrest for exhibiting an obscene
picture.
Yours for the illustration of scientific truth if I can do it
safely,
Caleb S. Weeks.
[We think the danger would he imminent, but the pur
suits of truth and science and the enlightenment of the pub
lic are always attended with more or less danger, and who
ever essays them must accept the accompanying responsi
bilities.]
ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SOCIAL QUESTION
Jackson, Mich., May 30,1873.
The first step in any radical reform is the thorough agita
tion of the subject under consideration. As one of the most
important subjects, the social reform is foremost. It be
comes the duty of every one, as far as possible, to engage in
this discussion; and if any one possess views which may be
of benefit, they should be given to the world, so that at last
each one may gather the opinions, different as they will be,
and carefully sift the chaff from the pure grains of truth.
These words will no doubt seem but chaff to many; but feel
ing that thought might perhaps be awakened, and that they
might be a help to some who are searching for the right way,
they are given by one who has searched long and earnestly,
and believes this to be true:
That the first grand principle in social science is: “ Sexual
intercourse should never be exercised but for the purpose
for which the function was established—the procreation of
the species.”
Second—“ Sexual intercourse should never be held except
between persons who are mutually attached to each other by
the purest ties of love.”
Third—That coition for any other purpose is a degradation
of the highest and holiest function of our being. It is selfevident that the natural results of sexual intercouse are
children.
»
Is it not also evident that any departure from this is con
trary to Nature’^ laws ? It may be said that they are not all
the results; that it contributes to the health and happiness
of the partakers.
That is what has been dinned in our ears for years, an<| if
true, it is time such results were produced. Are any sUch
effects apparent ?
Ho! On the contrary, are not people becoming weaker and
weaker, more and more diseased, from one generation to
another; and as for happiness, where is it to be found in the
mass of married or unmarried people who live in that way?
Granted there are exceptions; but it is because such persons
are truly mated, and would be just as happy and healthy—
and even more so, under this system—as the present one.
And what is the cause of this physical degeneracy ? The
greatest cause is. simply, improper sexual intercourse. At
this rate, what will be the condition of the world several
centuries hence ?
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It is a mistake to consider the amative principle as being
love. Love is a principle or sentiment of man’s spiritual na
ture, while the amative principle is a natural function for
the propagation of the species. When these two principles
are united, as they are when children are desired, then it is
one of the grandest powers with which the human race is
endowed; when it is indulged when children are not desired,
simply for the gratification of passion, then does it degener
ate into lust and licentiousness.
One is the use, the other the' abuse. Under' the present
mode of life children are conceived in passion, with no desire
of their parents, and born in direct opposition to their
wishes; mothers hating them, and using every means in
their power to prevent their development and birth. Can
we wonder at the vicious, degraded state of the mass of man
kind. Think also of the body and soul destroying means used
to prevent conception, and then ask your own souls if it is
right and natural. Think you this would be the state of so
ciety if every child brought into the world was wished for,
and the best possible conditions for its development were
obtained, before or after birth; if mothers lived true to
the laws of their life and being, and were tenderly cared for
by the fathers, and gave birth to their children with joy and
gratitude, each feeling that they were the greatest bless
ings which could be given them, instead of, as thousands con
sider them, the greatest calamities which could befall them.
These little ones then receiving the proper care and culture
till they too receive the estate of manhood and womanhood,
not many generations would pass away ere a purer and bet
ter era would dawn upon the World.
Many will say this is all very well in theory but could never
be practiced; but it can. Let it b@ taught as earnestly and
persistently, now, and in the future, that that is the only
right way, as it has been in. the past that to yield to every
desire and impulse was perfectly right, then, and not till then,
will the world make much advance toward a higher life.
Let us glance at a few advantages this system would have
over the present.
First—It would do away with all prostitution both in and
out of the marriage relation. The problem—the social evil—
would then be solved.
Second—All infanticide, feticide, and their kindred hor
rors would cease.
Third—People who would control themselves in this, could
also in other passions, hence other crimes would cease in
like proportion.
Forth—All children would be those of love, not lust.
Fifth—Love and marriage would have a higher and holier
significance than ever before.
These are a few of many reasons, but enough to balance
yes, more than balance, a little momentary pleasure. O
men and women arise! Be no longer slaves to passion and
prejudice! Fulfill the grand destiny which is yours, if yoU
but live to Nature’s laws.
Be masters of yourselves; live right for your own sakes
and those of your children. Will you go on entailing dis
eases, passions and propensities upon helpless and innocent
children, cursing the world with half made and undeveloped
offsprings, or will you arise to a nobler manhood and woman
hood, and bless the world with harmonious children ? Wil
you educate these up to the highest standard of morality
and thus aid the cause of justice and humanity ?
In the meantime all honest reformers will welcome this
agitation and the different opinions resulting therefrom, be
lieving in the end,
“ That ever the right comes uppermost
And ever is justice done.”
Mrs. Mattie Mitchell.
MISS YOU?
J. O. BARRETT.
Miss you?
Ask the shadowed light
Of the pensive night,
If it misses its stars
When a vail is over their silver bars.
BY

Miss you?
Ask the velvet down ■
Of the floral town
If it misses the hues
When distill no drops of the pearly dews

•

■ ' .

Miss you?
Ask the music trill
Of the humble rill
«
If it misses its waves
That are swallowed up in the crystal cav®

' •
>
•

Miss you?
Ask the mystic dulse
Of the constant pulse
If it misses a heart
When a distance divides its counterpart.

• *

Miss you?
Ask the trysting love
Of a mourning dove
If it misses a coo
When a hunter pierces its dear mate thro’.
Miss you?
Ask the tears of eyes,
Or the soul of sighs,
If a something is missed
When in dreams the sweetest of lips are kissed.

., ;

j

•

Miss you?
Ask the loving breast
Of its faith and rest,
' If it misses a calm
When it thirsts so strong for its healing balm.
Turner, Du Page Co., 111., June 15, 187&

Victoria—In the midst of bombs, thunderbolts, explosions,
criticisms and dissected critics, you will gladly rest from toil
R moment to look at things not seen. "While following the
discerning spirit, the discriminating thought, the cogent
reasoning and logical conclusions by which you dispose of
the fulminations of your opponents, I perceive the keen
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blade of the truth, with excoriating power, turning the judge
ment of your enemies against themselves, and with great
satisfaction I exclaim, “It is the cause of humanity!” The
invisible are helping you, and you will not fail or be discour
aged till judgment in justice is set lip in the earth. I see a
woman clothed with the sun, having the moon under her
feet, crowned with stars and, being in travail, she brought
forth a man-child; such a child I see, raised above all others
that have been to exhibit the possibilities of a child born of
a free woman. I see you, Victoria, an active representative
and medium, invisible form of just that woman. I stand
with you to the end when you say to the excoriated Harris:
“I wish everybody to understand that I am for the whole
truth; I do not care if it place me the advocate of what will
make everybody shun me. The truth is more to me then all
human thought; I want the truth for myself; I am laboring
to save V. C. W. from the sin, the ignorance in which she
was born and is now living; and I am thankful to the soul
of truth, that every day enables me to say I have gained
something new and strange.”
My faith in the cause you advocate is the substance of the
things hoped for, even now. It is the evidence of things not
as yet in the outer form seen; yet I see them, in all their
literal reality, and when the noise and smoke of the battle
have passed away, when the grossness of violence has given
place to individual right, then shall angels walk the earth
in human form in the full realization that love is free, that
love is heaven—a power to regulate itself.
We have entered upon the enjoyment of the substance of
that victory over self-limiting selfishness, which like a pentup Utica bounds our powers. We have the whole. Boundless
humanity is ours; ours to love, ours to cherish, ours to de
fend from violence, ours to educate in freedom, virtue, love
How to reflect on the joys that await us in that region where
beatified spirits shall meet us in the embraces of love.
This region is not far away, dear one! It is right here, not
an inch above our heads; I feel its power and your presence
while I write. The presence of the human angelic public
presses upon our souls and enters our spirits and fills our in
dividual persons, as the earth atmosphere presses upon and
fills our earth bodies. They are our friends, we cannot in
voke their aid in vain. In the most trying moment always
at hand. In their fellowship, what comfort, what joy, what
tranquility; in their embrace, what ravishing love, what a
current from the tree of life!
Those who answer your argument, first by misconceiving
it, and then by turning up a pug-nose, have really written
themselves down in the infant class of idiots. How is it
that a lofty, arrogant, high-minded disposition must pave a
fall? I hear some prate as if they held in contempt such as
don’t know anything. Well, let them go on, it is a long road
that has no turn in it. How can they who join in conspiracy
against truth, incornate in your person, know or believe any
thing, seeing they receive one of another. We want good
men and women, such as will put their whole person in
direct rapport with the angelic republic. Let the great men
of earth go their own way, they find their level rfs water spilt
on the ground, many that are first shall be last and the last
first. The judgment is present, in judging you they have
written their own sentence. I honor you a true medium
and worship the divine in the human nature, thus you are
to me a present help, and may be such to every true man and
woman.
Please accept renewed assurance of my highest con
sideration and affectionate love to you and yours.
Loben Hollister.

SPIRITUALISTIC.
NATURAL DEVELOPMENT.
BY D. S. CADWALLADEB.

The intellectual powers of man are best developed in a
state of nature, where the elements are such as to compel
him to labor industrously for his livelihood; while the affec
tional emotions spring up spontaneously in a climate where
nature provides bounteously for the needs of the physical.
The one a drawing in of the external elements of nature to
. sustain life; while the other is a constant breathing out of
the interior spiritual man. The intellect grows where the
affections starve, and vice versa; so that the most favorable
location for a symmetrical growth of the whole man is where
the climate approximates a continual spring, sufficiently
elevated on the hills or mountains to receive the salubrious
elements of a more northern clime. Here where the ex
tremes of heat and cold are happily blended, and the tem
perature is equable and mild, nothing gross can grow or exist
in such an equilibration of natural elements; the sensual
gives place to the more refined qualities of mind, and
through this natural process the external senses become
more refined in their action; for in the physical elements of
such a location the mind does not weary and become crowd
ed with ideas of a material existence; the balance is preserv
ed, and the spiritual finds its starting point to greater de
velopments.
The general theory of population as understood by the
people is such, that the human mind is not yet competent to
judge of its fitness to the varied relations of life; the ebb
and flow of which is mighty and grand, and in the coming
ages man will be better prepared to play his part in the great
drama of life more naturally. He will be awakened to the
necessity of discovering through scientific research, and his
mere fully developed intuitional faculties the soil, climate
and general surroundings best adapted to his well-being.
There will then be a mighty movement among men, if guid
ed by the natural instincts of their natures. These new
lines of movement for the reconstruction of society on a
better basis of social equality, and a general soul develop
ment will intersect each other in every conceivable manner,
for there will be found but very few indeed in their right
and natural spheres physically, and of necessity in their nor
mal, intellectual and spiritual spheres. The rich and poor
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will have to fly alike, sometimes in the same direction, but worthy consideration as we would bestow upon the founda
tion of a magnificent temple in contemplating the beauty
more generally in divergent ones.
The evidences that we can now gather of the appropriate and grandeur of the whole important structure.
Waukegan, 111.
Sad a Baxley. •
physical spheres of individuals, indicate that those of similar
temperaments will centre in on^ or similar locations, as re
gards to adaptability. The senses of man will then be toned
THE TWO STREAMS.
to the physical construction of the earth, and the laws of
Proud is the course of the mountain stream
his being will be better understood and obeyed, for in his
As it rushes on in the day’s full beam—
Catching the light in its dancing waves,
new experiences the happiness flowing from such a natural
And the smile of the floiyer whose root it laves;
course of living would be augmented many fold; the beau
Sweeping in joy o’er its pebbly bed,
ties of nature would be more appreciated, for in the fullness
And dashing the dew on the boughs that spread
of the human organism would radiate new streams of mag
Their graceful arms in a leafy tower,
netic life, bearing in return the finer and more subtle ele
That, drooping, seek th« cooling shower.
ments of nature best suited to the physical aud spiritual
On, on it speeds to the rocky steep,
needs of the body. The whole atmosphere would appear
With wild delight to the fearful leap
filled with the aroma of nature and the sounds of birds and
Where the jagged sides of the precipice frown
The waters are madly plunging down—
bees would reverberate with intense pleasure through the
One broad sheet on the frowning brow,
mind.
Parting in silvery torrents now—
Oh, how delightful would be the change from a life of
Breaking, uniting at every turn,
restraint as now manifested in civilized nations, to one
It wreathes with foam the feathery fern
more Godlike, that of freedom; the joy of living and the
That waves its plume o’er the bare rock’s side,
blessings flowing out of a more general knowledge of God’s
And stoops to drink in its thundering tide.
laws would be increased in proportion to the completeness
Now far below, the restless stream
of the blending of soul with the great creative, sustaining
Is bathed in the noontide’s warmest beam,
And there ’mid the spray, a cloud of snow
and prevailing spirit of the universe. Man could not then
That airily floats o’er the strife below,
have any permanent or life-long abiding-place, for as his
Painted in Nature’s radiant lines,
powers were unfolded, the forces of nature would carry him
The arch of heaven serenely shines.
onward to more prospective congenial abodes, where he
would remain until the new and more subtle elements were
In a meadow fair a rivulet flows,
again assimilated to his unfolding nature, when the require
Calm as an infant’s soft repose,
ments of his organic life would still call for another and an
And save when the zephyr kissed its breast
No ripple disturbed its placid rest;
other change, until life on these physical shores of eternity
Now softly it glides on its peaceful way,
would be prolonged and his happiness increased beyond
And flowers spring up where its waters stray—
estimation.
And the grass is green, and the shepherds love
But the human mind is weak and puny in its appreciation
On its dasied banks with their flocks to rove.
of the true relation that should exist between man and God
A silent spirit of good, it brings
in nature. His talents or spiritual gifts have all been hidden
A freshness and verdure to all that springs
beneath the rubbish of ecclesiastical rule and the despotism
On its borders fair, as if to bless
of usage, and their developnAnt has been retarded by the
The source of their life and loveliness.
unhallowed course of sexual inadaptability.
Oh! who that gazed on the mountain stream
The plan of the Creator for the progressive development
Would wish for its beauty’s transient gleam?
and ultimate purification of the human species has not yet
Its restless bosom to tumult given
been clearly revealed to mortals, but the time is fast ap
Can mirror no part of the smiling heaven;
And the light that shines on its heedless way
proaching when the Heralds of Progress will be compelled to
It dashes off in its form and spray,
face the enemy and take one by one his strongholds, which
And useless, even, in its speed,
are alone impregnable to ignorance, but cannot hold out
Goes headlong on like an untamed steed.
against the powerful array of spiritual truth. The mind con
templates with abhorrence the degraded conditions of soci
Give me the course of the meadow brook,
That blesses with plenty its quiet nook,
ety, and yet, if any method is deviled for the amelioration
Reflecting the glorious sun by day,
of the masses, the cry at once arises—This plan is of the devil
And bathed at night in the moon’s pale ray,
and must be discouraged and fought against, until its au
While the quiet stars look brighter still
thors are weakened and apparently stripped of their power
When mirrored in the gentle rill;
by physical force, terminating in an ignominious incarcera
To peace its placid bosom given,
tion or death.
Reflected from the light of heaven.
E. H. P
But the blessings to humanity do not end here; the seed
has been sown and will spring up in a thousand places to
REFORMATORY LECTURERS.
annoy and confuse the public persecutors of the uplifting in
C. Fannie Allyn, Stoneham, Mass.
struments of progressive ideas. Great deeds are not accom
J. I. Arnold, Clyde, O.
Rev. J. O. Barrett, Battle Creek, Mich.
plished in a day, but the work of preparation must go on for
Mrs. M. F. M. Brown, National City, Cal.
years, and perhaps ages, before the realization of any great
Annie Denton Cridge, Wellesley, Mass.
good arising from the promulgation of new ideas by the ad
Warren Chase, St. Louis, Mo.
A. Briggs Davis, Clinton, Mass.
vanced minds of the time or age.
Mrs. L. E. Drake, Plainweli, Mich.
Now, brothers and sisters in the cause of truth and human
Miss Nellie L. Davis, North Billerca, Mass.
development, we have presented to us live ideas, which have
Lizzie Doten, Pavilion, 57 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
not had a lodgment in the human mind to any great extent,
R. G. Eccles, Andover, Ohio.
Mrs. Elvira Hull, Vineland, N. J.
forcing themselves through the gradual unfoldment of human
Moses
Hull, Vineland, N. J.
powers upon the more intuitive and inspirational instru
D. W. Hull, Hobart, Ind.
ments among the spiritual-minded inhabitants of the earth.
Charles Holt, Warren, Pa.
E. Annie Hinman, West Winsted, Ct.
The crudeness of the foregoing ideas will be better under
Anthony
Higgins, Jersey City, N. J.
stood when the public mind has been made more familiar
W. F. Jamieson, 139 Monroe street, Chicago, ill.
with this and kindred ideas for the elevation of mankind.
Miss Jennie Leys, 4 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.
All social questions are yet in embryo, and need a time of
Cephas B. Lynn, Sturgis, Mich.
Mrs. F. A. Logan, Buffalo, N. Y.
gestation before the birth of new systems will be presented
Anna
M. Middlebrook, Bridgeport, Ct.
in all the practicalities of life; but old systems must give
J. H. Randall, Clyde, O.
way when their usefulness is spent and newer ones inaugu
A. C. Robinson, Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. J. H. Severance, Milwaukee, Wis.
rated for the changed conditions of society. Let us praise
Laura Cuppy Smith, No. 1 Atlantic street, Lynn, Mass.
the Creator for the ushering in of these innovations, for it is
M. L. Sherman, Adrian, Mich.
in his great and glorious plan of progression.
John Brown Smith, 812 N. 10th st, Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, June, 1873.
Mrs. H. F. Stearns, Corry, Pa.
Dr. H. B. Storer, 107 Hanover street, Boston, Mass.
C. W. Stewart, Janesville, Wis.
J.
H. W. Toohey, Providence, R. I.
“A CORRESPONDENT IN A STATE OF EFFERF.
L. H. Willis, Willimantic, Ct.
YESCENCE.”
Lois Waisbrooker, Battle Creek, Mich.
The above is the title of an editorial in B. P. Journal,
Prof. E. Whipple, Clyde, Ohio.
John B. Wolff, 510 Pearl street, N. Y.
dated May 31.
Wm. Rose, M. D., 102 Murison street, Cleveland, O.
I have always been a friend to the Beligio P. Journal, and
Dr. Geo. Newcomes, Jackson, Mich.
trust to ever be the true friend who encourages every noble
Mrs. L. H. Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
James
Foran, M. D., Waverly, N. Y.
work in the cause of Spiritualism, but also the honest friend
Mrs. C. M. Stowe, San Jose, Cal.
willing to criticise what seems to me any false position.
Clara A. Field, Newport, Maine.
That editorial makes a false statement when it says that
Hannah T. Stearns, Trance Speaker, Corry, Penn.
H. H. Brown, 387 W. Madison street, Chicago, 111.
Free Lovers are at war with every one who does not make
promiscuity of the sexual relations the basis of Spiri tualism.
I deny that any Free Lover takes this position. The position
[From the W.. Y. Star of July 1.]
is that each individual has the right to the exercise of conju
THE RESPONSE DEFECTIVE.
gal affection upon his or her own plane. Why, then, not as
Sir—It is unfortunate for Mr. Beecher that, in his card,
truly say that our “basis ” is monogamic?
Does the writer of this editorial realize that he is trying to he does not say what the public has so long waited to hear,
do an impossibile thing, viz.: To elevate Spiritualism by that the charges against him are not true, but only, that “the
stories and rumors about him are grossly untrue,” (as many
lowering the God-given nature of humanity?
of them doubtless are,) and that he “ stamps them in gen
Can a harmonial philosopher consistently speak of any eral and in particular as utterly false,” which yet, even if re
natural faculty as degrading ? The B. P. Journal professes to ferring to the charges, is not assuming to say responsibly,
be a brave opposer of orthodoxy, but when it conveys the that they are false.
Joseph Treat, M. D.
idea that sexual passion is something low, how much is it in
The editor of the Star, in response to the above, claimed
advance of the old orthodox idea of natural depravity?
that Mr. Beecher’s card stamped us all “libelers,” if we
Rather let us labor to teach the human mind to look with
elevated thought upon every organ of the human brain, and still accused him. In reply, I handed in the following,which
consequently hasten the harmonious development of all so effectually disposed of everything, as to he excluded:
faculties as the true unfoldment of life.
lo the Editor of the Star:
This editorial says, “ Spiritualism is the offspring of the
Sir—Since you assume victory and courage for Mr.
high moral element and not of the passions.” Spiritualism Beecher and his party, and failure and cowardice for those
is the legitimate offspring, the beautiful fruit of the progres opposed to you, will Mr. Beecher say that he has not co
sive development of all the faculties and elements of human
habited with Mrs. Tilton. He has not uttered a word till
nature, in which spiritual unfoldment, the passions are the
he
answers that.
Joseph Treat.
baser principle, and, therefore, entitled to at least as much
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INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.
1. Go to, now, ye rich men; weep and howl, for your miseries that shal
come upon you.
4. Behold the hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields,
which is kept hack by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them which have
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord.
Gen. Ep. James v. l^f.
[From the Word, Mass., July, 1873.]
THE 1ST. E. LABOR REFORM LEAGUE.
Convention met, as advertised, in Nassau Hall, Boston,
Sunday and Monday, May 25 and 26, Wm. B. Greene, First
Vice-President, in the chair. John Orvis, President, con
ducted the Monday sessions. A numerous and intelligent
audience were present at the opening session, and, with the
exception of Monday forenoon, all the meetings were un
usually large and spirited. Col. William B. Greene, John
Orvis, Stephen Pearl Andrews, E. H Heywood, Benjamin
Skinner, Dr. F. A. Palmer, of New York; R. Hinchcliffe,
editor of the Lawrence Journal; Mr. Aldrich, editor of the
Boston Globe; Mrs. E. L. Daniels, Mrs. Angela T. Heywood,
S. H. Morse, Laura Cuppy Smith, Jennie Leys, Hon. E. M.
Chamberlin, Jessie H. Jones, Prof. William Denton, Mrs.
Jennie Patterson, John C. Cluer, Albert Rhodes, T. R. J.
Elliot, and others spoke.
Letters were received from Dr. Bartol, Oscar Mellish, and
John B. Wolffe, who sent a copy of his Graduated Tax
Bill. Dr. Palmer’s presentation of the Graduated Tax idea
was well received, and its general report in the newspapers
carried his suggestions to many thousand New England
readers. The presence of Mr. Andrews was a marked fea
ture of the Convention. He did most excellent service, and
the League is fortunate in having the support of his varied
scholarship, intuitive suggestion, and almost unrivaled
abilities as an advocate. He indorsed unequivocally the
principles of the League, and by special invitation, presented
his ideas of organization widely known under the name of
“ The Pantarcby.” S. H. Morse, in a strong and suggestive
speech, vindicated the capacity of human nature to get on
without any “boss,” while the eloquent and powerful ad
dresses of Laura Cuppy Smith and Jennie Leys indicated
that “ The Spirit ” has, yet much to say to the churches and
the world generally.
Mr. Heywood offered the following resolutions:
1. Resolved—That while not undervaluing the short-time
movement, co-operation, financial reform, or free trade, it
is an especial object of this League to concentrate attention
upon the fact that property not founded on a labor title is
robbery; and we demand the entire abolition of profits, and
the restoration of existing wealth to its rightful owners.
2. Resolved—That since land owning for purposes of gain,
interest on money, rent beyond damage incurred, dividends
upon stocks, or other speculative profits are possible only by
the sanction of governments, religions and philosophies,
which enable the strong to plunder the weak, working peo
ple should awake t® the fact that their subjected condition
is a fraud agreed upon, and discard the wily rulers and false
m oral teachers, whose interest it is to keep them down.
3. Resolved—That the spectacle of a President accepting a
bribe of one hundred thousand dollars for signing the in
creased salary bill; and of Congressmen, many of whom
have become immensely rich through political advantage,
deliberately stealing mox-e than a million dollars from the
public treasury, suggests the inquiry whether laws made by
such men are binding upon honest people; and we recom
mend the general circulation of petitions to reduce the
salaries of Congressmen to two thousand dollars, and that of
the President to ten thousand.
4. Resolved—That Speaker Sanford, of the Massachusetts
House of Representatives, and Geo. B. Loring, President of
the Senate, organized the Committee on Banks and Banking
in direct violation of a by-law of the Legislature (21st Rule
of the Senate, 31st of the House), which forbids any member
to serve on a committee or vote, where his private interest
is in conflict with the public welfare; and that the refusal of
said Committee to entertain a proposition for the repeal of
laws forbidding the reduction of the rates of interest by free
competition in banking, reveals to business men the nature
nd extent of their vassallage to that most pernicious of
trades-unions—the National Bank Association—and we ad
vise them, by independent action, to provide their own
money at cost.
5. Resolved—That it is high time political labor reformers
had principles and an initiative of their own, independent of
both republicans and democrats; that their being for sale to
General Butler, Speaker Blaine, or other partisan jockeys,
is not encouraging to disinterested voters; and until they
add to their well-considered indorsement of woman’s suf
frage, measures looking to the abolition of landlordism,
currency, monopoly and tariffs; favor free travel and transit,
and the repudiation of so-called debts, the principal whereof
has been paid in the form of interest—or in some other
definite sense take a step in the direction of impartial liberty
and abstract right—they are doomed and deserve to fail.
6. Resoh'ed—That the wide-spread distrust of Christianity
as essentially hostile to moral progress is increased and con
firmed by nothing more than by the virulent opposition of
the Christian Church to industrial and social reform; and
the movement to foist the name of God into the Federal
Constitution is not only a blow at human liberty, but an
effort of the pious puppets of property, despotism, to make
the subjection of labor and of women perpetual.
7. Resolved—That the stealthy and determined purpose of
employers to discriminate against women, in the payment of
wages, is an exhibition of depravity not agreeable to con
template ; that the revolt of working girls against this injus
tice is, on their parti a demand for opportunity and fair
play; and we regard it as a part of our work to encourage
and support this effort of human nature to relieve itself from
still prevailing barbarism.

Benj. R. Tucker offered this:

induced to go to certain duly qualified officials who were pre

Resolved—That the recent action of Judge Noah Davis, of pared to rivet these yokes, and secure them so firmly that
New York, in ordering a verdict to be recorded in the case
of George Francis Train, which was in direct opposition to
the expressed judgment of four of the jnrymen, and contrary
to a verdict rendered by a previous jury in another court,
was an outrageous interference with the rights and liberties
of the citizen and the juror, and is a fair sample of the utter
indifference to justice displayed in our courts, and of their
growing subordination to Evangelical religion; and that the
Legislature of the State of New York should instantly com
ply with Train’s demand for Judge Davis’ impeachment.
Mrs. A. T. Heywood presented this;
Resolved—That the labor of girls in housework is better
performed than present compensation deserves it should be;
if it is uneducated and unreliable, it is because it is under
paid and regarded as disreputable; when bread-making and
house-cleaning are justly rewarded and honored as all true
labor should be, and the idleness of so-called ladies is alone
deemed vulgar, the vexed question of “ our help” will virtu
ally be settled.
------------- „ .^O' •«---------—
THE REVOLUTION.

they could never come off.
We have said they were sometimes quite beautiful, but the
main point seemed to be to make them strong and enduring.
It was considered a great calamity if one should happen to
be broken, no matter how galling it might have been to1both parties, and they were ever afterward disgraced and
driven from respectable society.
If it were not for the suffering which these people endure,
it would have been a source of amusement to see them.
Sometimes you would see a tall and graceful lad, with a fine
form, bending over in the most awkward and uncomfortable
manner to reach down to be yoked to a short girl, who, in
turn, was obliged to strain and reach up in order to get the
yoke upon her neck. It was more common, however, for
large and fine looking women, with noble powers, to be joked
to some little pigmy of a man. Even where they wex-e nearly
of a size and seemed adapted to each other, it was very sel
dom that their growth did not take one away from the other.
We scarcely found an instance of persons forty years of
age in which the movement of the parties yoked together
was not antagonistic, so as to make them very uncomfort
able.
We discovered that these people were almost all suffering
from this custom, which was said to have been introduced
by their gods in ancient days, and the custom was to invoke
the blessing of the gods whenever a yoke was put on; and
much more importance was attached to this invocation than
to the fact that the parties were adapted to encx other.
We saw pei’sons who wore their yokes in such a manner
chat they could turn their backs to each other, and then the
strongest one would walk off with the other, often dragging
them in a very uncomfortable manner, especially if tnere
was any resistance on the part of the weaker one. There
was no provision made by which these yokes could be re
moved, it being considered to be a great crime to do this; we
wei’e informed, however, that some of the higher classes had
a secret means by which they could unlock these yokes;
sometimes known to both, but generally only to the man. In
the latter case he would detach himself and enjoy for a time
ais freedom.
We were informed that there was a country not very far
distant where these people could go and have their yokes
taken off, but so great was the prejudice that very few per
sons had moral courage enough to go, and we never heard of
any one x’eturning, as they would not be received in the com
munity at home. Strange as it may seem, while this custom
was almost universally complained of, it was almost worth a
person’s life to say anything against this ancient and sacred
rite; even the suggestion that there could be any improve
ment upon it rendered the person liable to bitter pei’secution.
We spoke to some of the more intelligent persons about it,
and while they admitted the evils resulting from it, they
were unwilling to try any plan to remedy it. The Idea of
individual freedon and responsibility did not seem to have
entered into their minds. They w*re positively assured that
freedom, or anything short' of an absolute yoke, would de
moralize society and lead to the most disastrous results.
The constant suspicion that prevailed among these people,
even with those that were yoked together and were obliged
to be in each other’s company all the time, made social life
very undesirable.
Abtstotpe.

If Susan B. Anthony had been sentenced to the peniten
tiary for her act in voting, her counsel, Judge Selden, ought
to have risen in the Court-room and said: “ I protest against
this outrage, and demand that the unjust sentence of the
law be inflicted on me, and not on her.” That would have
shaken the nation. So, when she was sentenced to pay a fine1
of one hundred dollars and the cost of the prosecution, he
ought to have said, “ I will pay it, she shall not be subjected
to such wronging.” And when it was left to her to pay, with
out commitment to compel, she should have said, “Then 1
will never pay it, for it is usurpation! ” thus appealing from
the Court and throwing herself on the country. True, we
shall pay it now, but it ought to have been done confessedly
in the face of the Court, and as an impeachment of its deci
sion. The world will yet decide that Socrates had no right,
himself to drink the hemlock, nor John Brown, himself to
walk to the scaffold, but that both these men ought to have
made their murderers bear the whole responsibility as against
themselves consenting and assisting: and just so, in the case
of Miss Anthony. But we thank her for standing in the
breach, and honor her as martyr to the cause, and then our
martyr; and we every one of us to-day, in our hearts write
her a letter, ending with, “ Bless you, Brave, (and I shall say,
Dear,) for what you have done! ” And we thank Judge Sel
den, too, even if he was not up to the mark!
If all the taxable women of the country, instead of paying
tax under protest, would refuse to pay until enfranchised,
that would bring them the suffrage almost at once. Doubt
less it would seem (or actually be) the financial ruin of many
of the women, at the time, but it would yet be salvation, as
so much sooner bringing the end. And suffrage might be
achieved in even less time than that: on the first electionday, let all women (equal in number to the men), go to the
polls and demand to vote, and they would; for their hus
bands, fathers, brothers, sons, would know they had no
housekeepers if they said no, and so would be compelled. The
judges of election would be compelled, and would receive the
votes. Their oaths would be recanted by sheer necessity!
And the votes'would be counted, and would weigh. Or even,
convert a majority of the women in any township to suffrage
[The following exquisite ballad was written by Joseph Brennan, an
and let that majority go to the polls, and they would vote, Irish exile, who died in New Orleans, several years ago, of consumption^
no matter if women everywhere else did not. Depend upon at the age of 28. Mr. Brennan wrote several songs that attracted much
it, the women can bring men to their senses in an instant, attention, but this is his best—it is touchingly beautiful]:
for the men can not possibly get along without them! Let
Come to me, dearest, I am lonely without thee,
alone voting, they’d all crawl five miles on their hands and
Night-time and day-time I’m thinking about thee;
knees before they’d let the women go!
Night-time and day-time in dreams 1 behold thee,
Unwelcome the wakiug that ceases to fold thee.
We must conciliate, but yet we must choose the name that
most fully makes our case to the public, and that I think is
C ome to me, darling, my sorrows to lighten,
“ Free Love.” At Ravenna they adopted the name, “ West
Come in thy beauty to bless and to lighten:
ern Reserve Woman’s Emancipation Society,” but “Free
Come in thy womanhood, meekly and lowly,
Love League ” would have meant all that to the public, and
Come in thy loveliness, queenly and holy.
a great deal more, and nothing that ought not to be meant.
And now, all over the country, there must be held “ Free
Swallows will flit round the desolate ruin,
Love Conventions,” called so, at which it will be easy to
Telling of spring and its joyous renewing;
show the great community, what Free Love is, and that it is
And thoughts of thy love and its manifold treasure,
just the thing, and that everything not it is free lust—easy to
Are circling my heart with a promise of pleasure.
turn the tables, and show that ours is the good, beautiful,
Oh, Spring of my spirit; oh, May of my bosom;
pure, noble cause, cause of woman, of man, of whole human
Shine out on my heart till it bursts into blossom.
ity, and that it is the opposite cause which is bad and to be
The past of my life has a rose-root within it,
rejected.
Joseph The at.
And thy fondness alone is the sunshine to win it.
---------------- ►—«----------------

Figures that move like a song through the even—
Features lit up by a reflex of heaven—
Eyes like the skies of poor Erin our mother.
When shadows and sunshine are chasing each other.

A STRANGE PEOPLE.
We copy the following extract from an unpublished work
of “ Travels in Africa
Passing up the river Zanfreta, through a very dreary and
desolate country, we came to a settlement which pre
sented some of the most singular peculiarities we have ever
met.
We spent some months in studying their habits and cus
toms.
There were some quite intelligent people among them, but
most of them were very ignorant and strongly attached to
their customs, some of which/seemed exceedingly ludicrous.
One of the most singular, though almost universal habits,
was that of putting strong yokes on two persons of the op
posite sex which they were compelled to wear until one of
them died.
Some of these yokes were quite costly, being made of pre
cious metal and inlaid with jewels. It seemed to be the
effort of the parents, especially the mothers, to have their
children yoked very early in life—the boys at about ten
years of age and the girls at about six, or seven. We could
not discover that there was any particular care taken as to
their fitness for such unions, either in size physically or in
mental temperament. By a strange infatuation they were

Smiles coming seldom, but childlike and simple,
Opening their eyes from the heart for a dimple.
O, thanks to the Saviour! that even thy seeming
Is left to the exile to heighten his dreaming.

*

You have been glad when you knew I was gladdened;
Dear, are you sad now to hear I am saddened?
Our hearts ever answer in time aad in tune, love,
As octave to octave, and rhyme unto rhyme, love.
I cannot weep, but your tears will he flowing;
You cannot smile but my cheek will be glowing;
I would not die without you at my side, love;
You will not linger when I shall have died, love.
Come to me, dear, ere I die of my sorrow;
Rise on my gloom like the sun of to-morrow;
Strong, swift and fond are the words which I speak, love.
With a song on your lip and a smile on your cheek, love.
Come to my heart, in your absence I’m weary;
Haste, for my spirit is sickened and.dreary;
Come to the heart which is throbbing to press thee;
Come to the arms that could fondly caress thee.
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 12, 1873.
“ RENEWALS.”
All renewals of subscriptions, whether part due or not,
made prior to August 1, proximo, will be entitled to an im
perial size photograph—one choice among the three here
tofore offered; price, $1.
—— -------«--------------------REASONS FOR RENEWED EFFORTS.
Now that the Y. M. 0. A. have been estopped from sup
pressing the Weekly by the righteous administration of the
law by Judge Blatchfor'd, we hope that those who have been
timid about subscribing, lest the suppression should really
occur, will now lose no time in sending in their names. We
have urgent need for a thousand,new subscribers during the
present month. Let every person who loves the principles
of freedom celebrate the ninety-seventh anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence by subscribing to the only
paper in the country that advocates the free scope of the
nrinciples of that document.
THE PRESS AND TYPE FUND.
Permit us again to urge upon all who contemplate sub
scribing to the fund to secure a press and types for the
Weekly to do so at once. We announce that one half the
necessary sum is already obtained. Being in haste to lessen
the weekly expenses of the issue of the paper by these
means, we shall probably also announce next week that the
subscription is sufficiently large to justify the purchase of
the necessary material, relying upon the future subscriptions
to meet whatever deferred payments there may he. The
whole matter will be referred to two competent and respon
sible persons, who will, as we originally said, receive and use
the fund in trust for the Weekly, receipting properly for
each and every subscription received.
------------- > H»» •«------------PREMIUMS TO CLUBS.
In a short time we intend to present the most magnificent
schedule of premiums for new subscribers and clubs that
was ever offered, as an introduction to which we now present
the following:
For every subscription (from one to four) received we
Will send the Weekly one year and one of the dollar photo
graphs—Woodhull, Claflin or Blood.
For every club of five subscribers—fifteen dollars—five
copies of the Weekly one year, five photographs and one
copy of “ Constitutional Equality, a right of woman,” by
Tennie C. Clafiii*,,'price $2.00.
For every club of ten subscribers—thirty dollars—ten
copies of the Weekly, ten photographs and one copy each
of “ The Principles of Government,” by Yictoria C. Woodhull, price $3; and “Constitutional Equality” (each hook
containing steel-plate engraving of the author).
For every club of twenty subscribers—sixty dollars—twenty
copies of the Weekly one year, forty photographs and two
copies each of “The Principles of Government” and “ Con
stitutional Equality
For every club of thirty or more subscribers, accompanied
by three dollars for each subscriber, thirty copies of the
Weekly one year, nipety photographs and one each of the
books—-“The Principles of Government” and “Constitu
tional Equality”—for every ten subscribers; and
For a club of fifty subscribers—one hundred and fifty
dollars—fifty copies of the Weekly one year, fifty photoaphs, a set of the hooks and a Wheeler & Wilson Sewing
achine.
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THE GREAT YINDICATION SCHEME EXPLODED. scene matter through the mails. It was, he said, almost a
dead letter on the statute hook until Anthony Comstock un
THE BEGINNING OF THE BND.
dertook the work of organizing prosecutions under it. This,
The progress of the great scheme to vindicate the reputa he said, had resulted in a hitter contest between Comstock
tion of a “revered citizen” ended in our last issue by the and those who sought to evade the law.
announcement that two panels of jurors had been exhausted,
Mr. Brooke interrupted the speaker to object that this ineight jurors only being empaneled.
On Thursday, 26th dictment had nothing to do with Comstock’s efforts to con
nit., as per adjournment, the Court convened at 1 o’clock. vict other persons.
That the readers of the Weekly may have some idea of the
Judge Blatchford thought the objection was well taken,
method by which this jury was empaneled, we make the fol and reminded Mr. Purdy that the prisoners were not accused
lowing quotation from the N. Y. Sun of the 27th ult.:
of attempting to evade the law hut of violating it, and ad
WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S TRIAL.
vised him to stick to the case at the bar.
The small and wretchedly ventilated room in which the
These strictures seemed to destroy the plan of Mr. Purdy’s
United States District Court is held was densely packed yes speech. After some demur he closed by saying that there
terday at 1 o’clock, the occasion being the Woodhull and were hut two questions for the jury: Were the publications
Claflin trial. Mrs. Woodhull looked wearied when she recited in the indictment obscene? and, if so, were they cir
seated herself beside her counsel, and as the tedious process culated by the prisoners through the mails? The truth or
of examining jurors on their voir dire went on, she showed falsity of the publications made no difference, and could not
unmistakably that the hot air of the room was affecting her he inquired into.
very disagreeably. She seemingly obtained some relief by I Judge Blatchford charged the jurors not to allow them
removing her bonnet and fanning herself. Miss Claflin and selves to he talked to about the case, and adjourned the
Col. Blood were imperturbed in demeanor.
j court till morning at 11 o’clock,
Charles C. Dodge, of the firm of Phelps, Dodge & Co.,
THE CLIMAX.
Cliff street, was the first juror called. Assistant District- 1 On Friday, at 11 o’clock, everybody was promptly on
Attorney Purdy contented himself with inquiring Mr. hand and prepared and eager for the fray. Our counsel was
Dodge’s business, and withdrew his challenge for principal assigned thus: Charles M. Brooke, assisted by J. Parker
cause. Mr. C. W. Brooke, the prisoner’s counsel, renewed Jordan, Esq., was to cross-examine the prosecuting wit
the challenge, and asked Mr. Dodge whether he had heard nesses, while the latter was to raise and argue the several
or read cf the case, and being answered in the affirmative, points of law that were involved; and Judge Mackinley, if
inquired whether he had formed or expressed an opinion as the case ever got so far, was to open it to the jury, giving a
to the guilt or innocence of the prisoners.
full and explicit history of it from the beginning. He was
Mr. Purdy objected to the question and began an argu especially adapted to this part of the defense, having from
ment intended to show that if a juror had an opinion it did the first had an active and lively interest in everything con
not disqualify him unless it involved malice.
nected with it. He had felt and known the terrible obsta
Judge Blatchford declined to hear this proposition de cles that everywhere opposed every movement of ours, and
bated and overruled the objection.
had the case proceeded so far, would have given such a
Mr. Dodge answered Mr. Brooke’s question by saying resume as would have astonished even the great anointed
that he had a decided opinion derived from a variety of himself; and Mr. Brooke was to have “ summed up.”
sources, and the Judge ruled that the challenge was sus
In this combination of counsel, which several of the daily
tained.
papers characterized as “ able,” we had made a happy selec
After three or four names had been called from the venire tion; and although we were deprived of the services of Wm.
of the previous day it was exhausted, and Mr. Brooke asked F. Howe, who had served us so faithfully previously, by his
for a copy of the new list. Some delay was occasioned in important and pressing engagements in the State Criminal
procuring it for him, and Mr. Purdy again attempted to ad Courts, we did not feel we were endangering our case by
dress the Court on the subject of the form of Mr. Brooke’s proceeding to trial.
questions. The latter objected, saying there was nothing
We quote the following from the N. Y. Sun as the most
for the Court to rule upon.
most complete report of the trial:
Judge Blatchford sustained the objection.
'
WOODHULL & CLAFLIN FREE.
Mr. Purdy then said he would renew his motion as soon
> At the opening of the United States District Court yester
as a juror was called. The examination of John H. Aheel, day for the resumption of the Woodhull and Claflin trial,
Jr., afforded him the opportunity. Mr. Purdy began to ; every important person connected with it was promptly in
read from the report of an English case, contending that his attendance. Assistant-District-Attorney Purdy, without
point about opinions founded on malice was established preliminary remarks of any kind, had his list of witnesses
called, and enough of them answering to satisfy him, he put
by it.
Judge Blatchford.—It is not worth while, Mr. District Anthony Comstock on the stand. Comstock has no J. in his
name. The records of the court and the newspapers credited
Attorney, to read that.
Mr. Purdy.—But, your Honor, it is a leading English case. him with the letter as an initial erroneously, and he em
braced the opportunity to have a correction made. He
Judge Blatchford.-—I don’t care if it is. I don’t want
wished it distinctly understood that his name was Anthony
any English case. I shall follow the law as established by Comstock without a J. When his sensitiveness on this point
the New York Supreme Court and Court of Appeals. We had been relieved he was sworn.
have enough law here on the subject of the qualification of ! Assistant-District-Attorney Purdy.—What is your occupajurors without going to England for more.
! tion ?
Mr. Brooke cited several New York cases as supporting ; Comstock.—I am a special agent of the Post Office Depart
ment of the General Government, and have been engaged
the ruling of the Court.
Mr. Purdy (excitedly).—I won’t take the counsel’s cita for more than a year in the suppression of obscene litera
tions. I may take the law declared by the Court, but if the ture.
Q.—What is that package you hold in your hand? A.—A
counsel has any law, let him produce his books. His simple
package received from the Greenwich (Connecticut) Post
citation is not enough.
Office.
Mr. Brooke (sarcastically).—That’s crushing.
Mr. Purdy paused a few minutes before propounding his
Mr. Geo. W. Alburtus, hardware, 37 Chambers street, resi next question, fumbling a law-book meanwhile.
dence 14 East Forty-ninth street, after a long examination
Q.—Did you receive that package in answer to a letter ?
on challenge to the favor, was decided to be impartial, and
Mr. Brooke, prisoners’ counsel, objected to the question,,
was sworn as the ninth juror.
pronouncing it illegal in many respects.
Judge Blatchford.—The question is not a proper one at this
Mr. John L. Bleakley, 124 East Eighty-third street had no
opinion or impression, did not attend Mr. Beecher’s church, stage of the examination.
Mr. Purdy.—I will withdraw the question and take another
didn’t know Luther C. Challis nor A. J. Comstock, and was
course. Comstock, do you know the defendants ?
in every other respect unexceptionable. When asked about
Comstock.—Yes, sir.
his religious belief he said, ‘ ‘ I belong to the Reform Church,
Q.—Did you mail a letter to Woodhull and Claflin from the
if you know what that is. Some Catholics say I am not a place you have named, Greenwich, Conn? A.—Yes, sir.
Christian at all.” He was sworn as the tenth juror.
Q.—Did your letter call for a reply?
Mr. James Carr, real estate agent, was the next satisfac
Mr. Brooke objected; that the letter itself was the best
tory man, and was assigned the eleventh seat.
evidence of its contents, and, until its loss or absence was
Fourteen gentlemen, among them Wm. E. Dodge, Jr., accounted for, no other evidence on that point was ad
were rapidly disposed of before the name of Jonathan G. missible.
Judge Blatchford said the objection was well taken, and
Fleet, was reached. He said his mind was “clear as a hell.”
He had not read enough of the case to form an opinion, not directed the witness not to answer.
Mr. Purdy then asked the witness whether he had posted
being interested in it. He was asked whether he attended
a letter to Woodhull and Claflin in Greenwich, and was an
Mr. Beecher’s church. “No, sir,” was the answer; “hut I swered, “Yes, sir, on the 4th of January, 1873.”
have often driven past it.” [Laughter, j
Mr. Purdy.—I offer in evidence a copy of that letter.
Mr. Brooke.—Well, we’ll drive on now to Mr. Challis.
Mr. Brooke.—We object.
Mr. Fleet.—Yerygood. I generally drive a pretty good
Judge Blatchford.—The objection is sustained. Mr. Dis
trict Attorney, you must lay the proper foundation. You
horse. [Renewed laughter.]
Further -interrogation developed nothing objectionable in can’t prove the contents of a letter without showing that it
in Mr. Fleet, and he was sworn as juryman number twelve, is lost or in the possession of the defendants after demand is
completing the panel at 4 o’clock. The completed list of made for it. This Case must be tried like any other, and we
must follow the rules of evidence.
jurors is as follows:
Mr. Brooke.—With the Court’s permission I will say that we
the jury.
do not desire to take advantage of any technicality. After
William F. Hubinger, James S. Hutchings, Henry Printhe commencement of this trial we received from the Dis
chard, James N. Townsend, Samuel M. Lederer, Gilbert Sea
trict Attorney a notice to produce the letter he refers to. We
man, Charles Campbell, J. W. Onderdonk, George W. Al- should have done so hut for the fact that our clients have no
bertus, John L. Bleakley, James Carr and J. G. Fleet.
knowledge or recollection of any such letter. Therefore, if
Mr. Purdy made a brief opening speech, beginning with there ever was a letter sent by the witness to the defend-^
the legislation of Congress forbidding the sending of ob ants, its contents ought to be proved in the regular way.
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Judge Blattityford.—Mr. District Attorney, you must trace
the letter to the defendants before asking about its contents.
The defense waives technicalities, and you ought to have no
difficulity in complying with well-settled rules of evidence.
Mr. Purdy—But, your Honor, we have no means of proving
the contents or reception of the letter except the fact of the
answer in response to it.
Judge Blatchford.—Thus you are reasoning in a circle. You
can’t prove the letter by the- answer or package. First
you would have to prove that the answer came from the
parties, and that fact is not established by proof of the send
ing of a letter.
Mr. Purdy.—Your Honor, there is a presumption of law
that a letter goes by due course of mail, and while the de
fendants deny any recollection of this particular letter,
what are we to do ?
,
'
Judge Blatchford.—The Court has nothing to do with the
difficulties of the prosecution. Its business is to adminis
ter the law as it is.
Mr. Purdy rubbed the left side of his head a moment and
started on a new tack. He asked the witness whether his
letter to Woodhull & Claflin had been registered. Comstock
said it was, and tendered the C-reenwhich Postmaster’s re
ceipt for it, and the return receipt showing it had been de
livered. Mr. Purdy offered them in evidence.
Mr. Brooke insisted that the counsel for the defense had
a right to inspect the documents first. Having read them,
all objection was withdrawn, and together with a copy of
the letter, they were read to the jury. The letter was signed
J. Beardsley, couched in bad English, and, purported to en
close $1.50 for copies of the Woodhull & Claflin Weekly
containing “the Beecher-Tilton Scandal.”
Mr. Purdy then proposed to offer in evidence the package
of papers held in the hands of the witness.
Mr. Jordan, associate counsel for defendants objected. He
had some difficulty in making the Court understand the point
he wished to make, and after he had spoken some time, Judge
Blatchford said: “I want to get down to hard rock. Do you
mean that the words of the statute under which the de
fendants are indicted, ‘other obscene publications,’ are too
vague to describe an offense?”
Mr. J ordan assented, and proceeded to read from Blackstone, Kent’s Commentaries, 4th Wheaton, and other author
ities in support of his position, which was that the defend
ants were not indicted under any valid statute of the
United States. In the first place he contended that the
statute of 1872, under which the defendants were indicted,'
had been repealed by implication, because Congress a year
later passed an affirmative act which covered the whole
subject of obscene literature.
Judge Blatchford interrupted the counsel, saying there was
no doubt about the repeal of the statute under which the de
fendants were indicted, but he held that under a special
statute of 1871, which reversed the old doctrine as to the
effect upon pending prosecutions of the repeal of penal stat
utes, the prosecution in this case was not affected. The re
pealing law was passed subsequent to the finding of the in
dictment, and the special statute named, he held, saved the
prosecution from falling with the repeal.
Mr. Brooke at this-point joined in the discussion. He did
not insist that the law was repealed, but that the new stat
ute on the subject of sending obscene literature and articles
through the mails having included “papers,” while the pre
vious statutes omitted that word, afforded conclusive reason
ing as to the meaning of the legislation. Congress embodied
the prohibition against obscene papers in the later act be
cause it was conscious that that form of obscenity was not
prohibited by the prior acts. Fie also elaborated the propo
sition t&at -“ other publications,” as it was used in the law
of 1872, was too vagufe a phrase upon which to base an indict
ment, and that it did not cover the case of a newspaper, and
cited an opinion of General B. F. Butler in support of his
opinion.

cause a pamphlet was a publication, as was also a book.
This showed that very little importance was to be attached
to this enumeration, so far as its tautology was concerned.
Then came the act including the word “ paper.” That cer
tainly was intended to convey the idea that there could
have been no intent to include a paper—-they did not say
newspaper, but Congress said paper, and they seem to have
have included that in the expression “ other publications;”
and, therefore, he thought it would be a proper construc
tion to hold that, with other publications of the same char
acter, books, pamphlets and prints were included. But
when they found that tlie act in which the word “ paper”
was inserted was a penal statute the Court was bound to
hold that that word was not intended to be included in the
act of 1872 as a paper within the meaning of “ other publi
cations of a similar character. ” On the face of this paper
it purported to be something which a person could sub
scribe for—one copy for one year for $3. It said, in addi
tion to that, that it would receive advertisements. It called
itself a paper. The Court should say that, on the face of
this paper, it was not a book or a pamphlet, and the Court
must take judicial notice of what a paper was, where it ap
peared every week and called itself a weekly. It could not
infer, on seeing this paper, that it was a book, a pamphlet,
a picture, or print. He therefore thought this prosecution
could not be maintained.
After the Judge had concluded, Mr. Purdy asked leave to
enter a nolle prosequi. Mr. Brooke objected, and the Judge
decided that the defendants were entitled to a verdict. He
therefore instructed the jury that no testimony had been
presented by the prosecution, and in consequence they ren
dered a verdict of not guilty. The Court was adjourned, and
Mrs. Woodhull and Miss Claflin were instantly surrounded
by friends anxious to congratulate them. They were also
half-smothered with bouquets, presented by those who
thought that an appropriate manner of expressing sympathy.
And thus ends the most infamous series of persecutions
that were ever instituted against any persons in the world.
Judge Blatchford informs the persecutors that they have
caused us to be arrested and imprisoned, and held in an un
heard-of amount of bail, without even a shadow of law for
so doing. We knew all this all the while; but we were not
absolutely certain that we should be tried before a judge and
by a jury who would be sufficiently unprejudiced to read the
law in a common sense way, or to be governed by any num
ber of authoritative decisions.

and if the great jackal must perforce pounce upon a woman
to test this question, fearing to attack a political equal—a
man—although there are plenty of men who continually
make use of more objectionable forms of expression than
are ever used in the Weekly; if, we say, all these things in
cline the set of persons who have undertaken the task of
suppressing the Weekly by setting upon it for obscenity,
to further annoy us, then we shall be prepared to combat
them equally as tenaciously as we have heretofore, and until
the explosion shall come, as it came in the former cases. So
much for Beecher and Comstock, Davis and Bliss, Osborn
and Davenport; but all honor to the judge who, amid the
strongest prejudices, could administer the law impartially.
His name will live in history, honored and revered, while
those of a Davis and Hunt will be forgotten, or at best be
remembered as of men who attempted to subvert the great
principle of justice—the trial by jury.

HENRY WARD BEECHER.
After eight months of persistent silence, under the pres
sure of circumstances that could not be otherwise met for
the time, Mr. Beecher stamps something “in general and
particular as utterly false. ” But to obtain even a general
idea of the meaning of this so-called denial, a retrospective
glance at the aspect of affairs, and at the various move
ments that have occurred since November 2, must be taken,
so that the attention will not be diverted from the real issue
by this craftily-worded letter of Mr. Beecher’s. In other
words, what has heretofore prevented this denial, and what
now compels it ?
It will be remembered that the substance of the statement
of November 2 was that Mr. Beecher had for years main
tained sexual natural relations.
A variety of circum
stances were grouped, involving Paulina Wright Davis, Eliza
beth Cady Stanton, Theodore Tilton, Frank Moulton, and
others, all the facts presented being based upon the evidence
of these persons, individually and in groups, and confirmed
by various other constructions.
No sane person will for an instant doubt that had there
been no truth in what had been related, Mr. Beecher would
have instantly pronounced the whole statement false. In
stead of this, however, he made the most strenuous exertions
to obtain denials from the persons given as evidence, realiz
ing that his own words, unsupported by theirs, might call
down upon him from them a speedy confirmation of the
truth of the statements. Failing in this, he did not dare to
deny anything, and more especially since one of the parties,
instead of denying, confirmed the statement, except as to
mere phraseology.

The war, however, and the result is a perfect demonstra
tion of all that we have, from time to time, assumed in the
Weekly and on the rostrum, that this persecution for pre
tended obscenity was purely upon the theory of Noah
Davis, to vindicate the reputation of a “ revered citizen,”
and that they never intended to proceed to trial. It was
thought that our arrest and imprisonment would so intimi
But something had to be done ; and his friends, Noah
date us, that we should be glad to compromise the case at Davis, Commissioner Osborn, and the Y. M. C. A. Com
any cost of retraction; and it was generally understood that, stock came to his rescue. The publishers of the statement,
if we would agree never again to issue the Weekly, the case' it was proposed, should be arrested upon the charge of
would be dropped.
sending obscene literature through the mails, which was
As we would do nothing, however, except to • reaffirm done. Mr. Beecher was to remain silent, and they were to
all that we had said, besides continually adding more fuel to be convicted and “sent up” on this charge, and “the
the fire, and as the exigencies for our defeat in some way reputation of a revered citizen, which was well worth the
became an imperative necessity, and Beecher’s tool not be while of the United States to vindicate,” was thereby to be
ing of those who had any doubts regarding a conviction, and cleared of all imputation.
inspiring Mr. Beecher and his friends with his confidence,
After waiting nearly eight months, through all sorts of
a pressure too great to be resisted successfully by the Dis anxieties and fears and threatenings, for this much-to-betrict Attorney was made upon him, which compelled him to desired consummation, instead of a conviction an acquittal
bring the case up so that he might be relieved from the re is obtained, and the United States District Court boldly
sponsibility. From the manner in which the prosecution declares that all the proceeding had been made without a
was conducted, it was evident there was no confidence of particle of law for a basis. This announcement is received
securing a conviction, and if there were any at the outset by Mr. Beecher, and utterly confounds him, rendering him
it was dispelled by the manner in which Mr. Brooke sifted speechless for some minutes. He finds Comstock had de
out the “Christian Young Men” from the jurors. This pro ceived him; “those women” were not convicted, and a
cess evidently also disgusted the man of many names, since revered citizen’s reputation was not vindicated.
after the first day’s proceedings he took a “ back seat.”
Quickly following this disaster came the further news
But what shall recompense us for all the trouble to which
that charges were preferred against Henry C. Bowen by
we have been put? Is there no method by which we shall
Mr. West, of Plymouth Church, for having slandered Mr.
recover for continued arrests, made without a shadow of
Beecher. Here was danger near home. How could this
law? Can we be brutally arrested, our office and house Van
be averted? Evidently, if at all, by but one method, viz.:
dal-like, pillaged, and ourselves cast into prison and there
An emphatic personal denial, trusting to luck to be carried
confined a whole month, and then released only on the most
safely through. A most singularly unfortunate channel is,
excessive bail, and have no satisfaction? Indeed, not satis
however, selected through which to make this public, and
fied with all this, can we be arrested the second time and
as its editorial accompaniment will forever remain an illus
again cast into prison; again held in enormous bail and
tration of a peculiar phase of journalism in this age, we
finally arraigned before the U. S. District Court only to be
will give the denial as it stands embraced by Mr. Kinsella in
told that we have been made to suffer it all without ever
the Brooklyn Eagle of 30th ultimo:
having offended against any statute; and after all this combin
But as somewhat antecedent to this, and moreover as some
ed evidence of persecution, learn that there is no recovery; that
we should quietly pass it all by and permit its perpetrators what explanatory of some of its remarkable lapses from facts,
we also present the following from the same paper :
to proceed in their damnable schemes?

Judge Blatchford entered into an elaborate criticism of
the acts of Congress of 1865, 1872 and 1873, bearing upon
the question of indecent publications. The first act on this
subject was not the act of 1872, but was passed in March,
1865, and it provided that no book, pamphlet, print or other
publication 'of an indecent character should be forwarded through the mails. In that respect the same words were
found in the 148th section of the act of 1872. The act of
1865 went on to provide that no book, pamphlet, print or
other publication of an indecent character shall be deposited
in the mail. That remained in the statute book down to
1872, when the 148th section of the act of that year pursued
the same language, but it added some new things not found
in the act of 1865; it referred to any letter or envelope on
'which scurrilous epithets were written or disloyal devices
or statements were printed or engraved, and it prohibited
these things from being carried in the mail. This added to
the previous list of things in the act of 1865, and there were
provisions referring to a letter, envelope or postal card on
which scurrilous epithets were written or printed, or dis
loyal devices were engraved. Then this act of 1873 was
passed, and it was evidently intended, on the face of it, to
They tell us so who would not be made to suffer; but
enlarge very much the scope of the 148th section of the act we reply to them that each and every person who has had a
of 1872, for it includes, in addition to the words previously hand in this unholy warfare upon two women, are liable to
referred to, the word “ paper.” Then it went on to specifiy a prosecution for malicious persecution, and for action for
certain articles or things which were not publications or damages for false imprisonment. And yet, in the face of
writings or lithographs, but were physical objects to be em this and knowing that we may do it, they have the
ployed and handled for an indecent use. It then went effrontery to find another indictment against us for sending
back to printed matter, and it regards the sending of a circular obscene literature—the Weekly, through the mails. Do
or information stating where these things were manufactured they imagine that our patience is inexhaustable, and that
or sold as an offense—that is, the sending of such informa they can continueUndefinitely to persecute us and that we
tion through the mails. All that was inserted in the new will quietly submit? Perhaps 1
act of 1873. They formed a series of legislation on this
If, however, it is imagined there is a better prospect for
subject from 1865. In the act of 1865, book, pamphlet, conviction under the statute of March 3, 1873, than there
print or other publications were referred to; but so far as was under that of June, 1872, and if it is conceived that
pamphlet was concerned that need not be enumerated, be Congress may pass laws abridging the freedom of the press,

[From the BrooMyn Daily Eagle, June 26.]
BEECHER, BOWEN AND WOODHULL.
Late in the afternoon of Tuesday last a most remarkable
conference was held at the house of the sisters of Woodhull
and Claflin. The principal characters in this conference
were:
Horace B. Claflin,
Geo. H. Ellery (merchant),
Henry C. Bowen,
Yictoria C, Woodhull,
Henry A. Bowen (broker),
Tennie C.jjClaflin,
Ed. Bowen (H. C.’s son),
Jas. McDermott (journalist),
Judge Reymart,
Judge Wood.
A short-hand reporter accompanied Henry C. Bowen and
took down all that was said. This conference was held at
the request of Mr. Bowen, and held for the purpose of elicit
ing proof in regard to certain charges concerning the Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher. The parties present were not lured
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unwillingly into the parlors of Mrs. Woodhull. They under
stood perfectly where and whom they were going to meet.
Before entering into the details of that conference, a few
facts concerning the way in which it was brought about will
be of interest. Since the publication of the tripartite cove
nant between Bowen,Beecher and Tilton,the first-named in
dividual has been anxiously looking about for the means of
revenge. Hearing that Mr. James McDermott, editor of the
Brooklyn Sunday Press, had seen in the possession of Mrs.
Woodhull several letters written by Mr. Beecher and con
taining virtual admissions of guilt, Henry C. Bowen, through
a nephew, made McD.’s acquaintance. An interview took
place between the two, then Horace B. Claflin, Sr., Dr. Storrs,
Bowen, McDermott and two or three others met and dis
cussed the Beecher slander. An earnest effort was made on
the part of Bowen and his friends to get possession of Mrs.
Woodhull’s alleged facts concerning Mr. Beecher’s charac
ter. Meetings were held at Bowen’s house, at the office of
the Independent, and at other places by Bowen and his
friends, but they failed to procure from McDermott the de
sired letters. Finally, it was suggested that Messrs. Claflin
and Bowen should meet Mrs. Woodhull and Tennie Claflin
at their residence. The proposition did not come from the
sisters, but from one of the gentlemen in pursuit of Mr.
Beecher. Mr. Claflin felt a little shy; remembering his po
sition as a church member, he was afraid that his action
might be criticised severely. As for Bowen, he was very
anxious to meet the sisters. It was agreed that the visitors
to Mrs. Woodhull should call upon her in carriages, and keep
silent the fact of having met her. So anxious were they she
should receive them that one of Bowen’s sons was dispatched
to Victoria’s lawyer for the purpose of securing a positive
promise that the meeting should take place.
Mrs. Woodhull did not send for Horace B. Claflin or Henry
C. Bowen. They came of their own accord.
Yesterday afternoon the writer called at Ho. 6 Bast Thirtyfourth street—a fine looking brown stone front house about
half a block from Stewart’s marble mansion. The reporter
was met at the door by Tennie Claflin. Upon stating that he
desired to see Mrs. Woodhull he was conducted into a neatly
furnished parlor, the wTalls of which were decorated with
immense oil paintings, one of large size representing the
Virgin and Child. Presently Mrs. Woodhull entered the
room. Her face was very pale, with the exception of a
slight hectic flush upon her cheeks; she looked haggard and
tired.
“ I am feeling very ill,” she said, “between my labors at
the office, the effects of my imprisonment at Ludlow, and
the wearsome vexations of fighting against a host of enemies
even though able only to fight women. I feel ill.”
She indeed looked very ill and weak. It is quite evident
that she is wearing out under this continual strain of excite
ment which she has experienced for the last few months.
After a brief conversation, the reporter came to the sub
ject in hand. Said he: “I see by report in a morning paper
that a conference was held here yesterday. Is the report a
correct one?”
Mrs. Woodhull.—I do not feel like conversing about these
matters, neither do I care to get into print. Heaven knows
I have suffered enough abuse already—a great deal for one
weak woman to bear.
The reporter assured her that as a report had already crept
into the papers, nothing would be gained by silence.
“Well,” said she, “the report was quite correct as far as it
went, but it was not complete. What was said here yester
day would have filled a paper almost.”
Reporter.—Was this conference held at your solicitation?
Mrs. W. (emphatically).—Ho! Ho! Ho! The proposition
to meet me came from the other side.
Reporter.— What did Henry C. Bowen come here for?
Mi s. IF.—He came here for corroborative evidence against
Mr. Beecher. I said to him that I was astonished that he
should come to me to vindicate his character. Said I to
him, in substance, you have been blackguarded from one
end of the country to the other and covered all over with
slime. You knew of some of these facts years ago, and yet
you have kept silent. I can scarcely believe that you are
here to be vindicated; I believe that you are here in the in
terest of that gigantic fraud, Henry Ward Beecher. You
and yours have said that one word from this crowd would
stop my persecution. Sir, one word from you commenced it.
Reporter.—What did Bowen say?
Mrs. if7.—He disclaimed having taken any part in my per
secution.
Tennie spoke up here. Said she: “ I said to him, if you
had no hand in my persecution, how is it that you sent for
those papers which were used against me?”
Reporter.—What reply did he make ?
Tennie.—He said that when he saw anything interesting
or spicy in our paper he was in the habit of sending for three
or four copies.
Reporter.—What questions did Bowen ask you ?
Mrs. IF.—He said that he understood that I had evidence
in my possession which would throw a great light on this
Beecher business. He said quite clearly that with these
facts he desired to vindicate his honor and that of his chil
dren. I told him that I had asked no one to help me vin
dicate myself; that eight months ago I commenced this fight
and stood my ground without assistance. Said I, you are all
millionaires ; you and the press, with a few noble exceptions,
have hounded and blackguarded me as no woman was ever
hounded before. But I have touched bottom at last. I am
on the incoming tide. Why come to me to vindicate you?
There was a sound of exultation in her voice.
Reporter.—Did Bowen ask you any further questions ?
Mrs. W.—He asked me if I had any correspondence with
Beecher, and what the purport of the letters were?
Reporter.—How did you reply ?
Mrs. W.—I informed him that ^proposed to keep the pur
port of those letters to myself—and that any one of sense
would have known that after several month’s intimacy with
Mr. Beecher, being with him frequently and alone, that our
orrespondenoe was not one of mere platonic affection. Still,

I said, I am proud of my alliance with Mr. Tilton and Beech
er. Right here let me say that I am only giving you the
substance of what I said. If I misrepresent anything, the
stenographer who was herewith Mr. Bowen can correct me.
How, as for Mr. Beecher, I have no personal enmity against
him; what I am doing is not dictated by spite, but by prin
ciple, knowing from intimate acquaintance that Mr.
Beecher is a Free Lover, and as he at different times pro
claimed himself to be.
Reporter.—Where ?
Mrs. IF.—I well remember one evening, in discussing these
principles of social freedom in Theodore Tilton’s front parlor
bedroom, upstairs, Mr. Beecher said, with a great deal of
unction, “ Mrs. Woodhull, we shall never have a better state
of society until children are born on the scientific plan.
What we want is stirpiculture.” I said, why not go into the
pulpit and preach what you have said to me. He replied
that he was years in advance of his congregation, and that if
he should preach what he felt and knew to be the truth, he
would preach to empty benches.
Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith, a well known exponent of the
women’s rights doctrines, came into the room at this junc
ture. After being introduced to the writer she took occasion
to refer to Paulina Wright Davis, a lecturess who has been
reported as having given the lie to Mrs. Woodhull’s charges.
Mrs. Smith said that she had recently had a conversation
with Mrs. Davis, in which the latter denied the statement
imputed to her. She further said she considered Mrs.
Woodhull one of the best and truest of women.
The reporter then went back to the subject of the confer
ence. He asked if any of Mr. Beecher’s letters to Mrs.
Woodhull had been shown.
Mrs. IF.—At the solicitation of Horace B. Claflin and
Henry C. Bowen, I took back my declaration that I would
not show the letters, and exhibited them to Messrs. Bowen
and Claflin.
Reporter.—Did you let them read the contents ?
Mrs. IF.—1 did not. I let them see the signature and they
each recognized the handwriting of Mr. Beecher. Mr. Bowen
insisted on my giving the letters up, but I refused.
Reporter.—Did Bowen threaten Mu. Beecher’s expulsion ?
Mrs. IF.—He made a very manly speech, in which he
promised to vindicate his own and children’s honor. In sub
stance he said he had known of some of the evidence against
Beecher for years. What he wanted was corroborative evi
dence. If you have known ^of these facts for years,
why don’t you take the bull by the horns yourself,
Mr. Bowen? He answered that his lips were now un
sealed.
Reporter.—Did Mr. Claflin speak?
Mrs: IF.—Yes. I said to him, I am astonished to find you
here. I imagined you the warm friend of Mr. Beecher, for I
remember one of the first I met walking together just after I,
came out of Ludlow-street Jail was you and Mr. Beecher.
Mr. Claflin said I must be mistaken; that he hadn’t traveled
with Mr. Beecher for several years. He added that he was
here as a friend of Mr. Bowen. As for Mr. Bowen himself,
that gentleman said he was here in the interest of Henry C.
Bowen solely; that he wanted to go to his grave without a
spot on his honor, and that he desired to justify the memory
of the dead. He spoke very feelingly. It was a noble speech,
and Mr. Ellery jumped to his feet, caught him by the hand,
and said, “ Mr. Bowen, I think better of you for this.”
Reporter.—Did he say he was ready to move in the matter?
Mrs. IF.—If the man did not lie he will.
Reporter—Did he explain his long silence?
Mrs. IF.—He said that he had felt in honor bound to keep
silent; but now that others in whom he had trusted had
talked, he felt that he must say something. His lips were
now unsealed, and his dearest friends urged him to action.
I said to him that I could not understand how he could go to
church Sunday after Sunday and look in the face of this man
who was reported to have debauched his wife, and then sit
with sealed lips.
Reporter.—Did he give any reasons for his silence ?
Mrs. IF.—He gave real reasons* but said he felt in honor
bound to keep quiet.
Reporter.—How did the conference end ?
Mrs. IF.—The final arbitration of the matter was left to
George H. Ellery, of 38 Broadway. He is a man of wealth,
and the peer of any man who sat in that conference. He has
in his possession the corroborative evidence needed. To
show you what my friend thought of this conference, please
read this letter. I received it too late to act on it:
THE EETTEK.

Hew York, Monday, June 23,1873.
To Yictoria Woodhull:
Dear Madam—I do not favor the proposed meeting at your
house to-morrow evening.
After all persecutions are abandoned by the friends and
patrons of “Plymouth Church,” it will be time enough to
consider your future policy in relation to the pastor and
other dignitaries of that concern. You are in no physical,
condition at this time to meet even those in whom you have
confidence; you require above everything rest for your tired
brain, and I should think and say, if in any other woman, ex-,
hausted heart. Your safest guides are your lawyers. If,
however, you have given your word to meet these persons,
then send them notice that you have requested Geo. H.
Ellery, of 110 Second avenue, to be present.
With sincere regard, etc.,
Geo. H„ Ellery.
Mr. Ellery was present, and so was one of Mrs. Woodhull’s
counsel.
Reporter.—You are quite sure what Bowen came here
for?
Mrs. IF.—He said that he had come specially from Woodstock to meet me; that he was here for corroborative evi
dence of Mr. Beecher’s guilt, and that his lips were now un
sealed.
With this remark the interview ended. As the reporter
turned to leave, Mrs. Woodhull said, in a tremulous sort of
way: “Remember that I am a woman who has stood up
under abuse that would have crushed many. The press has
been very cruel, but I do not complain, for time will right
me. I simply ask that you will not distort my language or

indulge in unkind insinuations.

On the one side a prison
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stares me in the face—on the other I am met by the denun
ciations of the most powerful of enemies. Yet I have cour
age still, for truth will triumph.
I shall yet be vindi
cated.”
[From the BrooMyn Fagle, June 30.]
THE BOWEJsT-WOODHULL COMBINATION—MR. BEECHER SPEAKS.

“ The Eagle's comment upon this matter and on its latest
extraordinary aspects especially, has been based upon a
confident hazard of established character and publicly spot
less life, against “ charges” that never rose to the level of
statement, and innuendoes which sprang from the most not
able fellowship of antipathies ever recorded. As a news
paper, on principle hospitable to all publishable facts, we
have withheld nothing definite or tangible relating to this
case, nor on the other hand been the chronicler of the small
beer of abuse and gossip which has been as devoid of co
herence as of respectable parentage. We have all along be
lieved that we would he doing Christianity and sound morals
a service, could we reduce this mass of calumny to a form
that admitted of reply and refutation, or suitably outlaw it
by fastening it upon its real author. The latter was no
sooner accomplished than that author was revealed repudi
ating his own tissue of statements.
To the inchoate and
rank mess of contradictions was added the recantation of
them by their self-proclaimed father. Thus the thing stood
till the late extraordinary confederacy of persons to revital
ize assertions which the principal of them had originated,
and which had died on his hands. That confederacy was
fruitful of nothing but dramatic agreement on a fell pur
pose, of dramatic contrast of character and of farcical failure
of results. We characterized it as it deserved, regretting we
had only airy visions to strike at, and that even by a junc
tion so unusual the substance of no fact was imported into
the case. As it struck us, must it have struck all reasoning
readers. So must it have specially struck him with whose
character it had most to do, and enmity to whom was bond
enough to unite the most anomalous beings that ever banded
for a mutual design. Yet Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, who
might have justifiably waited for these conspirators against
bis repose and honor to do something to entitle them to con
sideration, has seen fit, once and for all, to meet them in ad
vance of more than the declaration of their intent, in the
only way the indefiniteness and sweeping generalization of
their averments allowed. We are sure that we do the cause
of family peace, personal rights and Christian morality no
small service to-day, in being able hereunder to publish the
following explicit and emphatic denial and defiance in de
tail and in gross to his assailants, by the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher:
‘ To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle—In a long and active
life in Brooklyn it has rarely happened that the Eagle and
myself have been in accord on questions of common concern
to our fellow citizens. I am for this reason impelled to ac
knowledge the unsolicited confidence and regard of which the
columns of the Eagle of late hear testimony. I have just re
turned to the city to learn that application has been made to
Mrs. Yictoria Woodhull for letters of mine supposed to con
tain information respecting certain infamous stories against
me! I have no objection to have the Eagle state in any way
it deems fit, that Mrs. Woodhull, or any other person or per
sons who may have letters of mine in their possession, have
my cordial consent to publish them. In this connection,
and at this time, I will only add that the stories and rumors
which have for some time past been circulated about me,
are grossly untrue, and I stamp them in general and in par
ticular as utterly false.
‘ Respectfully,
Henry Ward Beecher.’
“ The confederacy of accusers can now have no excuse for
not accepting this frank invitation to take kd the world into
their confidence. They can no longer dissemble resources
which they have not. They must burrow in the earth or
show their empty palms to the clear light of day. A man
who has worn his life on his sleeve asks them to step to the
front. They must do so, or forever after hold their peace,
content if it can he got, with the contemptuous charity of
a world too proud of the services of him they aperse to long
remember those who wokld have made the destruction of
his character the reconstruction of their own.
“Our gratification at this exact and opportune encounter'of
the case by Mr. Beecher is double in its causes. In it speaks 1
the man with whom we have seldom agreed, except in an
estimate of the value of character and in a common com
prehension of the fairness and benevolence of the good peo
ple of this good city. There also remains this supreme satis
faction, that in laboring, though opponents, to do Mr.
Beecher simple justice in this crises of culumny through
which he has passed, we have held the public sentiment of
Brooklyn not only firm to the right and true, hut held it to
them, as identified with the career of our most distinguished
citizen—one of the few who shed on Brooklyn a lustre that
advances her fame throughout the world, and from whom
in history our city, for having had him, will derive a pecu
liar greatness. To few Brooklynites need this he said. For
they intuitionally, gratefully divine it so. But even those
who have been hospitable to the slanders which may
have had a mission of discipline though suffering in them,
would, the day after success had crowned their efforts, feel
themselves the most atrocious of moral assassins and the
meanest of men. For that from which we saved even the
enemies of Henry Ward Beecher, they should he thankful,
and will live to say so if they better their present Ghrracter, as
we hope. The rest of Brooklyn which has stood with us in
this war of character against calumny will require no further
stimulus to make their happiness, as have been their labors,
identical with our own.”
COMMENTS.

Mr. Beecher says all stories tod rumors that haye ap
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that the troublesome memorandum in Moulton’s hands had
been wrested from her when she was “ ill," and in “ an irre
sponsible condition." She gave an oral promise also, as Mr.
Tilton adds, that she would not appear against Mr. Beecher
in any coming investigation, unless her husband should
move in the matter. In “the Woodhull’s” scandal, she
speaks of Mrs. Tilton’s “sweet concessiveness.” Much of
it seems also evident in Mr. Tilton’s “true story.”
On Mr. Tilton’s return home, Mrs. Tilton again told him
what had happened. He assures the reader that he would
now have borne the humility of his wife’s merciful retraction,
had it not been for the concluding portion, which apparently
placed him in the position of having compelled her to inditv
her first memorandum. Mr. Tilton’s proud spirit, outraged
at the possibility of this appearance of vulgar malice on his
part—or even blackmail itself—had recourse at once to his
unfailing social strategist, Mr. Moulton. He urged Mr.
Moulton to hasten to Mr. Beecher and force him to give up
Mrs. Tilton’s last paper.
Mr. Moulton went ; and he had a long private conversa
tion with his beloved pastor. He requested and insisted
that the document should be given up. Among other things
he reminded Mr. Beecher that the statement which he had
just worried out of Mrs. Tilton was false on its face—as the
lady was known to have been not 11 ill ” and 1 ‘ in an irrespon
sible condition" when her original memorandum was made,
but uncommonly well, as Mr. Beecher remembered—she hav
THEODORE TILTON’S “ TRUE STORY.”
He asserts that, in the fall of 1870—Mrs. Tilton having just ing just returned home from a summer resort. Mr. Moulton
returned to her home from a watering-place—she was visited further elucidated to his minister that Mrs. Tilton was now
by Mr. Beecher; and that on this occasion the pastor of uill" and in an ^irresponsible condition," instead of on the
Plymouth Church unbridled his fiery passions, and besought former occasion.
Mr. Moulton’s persuasions were not easily answered,
of Mrs. Tilton the most intimate relationship accorded by
her sex. Such warmth of pastoral attention was declined by though Mr. Beecher still held on to the paper. As the dis
Mrs. Tilton—not with the loud anger of ostentatious virtue, cussion sharpened, however, and Mr. Moulton evinced that
but with the mature sadness of common sense. The good he was not to be trifled with, Mr. Beecher finally aske’d him
lady was surprised, and the true wife reported the occur what he would do with the paper if it should be placed in
rence to her husband. Greatly angered and grieved, he re his hands. “ I will keep the first memorandum and this one
quested her to make a memorandum of it. She did so; and together," said Mr. Moulton, “ and thus prevent you and Til
ton from harming each other."
I give her own words, literally, as they were written:
The following is a rumor ; perhaps it is to this :
“ Yesterday afternoon my friencf’ and pastor, Henry Ward
This poor lady is said to have circulated, for many years,
Beecher, solicited me to become his wife in all the relations
the most damaging reports against the character of her
which that term implies.'"
In his manuscript book Mr. Tilton comments, with some daughter, and against Mr. Beecher and Mr. Tilton. The
evidence of pride, upon the delicate and skillful manner in earliest scandals concerning Mrs. Tilton and the Plymouth
which Mr. Beecher’s hideous overtures were here expressed. pastor are said to have proceeded from her. I must add,
Mrs. Tilton’s language is striking, and is apt to impress it also, that a long time ago there were rumors, among the
special acquaintances of the parties, that Mrs. Tilton was
self on the reader’s memory.
subject to the hallucination that some of Mr. Beecher’s chil
Or is it to this :
dren were those of her own household.

peared involving'Mm in the past few months are utterly
false.
Does he refer to this:
The position, however, of Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton
is quite different. At Lewiston, Maine, she undoubtedly
1 denounced’' Mrs. Woodhull’s story, as the newspapers de
clared at the time; and Theodore Tilton holds a letter from
her, in which she declines to stand in the precise attitude
portrayed by Mrs. Woodhull. Yet an excellent lady, whose
letter I have traced to its source, declared in the Hartford
Times soon after Mrs. Stanton was interviewed in Maine,
that she had ‘ charged Mr. Beecher, to parties residing in
Philadelphia and known to the correspondent, with wry
much the same offense of which Mrs. Woodhull speaks.’ This
testimony is confirmed by Edward M. Davis, Esq., the disci
ple and son-in-law of the venerable Lucretia Mott, and by
Mrs. Amelia Bloomer, who asserts that Mrs. Stanton whis
pered the scandal to her ‘ a year and a half ago,’ and said
‘ the Woodhull knew all about it.’ At Rochester, not long
since, Mrs. Stanton publicly refused to deny anything.; and
last of all, she has recently sent to me, through a mutual
friend, this word: ‘Assure Mr. Clark that I care more
EOS justice THAN FOR Beecher.’ Mrs. Stanton, in short,
has been somewhat perverted by Woodhull and denies the
perversion. ”
Or, perhaps, it is this:

“ THEODORE TILTON’S LETTER TO HIS ‘ COMPLAINING FRIEND:’

“ One of the strangest epistles on record, and one which
every careful reader was immediately obliged to record as

a negative confession of much that Mrs. Woodhull asserted:
“174 Livingstone St. , Brooklyn, Dec. 27, 1872.
“ My Complaining^Friend-—Thanks for your good letter of
bad advice. You say, ‘ How easy to give the lie to the
wicked story and thus end it forever. ’ But stop and con
sider. The story is a whole library of statements—a hun
dred or more—and it would be strange if some of them
were not correct, though I doubt if any are. To give a
general denial to such an encyclopaedia of assertions would
be as vague and irrelevant as to take up the Police Gazette,
with its twenty-four pages of illustrations, and say, ‘ This is
all a lie.’ So extensive a libel requires (if answered at all)
a special denial of its several parts; and furthermore, it re
quires, in this particular case, not only a denial of things
misstated, but a truthful explanation of other things that
remain unstated and in mystery. In other words, the false
story (if . met at all) should be confronted and confounded by
the true one. How, my friend, you urge me to speak; but
when the truth is a sword, God’s mercy sometimes com
mands it sheathed. If you think I do not burn to defend
my wife and little ones, you know not the fiery spirit within
me. But my wife’s heart is more a fountain of charity, and
quenches all resentments. She says: ‘ Let there be no suf
fering save to ourselves alone,’ and forbids a vindication to
the injury of others. From the beginning she has stood,
with her hand on my lips, saying, _ ‘ Hush !’ So when you
prompt me to speak for her, you countervail her more Chris
tian mandate of silence. Moreover, after all, the chief vic
tim of the public dispeasure is myself alone; and so long as
this is happily the case, I shall try, with patience, to keep
my answer within my owft breast, lest it shoot forth like a
thunderbolt through other hearts.
“Yours, truly,
“ Theodore Tilton.”
And if not, this;

Or does he include this?
Brooklyn, June 1, 1871.
Mr. Henry C. Bowen:
Sir—It was during the early part of the rebellion, if I rec
ollect aright, when you first intimated to me that Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher had committed acts of adultery for
which, if you should expose him, he would be driven from
his pulpit. From that time onward your references to this
subject were frequent and always accompanied with the
exhibition of deep-seated injury to your heart. In a letter
which you addressed to me from Woodstock, June the 16th,
1863, referring to this subject, you said: “ I sometimes feel
that I must break silence; that I must no longer suffer as a
dumb man and be made to bear a load of grief most unjustly.
One word from me would make—a rebellion throughout
Christendom, I had almost said, and you know it. You
have just a bit of the evidence from the great volume in my
possession. I am not pursuing a phantom, but solemnly
brooding over an awful reality.”
Subsequent to this letter and on frequent intervals, from
this till now, you have repeated the statement that you
could at any moment expel Henry Ward Beecher from
Brooklyn. You have reiterated the same thing not only to
me, but to others. Moreover, during the year just closed
your letters on the subject were marked with more feeling
than heretofore, and were not unfrequently coupled with
your emphatic declaration, that Mr. Beecher ought not to be
allowed occupy a public position as a Christian teacher and
preacher.
On the 25th of December, 1870, at an interview in your
house, at which Mr. Oliver Johnson and I were present, you
spoke freely and indignantly against Mr. Beecher as an un
safe visitor in the families of his congregation. You alluded
by name to a woman, now a widow, whose husband’s death
you did not doubt was hastened by his knowledge that Mr.
Beecher had maintained with her an improper intimacy.
As if to leave no doubt on the minds of either Mr. Johnson
or myself, you informed us that Mr. Beecher had made to
you a confession of guilt, and had, with tears, implored your
forgiveness. After Mr. Johnson retired from this interview,
you rela ed to me the case of a woman, whom you said (as
nearly as I can recollect your words) that “Mr. Beecher
took her in his arms by force, threw down upon the sofa,
accomplished upon her his deviltry, and left her * * *
During your recital of this tale you were filled with anger
toward Mr. Beecher. You said, with terrible emphasis,
that he ought not to remain a week longer in his pulpit.
Truly yours,
Theodore Tilton.
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audience is large. But we have ceased to belong to it. In
our opinion Mr. Beecher is really as radical as Dr. Chapin,
Dr. Bellows, or Dean Stanley; but his sermons do not faith
fully represent their author’s advanced thought. Each suc
cessive Sunday’s effort (reproduced in Monday’s pamphlet)
is simply the conventional clinging of his hands to creeds
and dogmas from which his head and heart are turned
almost wholly away. Without meaning to use a disparaging
phrase, we know not how to characterize this sort of public,
behavior «as anything short of moral insincerity. Certain it
is that Mr. Beecher, during a few years past, has lost the
hold over the Orthodox church which he once maintained,
and has made no corresponding gain among the Liberal
sects. He is an instance of a man who, seeking to save his
life, is losing it. Long acknowledged as the most brilliant,
popular preacher in the country—a compliment which no
body, not in any sect, begrudges him, but cheerfully pays—
he is nevertheless, year by year, declining in moral weight, not
only with the church but in the community at large.
To
think one thing and say another—to hold one philosophy in
public and another in private—to offer one morality to the
multitude and keep another for one's self—is a degradation to
no man so much as to a minister, and a blot upon nothing
so much as upon religion. Nevertheless there is so much in
these pages showing that. Mr. Beecher frequently forgets that
he is a priest, and remembers that he is a man, and there are
so many happy thoughts shooting like sunbeams through all
he says, that he will always remain one of the noble speci
mens of what God can do in making a human being with a
plentiful lack of conscience and courage, but with an over
flowing fullness of fancy and wit.”
“Moral insincerity;” “ declining in moral weight;” “to
think one thing and say another;” “to hold one philosophy
in public and another in private;” “to offer one morality to
the multitude and keep another for one’s self;” “plentiful
lack of conscience and courage!” This is plain talk, and we
ask what more have we said of the great Plymouth orator,
except to give facts to illustrate our points, mainly furnished
us by Theodore himself—directly or indirectly? What does
it all mean ?
It may possibly be, however, that Mr. Beecher, when he
made his,.sweeping denial, that he had in view the famous
covenant:
We three men, earnestly desiring to remove all causes of
offense existing between us, real or fancied, and to make
Christian reparation for injuries done ot supposed to be
done, and to efface the disturbed past, and to provide con
cord, good will and love for the future, do declare and cove
nant, each to the other, as follows:
I. I, Henry C. Bowen, having given credit, perhaps with
out due consideration, to tales and innuendoes affecting
Henry Ward Beecher, and being influenced by them, as was
natural to a man who receives impressions suddenly, to the
extent of repeating them (guardedly, however, and within
limitations, and not for the purpose of injuring him, but
strictly in the confidence of consultation), now feel that
therein I did him wrong. Therefore I disavow all the
charges and imputations that have been attributed to me as
having been by me made against Henry Ward Beecher, and
I declare, fully and without reserve, that I know nothing
which should prevent me from extending to him the most
cordial friendship, confidence and Christian fellowship. And
I expressly withdraw all the charges, imputations and innu
endoes imputed as having been made and uttered by me,
and set forth in a letter written by me to Theodore Tilton
on the 1st of January, 1871 (a copy of which letter is hereto
annexed), and I sincerely regret having made any imputatations, charges, or innuendoes unfavorable to the Christian
character of Mr. Beecher. And I covenant and promise that
for all future time I will never, by word or deed, recur to,
repeat, or allude to any or either of said charges, imputa
tions and innuendoes.
II. And I, Theodore Tilton, do, of my free will and
friendly spirit toward Henry Ward Beecher, hereby cove
nant and agree that I will never again repeat, by mouth of
word or otherwise, any of the allegations, or imputations, or
innuendoes, contained in my letters hereunto annexed, or
any other injurious imputations or allegations suggested by
or growing out of these, and that I will never again bring
up or hint at any difference or ground of complaint hereto
fore existing between the said Henry C. Bowen or myself,
or the said Henry Ward Beecher.
III. I, Henry Ward Beecher, put the past for ever out of
sight and out of memory. I deeply regret the causes for
suspicion, jealousy and estrangement which have come be
tween us. It is a joy for me to have my old regard for
Henry C. Bowen and Theodore Tilton restored, and a hap
piness to me to resume the old relations of love, respect and
reliance to each and both of them. If I have said anything
injurious to the reputatiou of either, or have detracted from
their standing and fame as Christian gentlemen and mem
bers of my church, I revoke it all, and heartily covenant to
repair and reinstate them to the extent of my power.
(Signed)
H. C. Bowen,
Theodore Tilton,
H. W. Beecher.
Brooklyn, April 9,1872.

Some eight months after the commencement of the
Beecher-Tilton differences, an investigation and a storm
were thought to be brooding over Plymouth Church; and
Mr. Beecher, fearing that Mrs. Tilton’s memorandum (which
he had heard of) might be brought to light, made bold to
visit her in Mr. Tilton’s absence. Although informed that
she was sick in bed, he insisted on seeing her, and was fin
ally admitted to her room. Mr. Tilton’s “true story” de
clares that the great preacher drew a doleful picture of his
troubles. He pleaded with'Mrs. Tilton that he was on the
brink of ruin, and that she alone could save him. Mrs. Til
But Mr. Bowen’s self gratulation regarding the part he has
And to what does this refer:
ton finally sat up in bed, with book and paper in hand, and
In the Golden Age, of April 19, Theodore expresses him played in this matter seems, to be of that sort known as sud
wrote at Mr. Beecher’s dictation a few lines, the point of
One would scarcely imagine, from read
which is that in all his intercourse with her he “ had con self thus freely regarding Henry Ward, in noticing his last den conversion.
ing these watery effusions by which he embraces Mr,
ducted himself as a gentleman and a Christian." Flushed volume of sermons:
“ These productions are for those who like them; and the J^eecher’s letter, that very nearly the game facts, published
with success, the Plymouth shepherd then pressed her to add
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they are slanderers or slandered, false or true. And this the commanding officer of a certain camp against his soldiers
for bathing in a bay in full view of the house of the com
caps the climax of this most amazing business.
plainant and so shocking the ladies. It turned out that the
bathers were a mile down the beach, and that it was impos
[From the Troy Press, June 28, 1873.]
THE WOODHULL AND “ OBSCENE LITERATURE.” sible to see them without using a field glass.
Tkoy, N. Y., June 28, 1873.
Me. Anthony J. Comstock, Y. M. C* A., Special Agent for
[From the Sun, June 30.]
the Suppression of Obscene Literature, New York City:
DISCREDITABLE TO THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S
The telegraphic reports of last evening inform the public
OFFICE.
that the two women—Woodhull and Claflin—whom you have
Two women were arrested some time ago charged with
been the ostensible means of prosecuting and persecuting an offense against the United States. They were confined in
Perhaps Mr. Kinsella may imagine that this is one of the during the last eight months for circulating “ obscene litera jail for a considerable number of days, and finally released
rumors that Mr. Beecher stamps as “utterly false,” but ture,” have been acquitted in court for that offense. Judge on giving very heavy bail, which they obtained with diffi
really, how one who knows so much of this case as the editor Blatchford’s decision, however, does not touch the merits of culty.
the case, but is merely technical and of no consequence to
of the Eagle, could have written the “leader” of June 30, is a
Their business was broken up and they were put to much
the great principles involved. It was rendered notion the true
inconvenience and subjected to many indignities.
stretch of imagery for which we confess ourselves incapable;
ground that Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly of Novem
Finally, after the customary law’s delay, they are placed
and we beg leave to recall him from the fanciful wandering ber 2,1873, is not obscene, but on the mere pettifogger’s
from the main points, in which he indulges back to the real ground that the “act of 1872” against the sending of ob at the bar for trial.
It proves next to impossible to obtain a jury. Day after
issue. Nobody of whom we have any knowledge has ever scene literature through the United States mails “was not
day is spent in the process. At length, however, twelve men
pretended to claim that Mr. Beecher’s letters contained all intended to include daily and weekly newspapers, although
are found who take their oaths to try the case fairly.
the proofs required by Mr. Bowen, at this special juncture; a statute has since been passed (in 1873) covering such publi
The prosecution opens; it proceeds; it closes: then what?
and the “cordial consent” granted, is altogether too cations:” but “as the indictment against Woodhull and
Why then the learned Judge of the United States District
eagerly proffered; but we can scarcely credit it, that Mr. Claflin was drawn up under the statute of 1872, the prosecu Court, who presides at the trial, informs the accused that
tion
must
consequently
fall.”
Beecher has been so hardly pressed as to be compelled to so
there is no occasion' for them to introduce any evidence in
Now this decision, though a “ smart dodge ” in law, is, in
their defense; that no case has been proved against them;
small a resort as to attempt to divert the public atten
morals, a contemptible fraud. Woodhull and Claflin may be and he instructs the jury to render a verdict of not guilty,
tion from the real issue to that of the non-publication of
bad people, but they have been entirely guiltless from the
Mr. Beecher’s letters, in the reference to which all mention start of the beastly charge of “ circulating obscene litera which they immediately do without leaving their seats.
Now we say that in our judgment this is very discreditable
of other documentary evidence has been carefully avoided. ture.” They published a startling report—or rather two
to the United States District Attorney’s office. It should
The threatened investigation was a danger in his own camp startling reports—of crime, and drew from such crime cer
have been ascertained before indicting and arresting these
that had to be met and squelched.
A personal denial tain deductions in social ethics. I think that some of these
women whether any case was likely to be proven against
was the only alternative. It was made, and in our opinion deductions are very wrong and dangerous, and the reports, them. In some cases, we admit, it is very difficult to deter
if
false,
were
gross
libels.
But
to
imprison
men
or
women,
it will prove the worst thing that has yet been done to save
mine in advance how the evidence will turn out on a trial;
and to suppress journals, for this kind of work, would be to
.Mr. Beecher.
but we do not think that there was any impracticability in
suppress the greatest protection against criminals that so
ascertaining all about it in this case.
ciety can ever have—the knowledge of their crimes. It
For the wrong which has been done to these women they
CLAIRYOYANCE.
would also be to strangle all discussion of social questions,
have no redress. The injury is irremediable.
on which the whole progress of the world and the welfare of
The question of the character of the accused does not affect
Mrs. Clifford, Business and Medical Clairvoyant, 24 Myr humanity now especially depend. Yet this damnable imposi
tle avenue, Brooklyn, L. I., can be consulted in person or by tion upon a free country and the human race was undertaken the quality of their persecution. If a person’s character is
letter upon the various affairs of life. Refers to Woodhull eight months ago by the inner ring of Plymouth Church, for even exceptionably bad, that furnishes no justification or
excuse for doing toward him or her an act of injustice.
the sake of saving the reputation of one clerical debauchee.
& Claflin.
If they had committed any illegal act they should have
Of this ring and their shameless conspiracy you have been
been proceeded against for that illegal act, and not for some
either
the
conscious
tool
or
the
unconscious
cat’s-paw.
It
SPIRIT OP THE PRESS.
thing else. The law provides ample punishment for crime;
has been through your work, at any rate, that Woodhull and
but to punish a person—even by arrest and preliminary im
Claflin were falsely arrested; that George Francis Train was
prisonment, and holding to bail—when a little investigation
[From the Evening Journal, Monday, June 30,1873.]
held five months in the Tombs, and barely escaped a lunatic
would show that there is no chance of a conviction, is an act
asylum, on a charge which the miserable New York Courts
WOODHULL-BEECHER-BOWEN.
of official oppression, and should at least reflect discredit if
finally sneaked out of, beaten and disgraced, and it was
One more chapter in the most extraordinary case, in which
not disgrace on the prosecuting officer who is guilty of it.
through the same work that a virtual highway robbery was
Mrs. Woodhull, Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, Bowen, of the
Independent, and Tilton, of the Golden Age are, involved, recently committed upon the news-stands of New York and
[From the Evening Telegram, Ju ne 28,1873.]
Brooklyn, by snatching away from them a paper of my own
was concluded Thursday. Mrs. Woodhull and her associ
QUITE ENOUGH.
—the
Thunderbolt.
ates were acquitted in the trial on a charge of publishing and
Mrs. Woodhull and her sister were yesterday acquited of
You and your Young Men’s Crucifying Banditti have now
circulating obscene literature, by direction of the Judge of
finally sneaked behind a pitiful technicality to rob Woodhull the charges against them in the United States District
the TJ. S. Court, who said that the prosecution had no case.
and Claflin, and the whole nation, of real justice. You shall Court, to the evident satisfaction of a good many of the peo
This is a righteous decision. The prosecution of Mrs. Woodnot escape by becoming a skunk. Judge Blatchford inti ple in the court room, and the as evident discomfiture of
hull was one under false pretenses from the outset. It was
mates that some statute of 1873 would include Woodhull Mr. Comstock, the principal witness against them. It is
not really that anybody believed that she had published any
& Claelin’s Weekly, of November 2, 1872, among obscene now announced that it is the intention of the United States
thing obscene that she was prosecuted, but because she had
publications, which it would be criminal to place in the District Attorney to cause a new indictment to be found
made most fearfully damaging charges against Rev. Henry
United States mail. If there is such a statute, I will violate against the sisters and Colonel Blood. The public will hope
Ward Beecher. This, and this only, was the real cause of
it, in the name of truth and humanity (as I once violated the not. They think that there has been quite enough of this
the proceedings against her, as every sensible person at all
Fugitive-Slave Bill) until it is modified or repealed. A prosecution, which has assumed the shape, if not the spirit,
cognizant of the case knows. She was most shamefully op
of persecution. Good citizens will condemn much of that
pressed in the preliminary legal proceedings, both by de prison is the most honorable place in the land, while theo
logical assassins can garrote liberty by such a law. I happen which the recently accused have published in their paper, but
mands for excessive bail and by imprisonment. We no not
to have a copy of Woodhull and Claelin’s Weekly even such citizens cannot shut their eyes to the seeming
care whether her ideas and teachings are false or true,
containing the Beecher-Tilton Scandal now in my posses nature of the combination in the prosecution of this suit.
sound or unsound, she was fully entitled to all the privileges
Since the public have known of the visit to Mrs. Woodhull
of any person accused, and these were for a long time denied sion. I send it to you to-day, through the United States
mail, , and with it a copy of the Thunderbolt. You are thus of certain prominent citizens, and the effort to gain certain
to. her. Now that the prosecution of Mrs. Woodhull has
afforded the opportunity to procure the arrest of somebody documents from her, the opinion has quite largely prevailed
broken down, we may hope that Plymouth Church will take
that this thing had bettepstop. The trial has got to be a bore,
under “ the statute of 1873.” Suppose you do it at once!
the steps which any other Christian church would have
and we are not sure but that the public regard the immacu
Yours with anything but respect,
taken long ago in similar circumstances, to vindicate its
late Comstock as something of the same pattern.
Edward H. G. Clark.
pastor and clear itself of complicity in this scandal. Ply
What is to become of Beecher, Bowen & Co., now that
mouth Church, as we said long since, cannot ignore this
[From the Evening {N. Y.) Telegram, June 19.]
business. If it does, then it will forfeit the respect of all Mrs. Woodhull is acquitted? It is currently reported that
honest people and be rightly adjudged to be guilty of all the company dare not enter into the merits of the case, and A DANGEROUS INNOVATION—THE PRACTICE OF
THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
Mrs. Woodhull and others have charged- There is no possi Anthony Comstock has failed to protect them by the United
bility of much longer dodging the issue. That church must States law. Truly Plymouth Church is in trouble when it
A somewhat curious and unhealthy innovation has re
cannot hide its pastor behind its loyalty. Judge Blatch cently been made in the practice of the United States Cir
■act now or stand convicted and condemned as unworthy.
ford should have seen to it that nothing in his rulings should cuit Court of this District. The Constitution of the United
There is a very general concurrence of opinion,so far as the
press is concerned, in reference to the unfortunate, in fact so endanger his brothers. (This decision shows that it was States expressly provides that every citizen who is arrested
ruinous position in which Mr. Henry C. Bowen, of the Inde not until 1875 that a United States mail was an antidote to on a warrant issued by a committing magistrate is entitled
pendent, now stands with reference to the Beecher Scandal. an obscene female. It now remains to be seen whether to a preliminary examination before that magistrate, which
When he called on Mrs. Woodhull last week to seek her as Beecher & Co. will take it out in State law or prayer. We formality he can, of course, waive of his own volition, but
to which he has an absolute and positive right, of which he
sistance, ostensibly in his own vindication, though Mrs. venture to say that to-day Plymouth rocks.
cannot be deprived against his will. This wise provision is
Woodhull declined to trust him, it was announced that he
[From the Evening Telegram, June 28.]
essential to the liberty of the citizen, and is not only to be
proposed to enter at once on that vindication. But nothing
THE “ OYERZEALOUS” COMSTOCK.
found in the Constitution of the United States, but it is a
has been heard from him yet. We do not think any one
Postmaster James received a letter from the Postmaster- maxim of all constitutional governments, that a subject
was ever in a worse position than that he now occupies. The
rather boastful editor of a very prominent religious news General, yesterday, sustaining his action in refusing to per against whom a criminal charge is made is entitled to a pre
paper, an officious and foremost member of Mr. Beecher’s mit Anthony Comstock to attach letters addressed in initials liminary examination before a committing magistrate, and
church, he now stands in the attitude of having first charged to responsible firms. We should think that Mr. Comstock that the prosecuting officer must show probable cause of
Mr. Beecher with atrocious immoralities, of having set Til presumed a great deal when he attempted to stop a letter future action by a Grand Jury (if the offense be inside his
ton on to repeat and urge these charges, of having kept silent because the name was not written out. Take the newspaper jurisdiction) before the accused person be deprived of his
wh6n these charges first became public, of still maintaining business for example. Every body knows that very many liberty, of, in other words, committed for trial.
Recently, that is since the establishment of the new Crim
that silence, never by so much as a single word having either letters are sent to newspaper offices which only have initials
retracted the charges or done anything to substantiate them. or numbers in the address, because they are in answer to ad inal Term of the United States Circuit Court in this city,
This would put him in a sufficiently bad attitude, but now vertisers who, though their business is perfectly legitimate, this provision has, in a few instances, been most flagrantly
we have more items to be added. He made a secret bargain do not wish to parade their names in the papers. If one and outrageously violated. Several cases have lately oc
With the man whom he had accused and also with the man wishes to advertise rooms for rent, he or she would not gen curred in which the presiding Judge of the Circuit Court or
whom he got to join him in making the accusations, to keep erally give the name in the advertisement, biff rather the dered a United States Commissioner to issue his warrant for
their knowledge to themselves, and never again to mention street and number. To stop all letters that did not have the the arrest of certain persons. These people have been ar
or allude to the matter; and now, on top of all that, he visits, name written out in full would interfere with a hundred rested and taken before the magistrate for examination, but
in company with another prominent member of Plymouth branches of business. Besides, who told Mr. Comstock that almost before that formality had begun, the accused—for
Church, the woman who made public the charges which he had the right to dictate how people should address their properly speaking they were not yet prisoners—are informed
Bowen originally made, and asks her to furnish him with letters. If they wish to take the chances of the letters by a bench warrant from the judge that there is no further
evidence to prove them. If all that does.not make the most getting to their destination, they can direct them, if they necessity for action on the part of the commissioner in the
extraordinary case ever heard of, and put Mr. Bowen in the please, in Chinese, or they may use the multiplication table. case, as they (the accused) had been indicted by the Grand
most unenviable position conceivable, then we don’t know Mr. C. is a little too anxious to discover obscene matter in Jury. We could point to numerous cases of late where this
what facts or circumstances could make such a case or put the Post Office. If he wouldn’t nose around so much he independent action has been taken by the Grand Jury after
any man in such a position. Meanwhile Plymouth Church wouldn’t smell so many bad odors. He reminds one of the the accused had been taken before the committing magis
shuts down all nquiry and fellowships all alike, w^ietAer story told during the war, in which complaint was made to trate and the preliminary examination had actually been
In various form regarding Mr. Beecher, had been in type in
the Eagle office as many as three times during the year pre
ceding November 2. Nevertheless, this is no more strange
than true.
Moreover, how does this gratulation comport with the
fact as stated by Mr. Kinsella to many persons that, during
the time in which he was firing hot shot into Mr. Beecher
almost every day, that he came to his office, and “ with tears
on his chelfo, begging him to respect his gray hairs and his
twenty-five years services in Brooklyn.”
•
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begun, and notoriously that of a man named Kendal, who
was charged some days since with sending obscene matter
through the United States mail.
_ Now, we may ask: Why that expense and trouble of a pre
liminary examination of an accused before a commissioner
should be incurred, when the Grand Jury so frequently fore
stall his action by taking the case out of his hands ? The lib
erty of the subject cannot be too zealously guarded in this
free land. The committing magistrate is sworn to do his
duty just as faithfully as the Grand Jury are to do theirs.
Once a prisoner is arrested on his warrant he is in safe cus
tody, and there can be' no earthly reason, since the Consti
tution gives the accused this privilege, why it should be
taken away. The accused cannot call his witnesses before a
Grand Jury, while he can before a committing magistrate;
and only probable cause is required for indictment as well as
committal. The accused, who can produce his witnesses be
fore a commissioner, may be able to show to the magistrate
that there is no probable cause upon which he can be held
for trial; while by the Star Chamber proceeding of taking a
case before the grand inquest, before whom none but the
witnesses for the prosecution can appear, he is condemned
to the ignominy of an indictment, and the delay, trouble
and humiliation of a trial.
An hypothesis may be made, of course, in which this arbi
trary proceeding is absolutely necessary. We have had such
cases in the State courts; but the practice palls upon the
public sense—in a word, it is not American. It is an insult
to a committing magistrate to take a case out of his hands,
once he has began his examination. Let District-Attorney
Bliss see to it that this dangerous custom does not become
ingrafted on the practice of the United States Criminal
Courts of New York.
[From the Independent, Morrison, El., June 14.]
Victoria C. Woodhull dropped dead of heart disease, last
evening, at her house in New York city. Her notorious
career as an advocate of woman’s rights, her espousal and
practice of the most abandoned doctrines of Free Love, and
her shameless conduct of the weekly periodical she pub
lished, are familiar to the public. Her greatest notority of
ueT7ears has been in connection with the charges against
the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, which she retailed so offen
sively and pertinaciously. Her death removes one of the
greatest fomenffers of that scandal.—C/ncayo Tribune.
If independent journalism is libeling women after they are
dead, we predict it will never meet with much encourage
ment in this country. Bad and intolerant as society is, and
unrelenting in its persecutions of those who rebel against its
wicked customs and usages, there is yet an element of jus
tice latent in its bosom that recoils at the stabbing of the
reputations of its murdered victims in the grave. The little
handful of dust, with the memories of the foibles and follies
of the spirit that animated it, is generally permitted to rest
in the grave. The editor of the Tribune, too cowardly to
attack the living, pounces at the first opportunity upon the
dead, and seeks a gratification of his instincts by devouring
at one effort the reputation of Victoria C. Woodhull, accus
ing her of practicing the most abandoned doctrines of Free
Love, and of “shameless conduct ” in publishing her paper.
The most abandoned practice of the Tribune's idea of Free
Love is understood to mean “ common prostitution,” and
this, every one that reads the advertising columns
of the Tribune carefully, will understand. Then, when
that paper declares that Mrs. Woodhull practiced
the most abandoned doctrines of Free Love, it says
to its readers that she was a common prostitute.
Perhaps the editor of the Tribune knows more about this
than the many respectable people in New York city, who
have been intimately associated with her, not excepting
Theodore Tilton (if he may be called respectable), Mrs. Lu
cretia Mott*, Mrs. Stanton, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Isabella Hooker,
and others who have repeatedly borne testimony to her
purity of character. There has never been any specific act
charged against Mrs. Woodhull by any responsible person
of immoral conduct; all the calumnies and slanders hurled
at her have been on general principles, vague, indefinite and
without responsibility. But now, when the Tribune sup
posed her dead, and therefore safe to libel and defame her
character, it writes her obituary in the language we have
quoted above. The Tribune most emphatically lies when it
says “ Her greatest notoriety of late years has been in con
nection with the charges against the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher.” The name of Mrs. Woodhull has not, publicly at
least, been connected with the Beecher scandal till within
the last six months. That scandal was “ offensivelyretailed ”
by Henry C. Bowen’and Theodore Tilton before Mrs. Woodhull even went to New York; and she had a notoriety as an
advocate of woman’s rights, before any gentleman was made
a custodian of the.covenant. Mr. H. C. Bowen and not Mrs.
Woodhull is one of the greatest fomenters of that scandal, and
and yet we do not hear him denounced; he is a respectable
gentleman, the publisher of a respectable newspaper, repre
senting the interests of the Republican party, and the money
power of the nation, and therefore if he should die his death
would be considered a great calamity to all the country,
except Beecher and his precious lambs of Plymouth fold;
but Mrs. Woodhull was an intelligent and most effective ad
vocate of the rights of the people. Whatever judgment may
be passed upon her free love theories, her ideas on the sub
ject of financial and political reform were sound and log
ical. Of her free love doctrine we can only say it is good
enough for us; let those who cannot govern themselves by
the intellect and reason, be bound “ by the cords of a man,”
if they want love like money, to pay a high interest, and to
be an article of commerce like other commodities, let them
have it so. Such a system they have got, and how beauti
fully it works! They marry for money and get divorced
for money, and that makes business for ministers, editors
and lawyers. Nevertheless we believe all love should be
free love, all exchange of commodities, free exchange, all
government free government, and all religion free religion,
based on the law of justice and responsibility, and have an
idea that in many respects Mrs. Woodhull’s creed was simi
lar, She had her follies and faults, and who of us has not ?

She was a wronged and oppressed woman. Society sought
to crush and destroy her, and she turned and fought it; it
was an equal contest. There has never been a reformer,
from the days of John the Baptist to the present time, but
what was in danger of losing his or her head, or of being
ostracised from society, and branded with the name of fool
or madman, if that reformer had a head worth taking, or a
reputation worth branding. He who attacks the wrongs of
society, must never beg or ask for quarter; he must accept
the situation. Reformers are not crucified now or burned
at the stake; insane asylums are a more prolonged and ex
quisite means of torture. People with radical ideas are
always dangerous to existing order of things; and for safety
of society, and the perpetuation of old rotten institutions
and organizations are often “ shut up ” by confinement in
these institutions. But great wrongs cure themselves by
the law of reaction. What cannot be endured will be cured
by the operation of a law “not well understood.” Mrs.
Packard was sent to Jacksonville to reform the insane laws
of the State of Illinois, enacted by insane legislators, at
Springfield. No one ever supposed the law-makers insane;
yet if we are to judge them by their works, how can they
be regarded otherwise. Mrs. Packard was not an advocate
of woman’s rights, nor did she espouse or practice the doc
trines of free love. She contended only for free thought and
free expression. She strenuously argued against the right
of divorce. Having married a brute who took advantage of
the insane law of the State of Illinois to shut her up in an
insane asylum and subject her to the temptations of a sen
sual and demoralized minion of authority, who by his own
showing attacked her virtue by the most insidious of all ar
guments, “Servants obey your master,” she nevertheless
maintained her integrity and vindicated in the world’s opin
ion, no doubt, the sacredness of that institution called mar
riage. Now suppose Mrs. Packard had yielded to Dr. McFar
land’s animal magnetism, for that is the only name we can
find sufficiently expressive, for the purpose of instituting a
reform in the Jacksonville'institution, would Mrs. McFar
land have been bound to consider her marriage a sacred in_
stitution. There never was a greater humbug, and we might
say a more dangerous one, than the idea that the mere for
mula of marriage is a sacred institution, or that free love is
some invention of the devil, and Mrs. Woodhull got up to
demoralize Plymouth Church and overturn the foundation
on which modern Christianity and sexual morality is based.
But Mrs. W. is not yet dead, and may live to write the
epitaph of the editor of the Chicago Tribune in the Woodhull & Claflin Weekly.
If she does, she will not need
to say his shameless conduct of the daily journal he edited
is familiar to the public.

MISCELLANEOUS.
(Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1873, by Cornelius
Burling, in the office of Librarian of Congress at Washington.)
WHAT EVERY MAN, FEMALE AND MALE, AND
PARTICULARLY EVERY LABORER, OUGHT TO
KNOW.
CHAPTER III.
WHAT GOVERNMENT IS.

Government has its root in force, and its endurance in the
fear of force, and some men, and some beasts, resist force to
the death, and are incapable of fear. Government has its
root in reason; the reason of the beast, that fears bodily
pains (privations or inflictions), for understanding is indif
ferent to bodily pains, and therefore ungovernable by reason
that is fear of them. And first as to the government of the
beast that is governable. The beast, is the creature of habit,
and man has understanding, that is knowledge of the reason
of the habit, and by force man practices on the beast and
induces the beast to obey him, and force continues obedience,
and continuance becomes habit, and habit is the second
nature of a beast; and as man governs the beast that is
governable, so he governs man that is governable; that is,
man when he waives his understanding, man the mere
creature of his reason, his habit; that is, man the beast.
Force is the root of all government; man subjects the
beast by force; he ties the beast up in harness; by alternate
coaxings and pats, threats and blows, he urges obedience.
Resistance is followed by blows, obedience by ease from
them. The beast in the power of man depends on him for
food and shelter. The inability of the beast to overcome the
force of man, and his dependence on man for his necessities
of food and shelter, reason him into obedience.
Had the beast understanding, and speech, for the occasion
he might state his case thus:
1 can’t get this bit out of my mouth, nor my head free of
this head-stall, nor of these reins. I can’t get out of these
shafts, nor out of this harness. I can’t get rid of this man,
nor out of the reach of his whip. I have done all I could do,
and it is all of no use. Resistance does but bring me blows,
and I can stand them no longer. 1 am tired out. I want to
go to the stable and rest, but I can’t till this man chooses. I
can go nowhere but as he chooses, and even if I got clear of
this man some other one, would catch me and use me as this
one is doing or bring me back to this one, and then I would
get a beating for my pains. I can go no where but I will find
a man to catch me and use me, and men to help him in the
business.
Plainly, man makes us beasts very useful to him. All
men are interested in this use. They have understanding to
know their interest and speech to communicate together.
Their interest, unites them against us. They are all against
us. We poor beasts have not understanding to know our
positions, nor speech to communicate together. There can
be no concert of action among us. We can’t help one
another. My fellows can’t help me. I alone cannot over
come all these men. I must submit or die.
I am getting hungry and want something to eat, but I
can’t get it till this man gives it to me. He has the stable,
and the hay, and the corn, and the fields, and the grass, and
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he has even the water. I can neither eat nor drink but as he
chooses. I must submit or starve and die.
A s the beast is situated with relation to man, so is man to
his governors. These governors possess the entire earth, ands
all that is on it—man and beast. As in the case of the beast
there is no spot on the earth, that man can runto, but he will
find a governor to take him, and use him, and tools and pimps
of governors, to help them in the business.
The beast is helpless against man, because he has not un
derstanding, and cannot act in concert with his fellows. Man
is helpless, because his fellows, will not act in concert with
him, because his fellows will not realize, that a people are
made up of individuals, as the earth is made up of grains of
sand and, the sea of drops of water; that the cause of the in
dividual, is the cause of the people; that an injury done to
the individual, is an injury done to the people—a precedent
against the people; that the people can be enslaved, in the
individual only, and can be defended in the individual only.
G overnors govern the earth because they act together, and
because the people do not—because the people put them
selves on a level with the beast. The beast has not under
standing, and so he cannot act in concert with his fellows.
Man has understanding, but he does not use it in his own
behalf. He puts it at the service of his governors, and
they avail themselves of it, as a harness, and therewith hold
him to their use as a beast. Each beast to be governed must
be individually subjected—broken as the term is—and even
then he can be governed only when actually in the harness,
only when his body feels the bit, reins, etc.; but man uses
his understanding to subject himself, and so saves his gover
nors all this trouble.
Tyranny is like death, millions die every year, old and
young, strong and feeble, with the notice of sickness, and
without; yet no one thinks he is in danger; though the
seemingly strong friend drop at his elbow—though each must
admit that his time must some time come.
So man sees man, murdered, outraged, imprisoned, robbed
by governors, and raises not a hand in his defense, like the
beast, not realizing that, what can be done to one can be
done to any—to all.
A farmer does not use his entire stock of beasts and fowls
at once; he takes them as he wants them, afid so does the
tyrant.
Tyranny is like pestilence: it commences with the poor,
but surely it creeps up to the rich.
When the individual falls, the seed is there; but the people
heed it not. But when the entire mass is infected and the
people fall in crowds, then action is taken. The people never
act but when the people are attacked in bulk. They will not
realize that the cause of the individual is the cause of the
people. Hence pestilence, hence tyranny.
If a member of the body of an animal be hurt, the body
feels- the wrong as an injury to itself, and comes to the res
cue and defends and resents.
If a people do not feel a wrong done to an individual, as a
wrong done to a member, of themselves, as a body, and come
to the rescue, and defend, and resent, then the people are not
a body, for they want the essential element of a body—com
mon feeling, common will. Then the people are but a mere
c ollection of individuals, herd as beasts.
A. People.—A nation, those who compose a community.
A Commumity.—The commonwealth, the body politic,
those having a common interest.
Herd.—A number of beasts together.
Governors divide people into nations, and so keep them by
force of armies of themselves, the people, antagonistic. The
people of the earth have no antagonism. The proper divi
sion is into governors and people, for between governors and
people there is areal antagonism, and the governors main
tain the mastery by force of armies of the people them
selves, and by the same force compel the people as antago
nists to slaughter each other.
Government is the assertion of proprietorship. The gov
ernment of a State is the argument—i. e., the logical asser
tion of the principle that the governor is the proprietor of
the State, and of each and everything in the State, man and
beast.
To own—To possess, to claim, to hold by right.
Owner—One (person) to whom anything belongs, a master,
a rightful possessor, a proprietor.
Ownership.—Property, rightful possession, proprietorship.
To possess.—To have as owner, to be master of, to enjoy or
occupy actually.
Possession.—The state of owning or having in one’s own
hands, or power-property.
Possessor.—Owner, master, proprietor.
Proprietor.—A possessor in his own right, an owner in Ms
own right, a master.
Proprietorship.—Ownership, mastery.
Occupy.—To possess, to keep, to take up.
Occupancy.—The act of taking possession.
Occupant.—He that takes possession of anything.
Use.—The act of employing anything to any purpose.
User.—One who uses.
To rule.—To govern, to control, to manage with power and
authority.
Buie.—Government, mastery.
Buler.—Governor, master.
To master.—To conquer, to overpower, to subdue, to rule
to govern.
Mastership.—Dominion, rule, power, government.
Master.—Owner, proprietor with the idea of governing, a
governor.
Govern.—To rule, to have the mastery, dominion, power of
governing.
Government.—Dominion, power of governing.
Governor.—He that governs, rules, a master.
“ The Creator is the rightful governor of all his creatures.”
Person.—A man or woman, not a thing.
The Creator being almighty, having no governor, not being
a subject, is a person. The Creator being the almighty,
having no equal, is the pergpn of th© wwld} xnhU being Ms
subject is to Mm a thing,
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The beast when helplessly young is sheltered and fed by ture. Man is naked. All other animals are armed by na
his progenitors, but thereafter he must shelter and feed him ture. Man is defenseless. All other carnivori have a phys
self ; his clothing grows on him, and for his lair he can make ical capacity for the taking of their prey. Man is physically
shift of a cave, but for his food he must look to himself and incapable of taking his. He is thus, of all animals, the help
the earth; he is incapable of being governed by principle, and less one. Helpless to feed, clothe or defend himself. But na
so he cannot be governor and have a government; no, all ture has relieved his helplessness with a capacity for contri
beasts are equal; there are among them no distinctions of vance. He can contrive wherewithal to provide for himself.
Contrivance.—The act of contriving, the thing contrived.
classes; no classes living by contrivance without labor; no
“ There is no work impossible to these contrivances.”
governing class compelling their fellows to support them; no
A conceit, a plot, an artifice.
upper class shifting the load of their support on their fel
“ There might be a feint—a contrivance in the matter to
lows below; no, among beasts there is but the one class, the
laboring class; all beasts are laborers alike, all are at the draw him into some secret ambush.”
To contrive.—To form a design, to plan, to scheme, to plot.
bottem, and at the bottom the weight rests. There one can
Contrivances there are which are not included in this def
not compel another to support him; there one cannot shift
inition, as mechanical inventions, etc.,realities, experiences,
his load on another; no, there each must support himself.
The understanding of man demonstrates to him, that the truths, principles.
The beast satisfies his nature, for violence, with his body;
Creator in his scheme of creation, created each creature, fora
certain performance, which he is insured, by endowing him the beast human does the same. As the one butts, kicks,
with bodily powers equal thereto, and appetite and sense tears, so does the other. As human nature creeps in con
trivance is used—deadly weapons, etc., or the work is done
controlling him thereto.
by deputy (ruffians, poison, etc). The beast, as his nature
That the Creator has expressed his will, for the government
craves, and as he can, gratifies himself—he takes and uses, the
of the creature, in the appetite and sense that he has caused beast human does the same, and is the ravisher, the highway
to control him; that the existence of each creature, depends man, the thief, etc. As human nature creeps in he gratifies
peare.
on the satisfaction of his appetite, and that this earth on himself by contrivance, fraud, lies, and is the seducer, the
Subject, Latin sub (under) jacio (to put) to govern.
Subjection.—The condition of being put under.—Gorem- which the Creator has placed him, affords such satisfaction;,
cheat.
that the earth is therefore, a provision of the Creator for the
ment.
Of the carnivori there are those named the omnivori.
Subject.—The thing put under, one under the dominion or creature, and that each creature has so by the will of the
Omni from omnis (Latin) all.
government of another; a corpse under the dissection of a Creator a natural inalienable right to such satisfaction.
Yori from voro (Latin) to devour.
That the fundamental requisite of such satisfaction is
surgeon.
The omnivori are thus the devour-alls—scavengers—as
The live subject, in the grasp of his governor, is as helpless liberty.
men, hogs, rats.
as the dead one in the grasp' of the surgeon. Governors
Men, not governed by principle, are mere omnivori—grovelAnd here realize, ye sons, brothers, husbands, fathers, who
burn up, chop up, hang, draw, quarter live subjects: and profess respect for your mothers, sisters, wives, daughters, ers, devouring indifferently, as custom permits, and as they
surgeons cut up dead ones. See history Roman Emperors, that government is ownership, and denial of government de can, all others and each other.
Popes, etc., English Kings, American witch burnings, etc.
nial of ownership; that the denial of government is the as
Anthropophagi.—Man-eaters, cannibals.
The word subject involves the idea of a power to put sertion of ownership, the assertion that the assertor is the
Of the human population of the earth, about two millions
under, and a thing to be put under. The idea of a power to owner. Man denies woman government, and by such denial are cannibals. The savage devours his fellow, as the beast
put under involves a will, freedom of action, exemption he asserts that he owns woman. Government is force, and devours him—bodily. Civilized man devours his fellow as
from subjection, independence. Independence and subjec chivalrous man, the professor, asserts his ownership of the laborer, devouring the fruits of his labor, while the
tion are thus conditions diametrically opposite. Independ woman by force. Government is force, and woman has no laborer starves. The human population of the earth may be
ence is freedom, subjection is slavery.
part in that force. No; the force is altogether of man, and divided into governors and laborers.
Thus we see that a person is an individual man who, under so man, by force, keeps woman a dependent, a slave.
The satisfaction of the appetite of the b§ast (carnivori) in
the subjection of the Creator alone, has the sole exclusive
Now let man be truthful. Stop the professions, the lies, volves the use, of strategy and force, to take his prey. The
possession, property, dominion, government, rule and power the hypocrisy, the thoughtlessness, and openly maintain that study, and use, of strategy and force, is his sole employment;
of his own body, and the actions and labor of it—one not the woman is not man, but an inferior being, and so not to take life, is with him a mania; he is a maniac, raging for
subject of another.
entitled to the right of manhood, that is self-government, life, guileful and ferocious.
Government is subjection, and subjection at its imposition independence, liberty; or else make good the professions;
The satisfaction of the instinct of man, to govern, involves
at once extinguishes all separate individual existence. The make them the truth, and give to woman selg-government, the use of contrivances; with those in whom this instinct
individual on subjection relatively to man no longer counts independence, liberty. Let her have the disposition of her predominates, the study and use of contrivance, is the absorb
one of the subjects of the Creator, but his individuality, his own body and the labor of it, for government is but the ing employment; to govern is with them a mania; they are
personality, is sunk in the individuality, the personality of disposition of the body and the labor of it. And no maniacs, raging for power, indifferent to understanding,
his proprietor, his governor. Thenceforth he is the mere longer
let
man
live
on the
slave - labor
of truth or charity.
possession, property, chattel; the mere thing of his pro woman. Coming out of the dark, the sun staggers us
This mania is known as ambition.
prietor, his governor. The individual, thenceforth, has no so, habituated to lies, the truth staggers us. But we have
Ambition.—The desire of something higher than is pos
rights for his rights that were, that is his body, and.the ac ot to get used to the truth; we have got to speak the truth,
sessed at present.
tions and labor of it, on subjection, become at once the to act the truth, or continue slaves. Use your understand
Avarice.—Covetousness, insatiable desire.
rights of his proprietor, his governor. To repeat; the in ing, look around, as Carlyle says, see the condition of woman
Covetousness.—Insatiable desire, avarice.
dividual, on subjection, becomes at once a subject, that
the condition of man. Man is of woman and not womUn
Ambition, avarice, covetousness are synonyms, for in
is a mere thing, and a thing can have no rights. _
of man. Woman, the mother, sister, wife, makes the man satiable desire.
Rij/M.—Property, pre-rogative, power—that which justly and as she is, so is he—educated, moral, free, or trained, im
The beast is a makeshift; he works but as necessity com
belongs to one (person).
,
,,
. . , „
moral, degraded. Man is a slave because he has made a slave pels. The bee, uninterfered with, builds his hive and then
RA<dit is but another name for property—the right of a of woman. Now let him free woman and himself.
lays in his store. Man covets the store, observes the bee,
person is his property, and his property is his right-a power
The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof; the world contrives the hive, and thenceforth the bee labors for man.
is a right and a property. And both power and right are but
So those men, who are by nature anthropophagi contrive
and they that dwell therein.”—PsaL
attributes of the person, personal qualities.
government for their beastly makeshift fellows.
What
is
man
that
thou
art
mindful
of
him;
thou
madest
Property—the thing possessed, possession held m one s
The Anthropophagi have, from time immemorial, gov
him (female and male) to have dominion over the works of
own right. Rights of possession.
thy hands; thou hast put all things under his feet; sheep and erned the earth. In diffei'ent parts of the earth and in dif
-Command,
autliorityj
dominion,
government,
Power.
oxen and the beasts of the field, the fowl of the air and the ferent ages they have been known by different names; but
force*
they are all the same breed, and in substance, preach the
fish
of the sea.”—Psal.
Pre-rogative.—Latin, pre (before) rogo to (ask).
same thing. In the country and time of Jesus Christ they
He gave us only over beast, fish and fowl domination ab
The prerogative of a person is simply the right to be firstwere known as the Chief Priests, Scribes and Pharisees; in
solute
;
that
right
we
hold
by
his
donation;
but
man
over
asked. It is the right of a proprietor, with regard to his
our country, and time, they are known as the politicians; and
man
he
made
not
Lord.
”—
Milton.
property, that another cannot take it, or use it, without first
for a description of these Anthropophagi, the Chief Priests,
Dominion (Latin) dominatio.—A gift. Thus the Creator is Scribes and Pharisees, the politicians, let the reader take the
askin0, the proprietor, i. e., without his consent. It is the
right of the king, as sole proprietor of' the kingdom, with the sole proprietor and supreme governor of the earth and words of Jesus Christ, the twenty-third chapter of Matthew,
regard to the land of the kingdom, and all things thereon, of all that thereon is, man, beast, fish, fowl; man, beast,fish and if, after reading that description, he is curious to know
fowl are his subjects.
i. e., subjects, i. e., man, beast, fish, fowl.
why such wretches govern the earth, then let him take sat
‘ As for man his days are as grass, as a flower of the field isfaction for his curiosity in the further words of Christ, the
“The earth is the Lord’s and all that thereon is.
Psal.
so he flourisheth, for the wind passeth over it and it is gone fifteenth chapter of Matthew.
The kingdom is the king’s and all that thereon is.
Possession, property, dominion, and government rule are. and the place thereof shall know it no move.”—Psal.
As he came forth of his mother’s womb, naked shall he
synonymes; they signify the same thing, that is the occupancy
New York, June 29, 1873.
and use of a t hing. The question of the possession, property return to go as he came.”—Sec.
The chap sending this bit of inspiration must have secreted
or dominion of a thing, is the question of the occupancy and
Each individual man alike has thus by gift of the Creator,
himself under the sofa.
use of the thing, by physical force. Occupancy and use, are the great proprietor, the earth and all that thereon is, beast
It was handed to me by a little ink-bespattered vagabond,
physical facts, demonstrable by physical force alone. Such fish, fowl, for his use for the term of that life “which is as
occupancy and use are the proprietorship, and government, of the grass or the flower.” For that term he may crawl over who refused all information as to the author, except a de
sire that your Weekly should publish, and credit a printer’s
the thing, and such occupant and user is the proprietor and the earth consuming as he crawls, as a worm crawls over
the governor of the thing, and the thing so occupied and used leaf consuming as he crawls.
devil from Brooklyn.
is in subjection, that is, it is the subject of such proprietor
P. S.—If obscene you are excused from publishing.
Some animals feed on vegetable matter only, and some feed
ship and government, of such proprietor and governor; on others. The first are named the herbi-vori, and the last
Charlotte Bronte was so overcome by Rachel’s inspired
whether it be a state, a farm, a lot, a habitation or a coat, a
the carnivori.
acting, that an attempt at criticism ended in an outburst of
man or a beast makes not the least difference; the occupant
Herbi-vori-herbi, from herba, Latin, an herb.
“ She is a devil.” A gentleman present at the recent Woodand user is the proprietor and governor and the thing used
Carni-vori-carni, from Caro, Latin, flesh.
hull-Bowen Conference, who has seen and heard Rachel,
is in subjection to and the subject the thing of the proprie
Carni-vori-vori, from voro, Latin, to devour.
says if Bront6 could have listened to Woodhull’s denuncia
tor and governor. It can be no more and it can be no less,
iPrey•—Something to be devoured; something to be seized tion of the Puritan conspirators, must have said,';Yictoria
for there is no inanimate particle of dirt on, or in, the earth
food gotten by violence; wealth or property gotten by vio
that if it be named at all, does not compel to itself as desig“ beats the devil.” “ She is an angel of truth.”
ignation, the dignity, of the the title of a thing; nor does it lence; fraud; plunder.
To prey.—To feed by violence; to take; to get by violence
make the least difference, whether that subjection, has been
Stowe, Yt., June 26, 1873.
forced, by murder, maiming, cruelty, outrage, prisons o by fraud; to plunder; to rob.
The undersigned petition the United States Congress to
penalties, as in'the case of the government of man, or by halt
An animal of prey is an animal that lives on other animals annul the law passed at the last session of said Congress,
ers and blows, and shafts, harness, bridle and bit, as in the
“ There be men of prey as well as beasts and birds of prey.
which allows increased salaries to the United States officers,
case of the government of the beast, The proprietor of man —L’ Estrange.
and to pass a law to “ pay back ” the extra salary provided
thus governs him, and the proprietor of the beast thus gov
The Creator has sorted bestiality by natures, and has fixed
erns him. Man is the subject of his governor, and the beast each nature with a certain invariable force of bodily powers in first said law by deducting it, after the above increased
salary and “back-pay” act is made void, from the salaries
is the subject of his. One cannot get below subjection,
and weapons.
The governors of the earth are known by many different
These natures are all represented in man, and, as they pre of those who will have received it. The difference may
names' The governor of Turkey is named the Sultan; of vail, he butts and kicks like the herbivori, tears with paws seem little between “ pay back ” and “back pay; ” but the
France, the Emperor; of Great Britain, the King; of the and teeth, like the carnivori, and, like himself alone, pum former in this case is financially better for the common
United States, the President; of the State of New York, the mels with his fists and gouges with his hands.
people.
Governor. Each governs through his subordinates, and each
R. C. Paul.
All other animals have their natural food ready to their
subordinate is the governor,
E. L. M. Paul.
use. Man cannot feed on herbs as the herbivori, nor on raw
The comfortable living of an animal calls for shelter for the
Pbebe Paul.
flesh as the carnivori. All other animals are clothed by na
. body more or less and food.

Every person is a man or woman, but every man or woman
is not a person. The English language does not permit
property in persons, for hy the term person is understood an
individual of the nobility or gentry, i. e., governors. The
English language does permit property in men and women,
for hy the term man or woman a servant is understood,
“ like master, like man,” “ my man, my woman,” etc. The
property of the king in the subject is the corner-stone of
that bulwark of liberty, the British Constitution. The king
owns the subject, and the subject his cattle, wife, oxen,
hogs, etc.; slaves all the way down. “ Britons never shall
be slaves, never, never, never,” etc.
Thing.—Whatever is not a person.
Chattel—A thing, any movable possession, any animate
personal property, a subject, a slave, a beast, any inanimate
personal property.
“ Petmcio.—But for my bonny Kate (his wife), she must
with me. Nay, look not big, nor stamp, nor stare, nor fret,
I will be master of what is mine own. She is my goods, my
chattels; she is my house, my household stuff, my field, my
barn, my house, my ox, my ass, my anything; and here she
stands, touch her who dare; I bring my action.’’-Shakes-

Juty 12, 1873,
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SADIES.

The RrieiidsMp Coinniimity WILLIAM H, SEWARD’S

Marvin & Co.’s are the Best.

Near Buffalo, Dallas Co., Missouri, has 500 acres of
good land, on which its members all live and work to
gether, combining all their property and labor for their
mutual assistance and support. It is liberal and pro
gressive, and allows equal rights to all its members,
The undersigned respectfully announce that they
both men and women, in its business affairs. More
members as-e wanted.
have now ready the order-book containing specimenThe Communist, its monthly paper, will be sent free pages of the paper, printing, illustrations, engravings
to all desiring further information. Address Alcan- and styles of binding Of
der Longley, as above.

TRAVELS.

clergy a source op danger to the

AMERICAN; REPUBLIC. ”
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
INFAMY.

CLOY.

Fvtt Expose-Second Edition Just Published, A Volume
o/331 Pages.

265 BROADWAY.

r£IIE NEW YORK LIBERAL

One of the most startling books ever issued from
the press. Price, bound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75.

JOSHUA M. HOLT,

Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan.

Manufacturer and Proprietor

CLUB RATES:

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure,

Three Copies, expressage or postage paid, . . $4 50
Six
“
“
“
“ . . . 8 50
Ten
“
“
“
“ . . . 12 50
Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.
AGENCIES.

AND

Holt’s Vegetable Liver Tonic.
MILFORD, N. H.

THE FINEST AND MOST PEBFECT BRAIN AND NERVE
WEA T TEE PBESS SA YS :
IN VIG O R ANT IN THE
We consider Mr. Jamieson as having done a most
WORLD.
useful and needed work in publishing this book. It

ought to be read by every one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any
of the allied questions. It is crammed with informa
Physicians and others will find it wholly unequaled
tion of all kinds bearing on the general issues; and in all cases of illness arising from excessive or per
every page burns with intense earnestness—Free Beli- verted sexism, even when insanity and chronic unrest
gious Index, Nov. 16,1872.
have resulted. The female illnesses springing from bad
magnetism, inducing amative horror and disgust, brain
A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson disturbance and exhaustion, vital depletion and sui
writes with earnestness and fervor. We commend the cidal thought, all yield to PROTOZONE, while barren
book to the widest possible perusal, believing that it ness, sterility and brain softening are at once relieved.
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do
There is but one place where it is made, viz.,
their souls permanent good..—Banner of Light, Oct. 12,
1872.

Protozone Laboratory,

Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with
important facts. No more important volume has been
issued from the press for many years.—Boston Investi
gator, Oct. 2, 1872.

17 CAMPBELL BLOCK,
TOLEDO, O.,
and hut one agency in America, viz.,
MRS. SARAH P. THOMPSON,
THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT! SIGNIFI
1 Phillips Court, Boston, Mass.
CANT 1
Price (single pound flasks)
DISCOUNT BY DOZENS OR GROSS.

-

WM. DIBBLEE,

NO COPIES WILL BE SOLD FROM OUR STOKE AT ANY
PRICE.

Address all orders to W. F. Jamieson, 139 and 141
Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

This deeply interesting work was completed a few
For the discussion of scientific and other interesting days before the distinguished traveler’s death, and the
subjects.
publishers will spare no pains to make it the most
Good speaking and entertaining discussions may elegantly gotten-up hook of travel ever published, the
engravings alone costing about $15,000.
always be expected.
' It is sold only by subscription, and a duly-authorized
agent will call for the purpose of giving all an oppor
tunity to subscribe.

LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,

PHOTOZOITE.

Terms made known on application.

CLUB

Meets every Friday evening at 8 o’clock,

Wonderful Journey Around
the WorlcL

-

854 BROADWAY,
Has removed from his Store to the
FIRST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business in all
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
his rent.
CHATELAINE BRAIDS.

Nearly 300 engravings.

D. A-PPLETOM
CO.,
Publishers?
549 <8 551 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
and everything appertaining to the business will be
kept on hand and made to order.
DIBBLE VOsIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for
soothing am the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 r. m.
Also, his celebrated

HARABA ZEIR,

or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No
lady should ever he without it. Can be obtained only
at
WM. DIBBLEE’S, :
854 Broadway, Up-stairs.
- $5.00

iMHilMI W«m

ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

PIMPLES.
Closed.

Open.

THE CRUSADE

FAMILY SHIP,

A New Incomparable

CLOTHES

DRYEK,

CLOTHES FRAMES, BARS AND LINES, FRUIT
DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.
A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.
It is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out,
stands firm or will swing and revolve, opens and
closes like an umbrella; with racks made of lath
added, is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens,
is a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive of
it or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the
Patentee and Manufacturer,

W. LIVINGSTON BROWNE,
Shortsville, Ontario County, N. Y.
P. S.—Sales Large, and easy. Agents wanted for
the article, or territory. Address the Manufacturer, as
above, inclosing stamp.

Clothes Dryer.

Fruit Dryer.

KM ABE & CO.’S PIANOS.
(established 1833, Baltimore, md.)

18,000 of these Celebrated Instruments are now in use
this country and Europe, hey have been awarded
85 Gold and Silver Medals. Every Instrument fully
warranted for five years.
WAREROOMS:

650 Broadway, N. Y., and 69 Washington Street,
Chicago, 111.

J.

BAUER & CO.,

GENERAL AGENS.
Pianos to rent; sold on installments; and old ones
taken in exchange. Illustrated atalogues sent on ap
plication.

Christmas Tree.

Dr. E. WOODRUFF,

FIRST MORTGAGE 8 PER CENT. BONDS
OF THE

Botanic Physician.

MILWAUKEE AND NORTERN
RAILWAY.

OFFICE AT HIS

Coupon and registered; Interest June and December.
DENOMINATIONS, 1,000s AND 500s.
38 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, GRAND
We offer these Bonds for sale at 90 and accrued in
terest, believing them to he a secure as well as a profit
RAPIDS, Mich.,
Where for thirteen years every description of Acute, able investment. Full particulars furnished on appli
Chronic and Private Diseases have been, successfully cation.
treated strictly on Botanic principles.
VERMILYE & CO.,
NO POISON USED.
Nos. 16 and 18 Nassau Street.
P. O. Drawer, 2,391.
Counsel at office Free
QREENLEAF, NORRIS & CO.,
No. 66 Exchange Place.
ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,

DR.

AMMI

All women know that it is beauty, rather than
genius., which all generations of men have worship
ped in the sex. Can it he wondered at, then, that
so much of woman’s time and attention should be
directed to the means of developing and preserving
that beauty? Women know too, thafr when men
speak of the intellect of women, they speak critic
ally, tamely, eooly; hut when they come to speak of
the charms of a beautiful woman, both their language
and their eyes kindle with an enthusiasm which
shows them to be profoundly, if not, indeed, ridicu
lously in earnest. It is part of the natural sagacity
of women to perceive all this, and therefore employ
every allowable art to become the goddess of that
adoration. Preach to the contrary as we may
against the arts employed by women for enhancing
NORTH-EAST CORNER
their beauty, there still stands the eternal fact, that
the world does not prefer the society of an ugly
woman of genius to that of a heauty.of less intellect
Embraces the most comprehensive system of remedial ual acquirements.
^
The world has yet allowed no higher mission to
agencies of any like institution in this country. In
woman than to he beautiful, and it would seem that
addition to the
the ladies of the present age are carrying this idea
of the world to greater extremes than ever, for all
TURKISH,
women now to whom nature has denied the talismanic power of beauty, supply the deficiency hy
RUSSIAN,
the use of a most delightful toilet article known as
ORIENTAL,
the “Bloom of Youth,” which has lately been in
troduced into this country hy George W. Laird.SULPHURETS,
A delicate heantifler which smoothes out all in
SULPHUROUSIYAPOR, dentations, furrows, scars, removing tan, freckles
and discolorations, and imparts beauty, clearness,
FUMIGATED,
and softness to the skin, giving the cheeks the
appearance of youth and beauty. With the assist
MERCURIAL,
ance of this new American trick of a lady’s toilet,
IODINE, Etc., BATHS, female beauty is destined to play a larger part in
the admiration of men, and the ambition of women,
Treatment hy ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM than all the arts employed since her creation.
receives special attention.
—-«&.----

I will send (free) recipe for my VEGETABLE
BALM, removing Pimples, Black Worms, Blotches,
Freckles, Moths, Tan and all Diseases of the Skin,
leaving it clear and with a healthy glow. Also, sure
process for fine growth of Hair on bald heads or
smooth faces.
THOS. F. CHAPMAN, Chemist,
P. O. Box 5,128.
197 Broadway, New York.

AMERICAN

BATH

17tli St. & Irving Place,

These Baths are select, and given singly, and are
administered in such a way as to healthfully adapt
themselves to each individual case of either sex.
PRICES OF BATHS—From $1.00 to $8.00.
NEW YORK, May, 1872.
ENTBANCE TO GENTLEMENS BATES,
Irving Place.
ENTBANCE TO LADIES' BATES,
125 E. 17th Street.

BROWN,

TITUS & JORDAN,

Dentist,
Removed to 20 East Twenty-fourth Street*
Near Madison Square.

Attorneys & Counsellors,
MRS. C. A. DELAFOLIE,

HASLAM’S PILE REMEDIES—THE
19 Nassau Street,
607 Hudson Street, New York,
most practical and reliable informa
tion in regard to the prevention and
zMMHMMBMMi cure of Piles is to be found in HAS
LAM’S TREATISE, just published. It will pay you
to get a copy, whether you use our remedies or not.
May be obtained, free, hy addressing Fred. Haslam
Well known, for her correct diagnosis of disease and GEORGE G. TITUS,
I NTTi,w V/vo ir
ielin.s ation of character.
tION. J. PARKER JORDAN, f ^ W 1 U
& Co., 37 Park Row, New York.

Piles

Mettisal and Business Clairvoyant.

Ladies, beware of Dangeroxis and Worth*
less Imitations of George W. Iaird,s
6‘Bloom of Youth.”
The Genuine renders the Complexion
Clear, Brilliant, and Beautiful; the Skin
Soft and Smooth. This delightful Toilet Prepara

tion is used throughout the world. Thousands
of testimonials have been sent to the proprietor,
indorsing and recommending the use of this purely
harmless Toilet preparation. A dangerous Counter
feit of this article was in circulation; had it not
been stopped, it was calculated to damage the wellknown reputation of the Genuine Preparation.
Be Particular to ask for the Genuine. It has the
name G. W. LAIRD stamped in glass on the
back of each bottle.
Ladies who are careful to obtain the genuine
64 Bloom of Youth,” will certainly he pleased with
it® effect produced by it.
One of the most eminent Physicians of New-Yorl&
City,
Dr. LOUIS A. SAYRE,
After carefully examining the analysis of the
genuine Laird’s “Bloom of Youth,” pronounced
the preparation harmless, and free from any ingr©>
diest injurious to health.
0ev>-Yor'k Herald, April 16, 1870A
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FLOWERS AND RUSTIC WORK.

Sanguis Invigorator.

Flowers are one of the few things in life that bring
us unmixed pleasure. They are the most innocent
tribute of courtesy or affection, as acceptable in the
day of feasting as in the house of mourning. Florists
are thus in a sense public benefactors. Hodgson, at
Ho. 403 Fifth avenue, from among the palaces takes
us away to the sights and odors of the country with
his rustic work, his gnarled boughs, and curiously
crooked seats, his fragrant flowers and beautifully as
sorted bouquets.
Of all the ornaments now devised for beautifying
gentlemen’s grounds, there are none that can surpass
rustic work, either in grandeur, beauty, utility or dura
bility. It may be introduced almost anywhere if the
surroundings are in the least rural; in many cases it
can be placed where nothing else could be, oftentimes
converting an eyesore into a place of great beauty, and
yet ornamental and useful. As it is, there are few that
have either the taste or good judgment for the judi
cious arrangement of the materials out of which the
best rustic is made. To make or design rustic objects^
the maker or designer must exercise good judgment as
to the best place for his object—whether it is a house,
bridge, vase, basket or any of the many objects that
may be formed of rustic work—for if the object is in
a bad position, be the object ever so good, it loses half
the effect, or even becomes an eyesore. There must be
something rural in the locality, something in tone with
the object. Perfect taste is required for the form of
any object, although in anything rustic the form will
be much modified; yet there must be an original de
sign to give meaning and grace to the object. In all
cases, unless working with straight material, nature
must be followed as nearly as possible, avoiding right
angles or anything that looks formal; every piece
should look as if joined by natu re. This not only gives
beauty but stability to the work. To all this must be
combined the skill of the builder, to give strength,
finish and neatness to the whole work, Many people
think that as a matter of course carpenters can build
rustic, but there are few if any that can give tha
natural rusticity so necessary to it. It is a trade by
itself, and requires men with a natural taste and in
ventive genius. Some men work at it for years and
cannot do it creditably.
There is nothing that may not be made in rustic
work, from a dwelling-housa to a cage, a bridge to a
card basket. Many of the vaees are filled with plants
and look very handsome, with ivy half hiding the
woodwork, and fine flowering pli-nts capping the whole
and making it a thing complete iu itself. There are
also many fine baskets filled. Certainly nothing could
be more ornamental or better in a window than one of
these. But these things, to be appreciated, must be
seen; for large constructions we would advise any one
to'visit the grounds of Mr. Hoey, at Long Branch, orPeter B. King, Esq., on „he Palisades overlooking the
Hudson, or General "Ward’s estate.

THE BEST

DENTIFRICE IN THE WORLD
for Cleansing and Preserving the TEETH and for
healing Diseased Gums.
Sold at
CHAS. N. CRITTENTON’S,
No. 7, Sixth avenue, New York.
By inclosing 50 cents and two 3-cent stamps, the
DENTIFRICE will be forwarded to any address within
one week from its reception at the Post-office.
All letters must be addressed to

$50,000

HOME
INSURANCE COMPANY,
No. 135 BROADWAY.

Branch Office 586 Sixth Avenue.

THE LAW OF MAERIAGrE,

Capital, - $2,500,000

AGAINST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION,

AN EXHAUSTIVE ARGUMENT

Dr. L. P. WINTUP OP,
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

AMERICAN CONGRESS SOCIAL
SCIENCE.
A LARGE PAMPHLET CONTAINING

Assets over’4,000,000

THE

Proceedings of Cleveland
Convention.
Price, postpaid, 25 cents. Address,
J. W. EVARTS,
Centralia, 111.

HARPER’S

flew lonthly Magazine
FOR JULY,

This Company having provided for all its Chicago
losses, without borrowing a dollar or disturbing a
single Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention of
the public to the following certificate of Hon. George
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
ment of the State of New York, that the Capital has
heen restored to the full amount of Two and One-half
Millions of Dollars.
CHARLES J. MARTIN, Pres.
J. H. Washburn, Sec.

1873.

COISTTEnSTTS:
CHEAP YACHTING.
Illustrations.—Cheap Yachting in Buzzard’s
Bay, Tempe’s Knobs in the Distance—The Sappho.
—Map of Buzzard’s Bay.—The Skipper of Marion.
—Some Fish.—Bird Island Light, Buzzard’s Bay.
—Long Pier, Martha’s Vineyard.—Siasconset.—
Light-house, Sankaty Head, Nantucket.—The Her
mit of Qnidnet.—Gay Head, Martha’s Vineyard.—
Blue Fishing.—Old Whaler, New Bedford.
THE MARQUIS OF HASTINGS IN AMERICA.
Illustrations.—seen between Castle
William and Governor’s Island, distant four miles.
—Burning of Charlestown.—Map of Boston and
Vicinity.—Bunker Hill after the Battle.—New
York, with the Entrance of the North and East
Rivers.—The English Church built at New York.
—Careening Place, New York.—Landing of the
British Forces in the Jerseys, November 20,1776.
IMPROVISATIONS.—VI. By Bayard Taylor.
THE WINE ISLANDS OF LAKE ERIE.
]llustrattons.—Gathering the Grapes.—Memo
rial to Commodore Perry, Gibraltar Island.—
Shores of Put-in-Bay.—The Lake Erie Yacht.—
The Steamer Michigan.—Burial Place of the Slain
in the Battle of Lake Erie.—Put-in-Bay Scenery.—
On Put-in-Bay Island.
TO-MORROW
Illustrations.— ' Busily working and singing, she
Published in Pamphlet Form.
wove the Wreath and the Vine.”—“ What was it
THE
that I heard him say ? ”
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH SCROGGS? By
Charles Nordhoff.
With a Map of Alaska, etc.
With numerous Extracts from
THE PRESS OF THE COUNTRY
DISAPPOINTED.
ON THE
A SIMPLETON.—A STORY OF THE DAY. By
Prosecution and Illegal Arrest of the brave defenders
Charles Reade.
of freedom,
A SONG IN MANY KEYS.
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL,
WHEN A DREAM COMES TRUE.
THE HARZ MOUNTAINS : A TOUR IN THE TOY
TENNIE CLAFLIN,
COUNTRY. By Henry Blackburn.
AND
Mustrations.—Little Gretchen.—On the Way to
the Brocken—Map of the Harz Mountains.—A
COLONEL BLOOD.
Glimpse of Hanover.—A Mid-day Dream.—A
Street in Goslar.—Over the Cobble-stones.—Drink
Price of pamphlet reduced to $15 per hundred.
ing the Waters.—InHarzburg.—A Village in the
Apply to the Editor and Publisher,
TdV Country.—On the Burgberg.—The Professor.
'
CHARLOTTE BARBER,
A Portrait.—A School-Girl.—Noah and his Family.
—Spectres of the Brocken.—In the Brockenhaus.
Toledo, Ohio.
—The Point of Union.—The Rathhaus, Wernigerode.—The Schloss, Blankenburg.—View from
the
Ziegenkoff.—The Brocken from the Hexen
FOR USE IN FAMILIES,
Tanzplatz.—The Waiter’s Greeting.—A Prussian
General.—Thirsty Natives.—A Clausthaler.—At
Clausthal.—Prepared for the Descent.—The ManLift.
OLD KENSINGTON. By Miss Thackeray.—(Umduded)
Chapter LIH. That thou are blamed shall not
THE FAMOUS
be thy Defect.
Chapter LIV. Holy St. Francis, what a Change
is there!
Chapter LV. See you not something besides
masonry?
Chapter LVI. The Play is played, the Curtain
drops.
Illustrations.—Head-piece.—Dolly and Charlotte
by the River.
’RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD STAGER.
THE NEW MAGDALEN. By Wilkie Collins—(Chacluded.)
Chapter NXVH. Magdalen’s Apprenticeship.
Chapter XXVIII. Sentence is pronounced on
her.
Chapter XXIX. The last Trial.
Epilogue: Containing Selections from the Cor
respondence of Miss Grace Roseberry and Mr.
Horace Holmcroft; to which are added Extracts
from the Diary of the Reverend Julian Gray.
THE
EES .r
REXjISH EBB AND FLOW.
EDITOR’S EASY CHAIR.
EDITOR’S LITERARY RECORD.
EDITOR’S HISTORICAL RECORD.
EDITOR’S SCIENTIFIC RECORD.
EDITOR’S DRAWER.
Fat up in aay p&rifof the world for Family Use.

Will be distributed this year, to the subscribers for the
AMERICAN WORKING PEOPLE, a large quarto-,
16 page Monthly, costing but $1 50 per year. It gives
a premium to every subscriber, varying from 25 cents
in value up to $2, $5, $10, $20, $100, $200, and $500 in
Greenbacks, besides Watches, Sewing Machines, Parlor Organs and numerous other premiums of value.
Send for Specimen and Circulars to
CAPRON & CO.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Insurance Department, Albany, N. Y.,)

Dec., 27,1871.

j

Having, on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a
requisition, directing the officers of the Home Insur
ance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency
then existing in the Capital of said Company, and
upon due examination made, it appearing that the
said amount of One Million Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars has heen duly subscribed and fully paid in, in
cash, I hereby certify that the capital of said Compa
ny has heen fully restored to its original amount of
Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
and affixed my official seal on the day and year above
written.
GEORGE W. MILLER,
(L. s.)
Superintendent.

By C. L. James,
Author of “Manual of Transcendental Philosophy.5'
For sale by the author, post paid, for 25c.
Address,
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.

The Great Discovery!
CATHARTIC MEDIQINE MADE PLEASANT'
TO THE TASTE AND DEIGHTFUL
IN EFFECT.

DR.

Cathartic Compound
Is pleasant to the taste, and will be readily eaten by
children or adults. It is free from poisonous drugs,
is purely vegetable, and, unlike other Cathartic Medi
cines, the dose need not to be increased from con
tinned use. And it positively cures constipation.
The directions accompanying each package. Read
the following recommendations:
“ New York, July 8,1871.
“ Dr. Orvis : Dear Sir—Please send me, C. O. D., one
box such as I had before; and am pleased to say, it
has acted as a charm with my wife.
“ Yours,
TUNIS H. BLACKWELL.”
(This was one of the worst oases of constipation I
have ever known.—A. O.)
“Brooklyn, L. L, Nov. 3,1871.
“ Dear Sir: Since your Cathartic Medicine was made
known to me, I have used it, and it only, in my family,
to obviate the evil it is intended to remedy; and I as
sure you I prefer it to all other expedients.^ Its opera
tion is gentle and wholesome, not enervating the sys
tem, or leaving a tendency to increased difficulty. It
clears the complexion, relieves oppression and invig
orates the whole physical economy.
“Respectfully,
Mrs. R. C. MAITLAND.”
It is extensively used by Dr. Foster, of Clifton
Springs, and many, other eminent Physicians.
SPECIAL AGENTS:
Hudnut, Herald Building, Broadway, New York; D.
G. Farwell, cor. Amity and Broadway, do.; Maey, cor.
6th avenue and 14th Street, do.; Robt. S. McCurdy, 494
Broadway, Albany; J. K. Post & Co., Lane & Paine,
and Almy, Osbum House, Rochester, N. Y.; S. E.
Samuels, Columbus, O.; Dixon & Deidrich, Dayton,
O.; Briggs, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
FOB SALE BY DRUGGISTS' GENERAL!Y
Price 25 cts. per Package.
83f’Address all Orders,
DR. A. ORVIS, Rochester, N. Y.

BEECHER-TILTON SCANDAL,

CANCER.
J. M. COMINS, M. D.,
FREDERICK KURTZ’S

PROP. OP OBSTETRICS t DISEASES OP PEMALES,
Gives special attention to the treatment of CANpER,
of all varieties, and is radically curing large numbers
of them.
piF” Call or address at
143 E. TWENTY-SIXTH STREET, N. Y.,
From 8 to 9}£ e. m. ; 4 to 6 p. m. “

Road to Power.
ROOMS, TheSEXUAL
SCIENCE.

DINING

PHTSICAL AID IENTAL RlffllRAIM.
A pamphlet of 60 pages, by F. B. Dowd. Priceless
to wives autl mother^, and such as are trying to be
men. Price 50c. Address
F. B. DOWD,
Wellsville, Mo.

23 New St. and 60 Broadway

DR. H. SLADE,

HALFORD LEICESTERSHIRE

(CLAIRVOYANT,)
AND

J. SIMMONS,
AND

Table Sauce,

W

210 West Forty-Third Street, NT, Y.
OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TILL 9 P. M.
NOT OPEN SATURDAY.

76 Maiden Lane& I Liberty St.

TEEMS for EAEPEE'S MAGAZINE, WEEELI
and BAZAR.
Magazine, One Copy for One Year................ .$4 00
Weekly, One Copy for one Year.................
4 00
One Copy for One Year...............
4 00
Mr. Kurtz Invites to his warm and comfortably fur
Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer Bazar,
Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, and Harper's nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
Bazar for One Year, $10.00; or any two for $7.00.
suring them that they will always find there the
HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the
ANTED—For a Gentleman, a Fur most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors,
TEST NJEDIUIVfs
nished BEDROOM, in a Spiritual or Progres as well as the most pyojmsS attention by accomplished
sive family, Address, with terms, W. R., care of
waiters.
WEST TWNNTY'SJSGQND mMT, 'Wowjfsm &
Wmmx, # Broad street.

CHARLES H. FOSTER,

ORVIS’

MIDLAND FIRST MORTGAGE
7 Per Cent Gold Bonds,

Issued by the ----Montclair
Railway Co.
----and

Guaranteed by New York Midland.
The Montclair is the Direct and Short Line of
Midland through New Jersey. Its bonds are
issued on the basis of half cost. They are Guaranteed.
It is a home road, running Direct from the City of
New York, assured of a large business and a fine
future. This Bond Offers an Advantage over all
the

the other
that, with

Midland First Moetgase Bonds, in
Equal Security, it is Less in Lrice.

We commend it to investors. For sale hy

Allen, Stephens & COo?
NO

^ PINP liTTOWr,

